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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Critical Factors in the Relationship
between Rural Recipients of
AFDC and Their Financial Yforkers
Donna L. Cannon

May 1992
This study examines which personal and systemic factors precipitate

a

relatively productive or nonproductive relationship between a rural Aid to Families

with Dependent Children (AFDC) recipient and her financial worker.
Financial workers are the primary contact within county social services
agencies for recipients of AFDC benefits. Recipients and workers are bound together

hy a complex eligibility determination process that provides little incentive for
recipient self-sufficiency, least of all in rural areas.
This qualitative study is based on a triangular framework of focus groups and
guided interviews with 23 recipients, four financial workers and two gatekeeper

professionals. Interview questions were based on emerging themes in two initial focus
groups, composed of nine unduplicated recipient subjects. Major themes explored in
focus groups and ensuing interviews were: attitudes, stereotypes, access to

information, and implementation of AFDC rules.
Four factors were identified as significant influences upon the recipient-worker

relationship. These were: 1.) institutional rigidity, 2.) dehumanizing environment,
3.) incompatible realities, and 4.) internalized stereotypes. Because three factors are
systemic, this study suggests that leadership must be exercised at several levels in

order to increase the productivity of the relationship.
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CHAPTER I
AFDC RECIPIENT$ 4:ND FINANCIAL WORKERS IN A} RURAL SETTING

Introduction
The origins of today's public assistance programs for families of young
children lie in the Social Security Act of 1935. Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) ffaces direct lineage back to that legislation, as does Medical
Assistance

(MA). It was not until

L964 that the federal government enacted Food

Stamps (FS) legislation.

According to Winifred BeIl, the earliest federal guidelines for public assistance
were drafted by social workers (1973). Believing that many poor people needed social
services in addition to money, social workers persuaded states to use a social casework

model for training and supervising welfare workers. Until January

l,

L973, these

workers were both eligibility specialists and caseworkers for low-income famities. On
that date, all states were mandated to separate the two functions into a distinct

hierarchy. Those designated as eligibility technicians were assigned paraprofessional
status with lower pay and less required education, while social workers retained their

professional status in terms of education and pay. Since then, recipients of public
assistance benefits have had their most frequent dealings

with eligibitity technicians,

who are referred to as *'financial workers" or "workers" in this paper. It is the quality

of that relationship that is the focus of this srudy.

At the most fundamental level of county social services-where eligibility for
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cash and in-kind assistance is evaluated-poverty appears to victimize both financial

workers and recipients of AFDC. The perpetual process of determining eligibility for
income maintenance benefits (AFDC, MA, FS) seems to constitute an exhausting,
confusing, and especially demoralizing reality for the AFDC parent and her fi.nancial

worker (Joe and Potter). For an increasingly inadequate amount of benefits that have
declined significanfly in real terms since the mid-1970s (MN Office of the Legislative

Auditor 1989, 32; Edelman 42), the recipient must submit to intnrsive and
disempowering accountability procedures. As an example, to prevent the interruption

of benefits, a highly detailed "Household Report Form" must be completed and
returned to the recipient's financial worker by a specified date each month. The
requested information includes: crurent and projected changes in composition and
address of reporting household; educational and employment status of household
members; assets; costs incurred for dependent care, housing, and utilities; and receipt

of income other than employment and county benefits.
The recipient's bureaucratic counte{part in this accountability process seems to
experience a similar imbalance of benefits and responsibilities. For an inadequate

wage, the financial worker must submit to stressful and unrelenting workplace
expectations of her agency and her caseload of from 100 to more than 200 recipient

families. She must create and maintain a "paper Eail" of documentation, subject to
periodic audit, as justification for each eligibility decision and must keep abreast of
continual changes in eligibility rules and regulations emanating from state and federal

legislation. The worker must also manage a professional presence in the face of
recipient demands for services and benefits that may exceed eligibility limits yet seem
reasonable and necessily to the recipient.
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For both the AFDC parent and her worker, the frequent changes in federal
rules and regulations necessitate constant adaptation to ncw circumstances. The
concern arises, therefore, that these two parties to a government-ordained helping
relationship may not always work productively together, This writer questions
whether the 1973 separation of social worker and financial worker services might not
have generated a potentially adversarial recipient-worker relationship that not only
creates delays in gaining financial independence for a motivated recipient but also

contributes to the occupational burnout of the worker.
The cenfral puqpose of this qualitative study is to discorer critical elements in
the nature of the relationship between AFDC parents and financial workers. Because

of the writer's interest and background in rural life issues, the study will focus on the
experience of poverty by workers and recipients in rural areas of Minnesota.

Leadership is exercised within the study by giving voice to the socially
disenfranchised; by giving dimension to a previously amoqphous population of goaloriented, low-income parents and their rules-and-regulation-bound workers; and by

providing a framework of recommended action from which change can occur.
Rationale for Conductine This Studv
For low-income single parents, rural poverty seems to present greater barriers

to gaining economic independence than does poverty in urban areas. The overarching
barrier is isolation, which derives from three facets of rural reality: conservative
values that hold responsible for their own plight the highly visible victims of poverty

who live in sptrrse populations, insuff,cient services that prevent or complicate
transition to self-sufficiency, and geographic remoteness from educational and
employment opportunities that frustrates the chances of making a successful transition.
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Potential for overcoming the isolation effect would seem to derive from engaging the
recipient in a productive helping relationship with her worker. AFDC recipients with

whom this writer had occasion to speak before qonceiving of this study sparked an
interest in the nature of such a relationship. As they struggled to break free of
dependence on public assistance benefits, some recipients seemed dissatisfied with the

relative helpfulness of their worker and by the social serrices available to them.
Others held more positive views.

Therefore, the cenEal question of this thesis

is: What are the personal and

systemic factors that precipitate a relatively productive or nonproductive

relationship between a rural AFDC recipient and her financial worker?
The working questions for this research are:

I

What are the stereotypes and attitudes that recipients and workers hold
about themselves and about each other?

L.

What goals do each of the parties strive to meet?

J.

What qualities do recipients and workers want in each other when their
shared goal is self-sufficiency for the recipients?

4.

What senrices that facilitate movement toward self-sufficiency are
hardest to obtain by recipients?

The objectives of the research are to:
1

Provide an opportunity for rural AFDC recipients to describe their
views and experiences about the process of achieving financial selfsufficiency in order to identify and analyze corrrrnon factors about
that experience;

2.

Facilitate opportunity for rural financial workers to describe how they
and how AFDC recipients respond to the process and analyze their
descriptions to identify corrrmon factors of the experience;

^J

Through synthesis of the two analyses, discover what encoruages and
what impedes negotiation for independence between recipients and
workers in nrral ileas;
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Make recorrtmendations to create a better working environment wherein
recipients and financial workers can attain their mutual goal of the
successful dissolution of their partnership.

Definition of Terms Used in T.his S-iudv
In view of their technical nature, it seems appropriate to include a definition of
the following terms:

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC): A federal program administered
through state and local (county) government agencies that provides cash grants to
households whose income and other resources fall below state standards. Only
families with dependent children are eligible for benefits.

Financial Worker: An employee of a county human services agency who determines
and verifies initial and continuing eligibility for AFDC, Medical Assistance, and Food
Stamps. Minimum requirements include education and/or experience equivalent to two
years of college study or two years of full-time paid experience in interviewing,
bookkeeping, and report preparation pluq the successful completion of a merit exam
for civil service. Equivalent terms used in sources cited in this thesis include:
eligibility technician or worker, income maintenance [ine] worker, weHare worker,
and case aide.

Gatekeeper: As used in this paper, describes a professional who interacts with both
recipients and providers of AFDC benefits, and, therefore, can conffibute to the
relationship being studied here a perspective different from either of the pa^rries. This
person can also provide a networking link for the researcher to subjects not otherwise
available for study.

Helpee: A person being helped by the professional. A helpee initiates the help
request and defines the desired help, which requires an awireness of her needs and of
alternative means of action to meet those needs.

Helper: The professional party in the helping relationship, whose role is to facilitate
and support helpees in reaching their desired outcomes. The helper must be able to
relate to the helpee as a real person and accept her nonjudgmentally as well as
understand and respond accurately to her experience.

Helping Relationship: The professional helping process, in which helping functions
are assigned to specialists by custom and law. It is corrrmonly a voluntary relationship
sought by a patient or client that enables her to grow in directions she chooses and to
solve problems and face crises. The goal of the relationship is self-help and
eventually self-sufficiency. In this paper, the scope of the term is broadened to
include the somewhat involuntary relationship to which a low-income applicant for
AFDC becomes a party.

Cannon
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Income Maintenance: The provision of cash or in-kind goods and services to
families with the objective of raising their incomes or preventing them from falling.
To receive this assistance, of which AFDC is one form, families must first establish
eligibility.
automated eligibility system developed for all of
Minnesota's major public assistance programs. Intended to reduce costs and mistakes
and free financial workers from much of the clerical responsibilities that consume their
workday, it replaces manual methods of intake and eligibility processing for financial
workers and standardizes and centralizes eligibility processes and benefit disbursals.

MAXIS: A new statewide

Recipient: A low-income household of parent(s) and dependent children who meet
eligibility guidelines for a cash grant. An equivalent term used in sources cited in this
thesis is "client."

Rural:

Describes, geographically and demographically, an area with a population of
fewer than 50,000 people that is not contiguous to a metropolitan area (VanDenBergh
and Cooper 263).

Separation: Describes policies mandating that income maintenance programs such as
AFDC, Medical Assistance, and Food Stamps be administered by persons other than
those responsible for the delivery of social services such as child welfare, family
counseling, and protective services.

Welfare:

See '*Income Maintenance" above

Who Is the Recipient?
Whenever they

fulfill their socially prescribed primary roles of mothers and

homemakers, women, whether urban or rural, are particularly vulnerable to the

vagaries of economic dependency. This is due, in part, to their willingness-or

need-to accept part-time employment in unskilled jobs to supplement the household
income. Since 1988, the incidence of single parenthood has increased to L9.7 percent
of all families, and the divorce rate has risen to 4.8 percent per 1,000 (U.S. Congress

18). While mothers of dependent children may

seek financial contributions from their

children's fathers, many find that child support payments are either erratic or
nonexistent (Sidel; Edelman; BeIl). Most, then, rurn to the omployment marketplace,
seeking full-time work to support themselves and their children.
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Of those who become employed, however, almost 40 percent do not earn
enough to raise their family income above the poverfy line (Amott

99). They may be

lacking in "human capital"-s7sfl1 skills, work experience, or education (Pines 156).
For many, their paid work experience history consists of low-skilled, part-time jobs
waitresses or retail clerks or on production lines. They

as

will likely discover that low

educational attainment and limited job skills relegate them to female-dominated, low-

paid occupations that provide few,
advancement opportunities.

If

if any, health and life insurance

benefits or

they have preschool children, they may find that

childcare services aro costly and inadequate for their needs (Amott 100-06; Segal 86).
Undependable or unaffordable fransportation becomes a critical barrier to taining and

employment success. Acquiring job training for better paid positions requires a broad
knowledge of careers, schools, funding soruces, and employment possibilities. And,
too,

it would ssem to require particular

patience to endure for three or more years the

multiple roles of mother, student, and either welfare recipient or part-time employee.

A

1987 Minnesota legislative audit, Aid to Families With Dependent Children,

used quality control data from the State Department of Human Services to draw a

picture of its AFDC population and examine the characteristics of recipients which
may affect their ability to find employment.

At any given time, 54 percent of Minnesota AFDC recipients have
received grant payments for less than two years. About 78 percent are
white and 88 percent live in female-headed households. Most AFDC
recipients use food stamps (83 percent) and slightly over one-quarter
live in subsidized housing. Six percent of recipients are currently in
school, and 26 percent have less than a high school education. Most do
not claim the 'child care disregard' (95 percent) [up to $160 per month
for child care costs is available to working parentsl. Nearly 70 percent
were born in Minnesota. About 42Vo of AFDC households contain one
adult and one child, and one in four AFDC families includes children
under the age of two.
[Fourteen] percent of recipients are

Cannon
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employed. Of the unemployed recipients, 76 percent report that they
are not seeking employment . . . although some are apparently in
education programs. About 53 percent of unemployed recipients have
been out of work for more than two years, while 18 percent have never
been employed. . . . [Nearly 75 percent ofl Minnesota AFDC recipients
are between 20 and 35 years of age. . . . [Eighty-five] percent of
Minnesota AFDC households are headed by single parents. (46-48)
For rural women, these realities often collide with the special circumstances of

living in geographic and social isolation, unserved by mass transportation or by
centralized information and advocacy services that could provide alternative courses of

action. Frusffated and humiliated, many, as a last resort, may firrn to county social
services for financial assistance.

Who Is the Financial Worker?
The 1973 Social Security Act Amendments mandated separation of social
caseworker responsibilities

into

(performed by

paraprofessionals called "financial workers") and social services provision (performed

by professionals called *'social workers"). It is with a financial worker that a recipient

typically interacts the most. The financial worker is very often a woman who, in rural
Minnesota counties, earns from $12,000 to $17,000 per year. Her formal education

usually encompasses two years of post-secondary education, often in clerical or
caregiving skills, and periodic employee inservices delivered as either regional or
statewide training. Her job responsibilities include: interviewing clients for

information about their status; calculating grant amounts based on client income,
resources, and expenses; verifying information provided by the

client assisting clients

to resolve problems through referrals and offering help in meeting obligations or
emergencies; determining eligibility; explaining program requirements; processing case

materials; learning new policy and a new statewide computerized welfare and
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eligibility system (MAXIS).
Wha[ Is the Relationshjp?
Recipient and worker are initially matched up semi-randomly in accordance

with agency procedure. A common method is to alphabetize recipients' surnames

and

assign portions of the alphabet to respective workers. For instance, upon completing

the intake process, recipient Jones would be assigned to worker Smith, whose case
load included anyone whose last initial falls within the "G-L" portion.
Thereafter, the recipient

will report any and all changes in her economic

or

living situation status to that worker. The worker uses the reports to determine the
recipient's eligibility for benefits in the upcoming month. Changes in economic status
generally result in changes in benefits, and failure by the recipient to report said
changes can result in penalties for fraud

if and when it is discovered.

Bookshelves

full of manuals provide sEict regulations for workers to follow.
Not all such relationships are founded upon mutual understanding, however.
When these arbitrary partnerships work productively, both recipient and worker are

probably functioning within their mutually understood limits of power and knowledge.
The assumption by each that they share the goal of recipient independence of "the
system" can foster a cooperative atmosphere. Both worker and recipient may choose

to disregard any clashing of personal values and apply their resources toward the

fulfillment of the goal of breaking free of one another.
'When

a recipient refers to her financial worker as a "social

worker" (which this

writer has heard many women do), she is attributing to that worker a highly
exaggerated level of discretionary power regarding the provision of financial benefits
as

well as expertise in interpersonal communication skills. When a worker refers to
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the primarily women heads of household who comprise her large caseload as "clients"

(which this writer has heard many workers do), she is attributing to them a level of
voluntary involvement that is inconsistent with their sometimes crisis-ridden lives.
Therefore, should her worker seem reluctant tg use hor "power" to resolve some

financial crisis, the desperation and frustration a recipient brings into the relationship
could easily turn to bitterness and outrage. Lacking the raining that social workers

.

receive in interpersonal corrrmunications and, therefore, possibly misreading the source

of the woman's misapprehension, the worker may mislabel the woman

as

uncooperative and unappreciative of the financial assistance the worker is able to
arrange within the limits of eligibility guidelines. Both, then, may feel misunderstood,

undervalued as human beings, and distustful of the other's motives.

This paper posits that a helping relationship could be developed between the
financial worker (as helper) and the AFDC recipient (as helpee). An aspect of this
study is the exploration of how a mutually satisfying helping relationship can develop

or disintegrate under the shared stress of fi.nancial repo.tirg and eligibility
determination.

What [s the Rural Aspect of Povert.y?
The Minnesota Women's Fund. . . identified isolation as the No. 1
problem for rural women. Other problems involve jobs, child care,
legal rights, stress, a lack of political clout, and a lack of family suppofi
for women who could ffain for nontraditional employment. ffranklin)
Poverty appears to be a lonely yet highly visible experience in rural areas.

Maintaining confidentiality about economic troubles while living in a low-density
population is

difficult. There is a "fishbowl" effecl A

weHare recipient and her

family of origin are often longtime residents in their community and, therefore, ffie

'a 'i.
1l
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known personaUy to local welfare agency employees, merchants, and business and
helping professionals in their corrrmunity as neighbor, former classmate, or member of

their church. The pain of economic deprivation is often compounded by emotional

deprivation. The felt disapproval of the community is reflective of the conservative
and taditional values that equate individual responsibility with one's misfortune.

"Good things happen to good people; bad things happen to bad people," and "good" is
often equated with employment. Isolation may seem complete for an AFDC mother

if

her financial worker, upon whose services she relies for her most basic survival needs,
appears to reinforce these shaming and blaming conrmunity attitudes (Gottlieb 25;

Sidel 89).
Paradoxically, rural poverty seems to have an invisibility factor as well. Rural
weHare recipients often feel an acute discomfort about being seen by their community
as economically disadvantaged. Some avoid expected

stamps

in supermarkets many miles from where they

public scorn by redeeming food

are known (Parish;

Boyd). A

recipient known to this writer planned to change to an out-of-town bank to avoid the

judgmental attitude she perceived in a teller. They may choose to not apply for
reduced-cost school lunches for their children and, despite their needs, may exit early

from the welfare roles (Rank and Hirschl; Pines 170). They congregate in affordable,
edge-of-town, subsidized housing projects and mobile home parks or find privacy in
rental farmhouses.
Clothes make the poor invisible too. America has the best-dressed
poverty the world has ever known. . . . It is much easier . . . to be
decently dressed than it is to be decently housed, fed or doctored. Even
people with terribly depressed incomes can look prosperous.
(Harrington 5)

In their 1970 rural social services workshop report, Jay Bambery and Richard

ftugeturg Erflogs

lhrrr;
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Nelson observed "the very different nature of *re problems in rural areas," noting the

poor self-image of rural male clients who spoke during a session. Clients "seemed

so

different" from their urban counterparts. They were less sophisticated, less militant,
and less critical of the welfare system's failure to respond to their needs, and they felt

reluctant to apply for assistance due to embarrassment or not wanting to create a tax
burden for their neighbors (13).

The other factors of rural isolation examined here-insufficient services and
geographic remoteness---combine with social osfracism to create unique circumstances

for the rural poor in Minnesota. Not only are the poor unable to receive benefits and
then disappear into a large, anonymous populace, they also find it difficult to gain the
sort of assistance and raining that could

lift them out of their malaise and restore

them to "goodness" in their corrrmunity's eyes.
The barriers that discourage rural participation in programs sponsored by
agencies other than county human services are primarily those of limited access to

centralized communication and transportation services. These include lack of
awareness

of the programs, lack of information or understanding about the relevance

of such programs to their circumstances, and difficulty in finding mentors or positive
local role models to inspire participation. Their inability to conveniently access
programs that can provide intensive exposure to parenting skills, self-esteem building,
job-seeking and -keeping skills, money and resoruce management, and classroom job
maining are compounded by the economic reality of low pay scales at local worksites

to constitute an insurmountable obstacle for many low-income women.

Orsanization of This Thesis
The remaining chapters of this study

will

address the central quesrion: What

trl'r{,ii"* !.+ ,'ll.i,.r trlliri*:i.:.;.i
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are the personal and systemic factors that precipitate a relatively productive or

nonproductive relationship between a rural AFDC recipient and her worker? In order

to establish the contextual justification of this research, a review of related literature is
set

forth in Chapter

II.

Chapter

III

contains a description of the methodology used and

the role of the researcher. In Chapter fV, presentation is made of the data acquired

from AFDC parents, financial workers, and gatekeepers, and Chapter V contains an
analysis of the data. Chapter

VI

constitutes a surrrmarization of findings and provides,

from a leadership point of view, recorrrmendations for action that might be taken by
recipients, workers, administrators, and policy makers.

Application to Leadership
This writer anticipates several levels of leadership activity as a result of this
study.
1

Empowerment of recipients and financial workers through the
information and recommendations provided herein;

2.

Nenporking among AFDC parents, encouraged through focus groups
and sustained through a campus support system funded by a grant
project conceived by the writer;

3

Personal and professional responsibility for change taken by the writer,
by initiating collaborative meetings with social workers, flnancial
workers, and recipients;

4.

Team-building and information sharing through membership on the
regional coffImunity action program (CAP) board of directors and the
displaced homemaker program advisory council;

5

Establishing an expectation that there be a recruiter of low-income
women into technical college training programs; and

6

Initiating a multi-county diversity project to foster acceptance of gender
and raciaVethnic differences.
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CHAPTER tr

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The key elements to be examined in this study are:

1.

The rural-urban experience of poverty;

2.

Correlation of AFDC recipient-financial worker experience;

3.

The nature of formal helping relationships; and

4.

State and national policy initiatives for poor families.

The Rural-Urban Ex oerience of Povertv
There is a difference between rural and urban capabilities to provide welfare
services corrrrnensurate with the needs and problems of their respective populations

(Buxton; Omer; Mclaughlin and Sachs; Gibbs et al.; Davis). The rural trends of
declining populations and increasing numbers of families headed by single women is
sffaining the ability of counties to provide services that support or retrain single
parents (Doyle). While the literature is generally unkind in its assessment of rural

reality, positive aspects are also acknowledged. William Whitaker cited the
advantages of less complications and clutter in delivery of social services

(21). Carol

Bly called small towns "a very good place" to tive (1). She suggested that a new
brand of frankness, courtesy, and confidence could dispel the fear and pent-up anger

felt by financially sEessed residents of rural corrrmunities. In the literature, 'orural" is
frequently defined in terms of fewer resoruces, economic and cultural disadvantages,
and isolating corununity values and attitudes (Gibbs et al. 263). This section explores
each of those attributions.

Rural areas have fewer resources. Edward B. Buxton saw the rural condition
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as largely problematic, describing an area that distinguishes
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itself from urban areas by

lagging behind in population per square mile, education, variety of experiences, and
the power to control its own destiny (29). Salima Omer added other disadvantages:
less disribution of resources, flight of its younger generation, and inadequate health

facilities and social services (131).
Rural areas are characterized by economic and cultural disadvantages. The
"opportunity sfructure" for gaining self-sufficiency through adequately compensaed
employment is poorer for nonmetro female-headed households than for their urban
sisters (Mclaughlin and Sachs 287).

A contributing

cause

is the taditional rural view

of women as homemakers, childbearers, and secondary wage earners (Pines 29). This
is evidenced by larger rural families and limited access for women to education, job

skills training, and organized child care (Mclaughlin and Sachs 289). P. Cibbs et al.
observed that:

Rural women, particularly those with limited incomes, ffie both confined
and socially isolated. Young children, inadequate financial resources,
lack of transportation, and a paucity of formal social supports reinforce
conformity to the raditional female roles of wife and mother. The
extended family, which gives rural women a sense of security, also
strengthens the pressure on women to conform to traditional roles.
(270)

They also noted that women who work outside the home are clustered in "the lowpaying female labor ghetto," meaning clerical, service, and factory production work
(270).
Charles Zastrow observed that "people who live in nrral areas have higher
percentages of poverty than people who live in urban areas. In rural areas wages are

low, there is high unemployment, and work tends to be seasonal" (85). According to
a report by the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
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reduced job opportunities irre a partial reason that74.2 percent of rural families headed

by single mothers live in or neirr poverty. That compares to 64.8 percent in urban
areas @oyle

5A-64).

Because nual life is framed by isolating communiry values and attitudes,

it

becomes particularly difficult to be poor in rural corrrmunities. Analysts have leveled

blame for the persistent dependency of the poor on welfare benefits against virtually
every aspect of American life, including recipient, program, and community. D. T.

Ellwood agreed that something or someone is to blame but was unwilling to point

a

finger: "Welfare represents a failure, but no one is quite sure whose failure it is" (M).
Is it the failure of the recipient? A rural value holding that the individual
welfare recipient ca:ries responsibility for her plight is, in essence, "blaming the

victim." In her Pennsylvania study of rural versus urban attitudes, Mary H. Osgood
found less rural support or sympathy for recipients and programs (44). Work
alternatives, or "workfare," is a popular rural response to recipient dependency on

welfare. Laura F. Davis suggested that local attitudes about work reflect confused
thinking at the federal level, which date from the inception of AFDC.
Care of dependent children was officially, although not universally,
recognized as reason not to work. It is, however, interesting that care
of children was not considered work, but as a barrier to work. This
paradox leads to conflicting attitudes of the public toward welfare. It is
assumed that those adults whom receive AFDC benefits by virtue of
caring for children are not working, so benefits should be at a
subsistence level following a principle of less eligibility. (1983, 48)

Davis' 1988 Wyoming study confirmed her earlier conclusion. Respondents to
a poll agreed that weHare mothers ought to work, yet they expressed a belief that

mothers of preschool and kindergarten children ought to stay home. Her conclusion
was to "redeflne raising children as work, rather than as a ba:rier to work [so t]rat]
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parenting would be perceived as a positive contribution to society" (Falt 1988, 18).

Ellwood suggested limiting work requirements of single parents on welfare to parttime work in recognition that one parent cannot be both full-time nurturer and fulltime wage eiuner (137).
Edelman recognized the paradox that low-paying employment creates for the
poor.

Poor Americans are no more likely to work than the rest of us when it
is clear that their effort will leave them worse off than before.
However, because it is more important to our self-esteem and our hopes
for the future, economically and otherwise, the poor, like the rest of us,
will work even under diff,rcult circumstances and for marginal gains.
(76)

Is it the failure of the program? Applicable to rural and urban thinking was rhe
claim made by Charles Murray in his book, L-osinq Ground, that increased welfare
spending proportionately increases dependency. That idea was challenged by Sanford

F. Schram and Paul H. V/ilken as an incomplete and unvalidated explanation for

a

complex social phenomenon. His charges, they said, constituted "blaming the
program" (204). Ellwood concurred in that challenge yet credited Murray with
correctly observing that the most basic values in American society-autonomy of the
individual, the virtue of work, primacy of the family, and desire for and sense of

coffImunity-are neither reflected in nor reinforced by welfare. Ellwood agreed with
Murray that no amount of tinkering would bring welfare benefits and workfare rules

into congruence with our basic values (6-16).
Is it the failure of the community? A third factor in assessing responsibility for
solving poverty issues was introduced by Buxton and might be tabeled "blaming the

colrununity." Rural colrlmunity values of self-sufficiency, independence, thrift, and
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family loyalty seem to be affronted by the existence of a local public welfare agency
and its clients. The implication that poverty might be a social problem rather an

individual problem interferes with a deep-seated need to isolate "deviants" and
"motivate" them through low payments. This ethical dissonance provokes in local
citizens a predictable denial of failure within the local social system (32). While
James P. Winship's work lies outside the issue

of single parents, it still appears to

have applicability to this study. In his studies of General Assistance programs in rural
corrrmunities in Georgia and V/isconsin, Winship examined factors contributing to the

level of response to the problem of poverty. He recommended the further examination

of two attitudes: the sense of ownership of the problem by the corrurrunity and the
perception of the goals of the programs.
Ownership refers to the cornmonly held belief that a portion of the
responsibility for a problem must be taken locally rather than in some
distant place. The general perception of programs is positive when they
are viewed as supporting those who have rouble supporting themselves
while aiding the employable to become self-sufficient. (78)
Social isolation, a function of both corrrrnunity disapproval and low population
density (Rank and Hirschl 191; Buxton 29; Zastrow 587), reduces information-sharing
among recipients and effectively eliminates their opportunity to develop a sense of

solidarity through the formation of advocacy groups (Zastow 587). Unable to
minimize the discomfort arising from the felt disapproval, rural recipients are more

likely to exit from public

assistance at an early stage than are their urban counterpa-rts.

They are also less likely to apply for welfare in the first place, effectively buying into
the community ethic that only personal failures and individual shortcomings contribute

to poverty (Rank and Hirschl 192).
Existing literature offered little substantive discussion of other practical barriers
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for female heads of rural households in poverty. Zasffow alluded to the lack of
cenEalized public transportation systems (587). Owning a car is a big expense that

city-dwellers can avoid by taking a bus, Pat Doyle pointed
70To

oul

Gibbs et al. noted that

of the rural poor and near poor are without adequate transportation (266). Citing

a government report, Doyle observed that while rural housing costs may be lower,

food, utilities, and transportation costs are often higher. As for access to a common
radio and television station and newspaper-a given in urban areas-Julia M. Watkins
and Dennis A. Watkins illustrated the conhast.

There are differences in having access to one TV channel versus eight
or ten channels, and one plans quite dffierently to attend a function in a
town 25 miles driving distance over a single lane winding road than one
does a function four miles by bus or ca.r on interstate highway. (20)

In

Sara Pines' study

of two groups of mothers-one "on welfare" and the other

"off welfare"-sfug found that possession of both a telephone and a car "is believed
important for achieving self-sufficiency in a rural community" {172).

A

1989 survey

of 370 Minnesota recipients by the Minnesota Department of Human Services and the
Minnesota Department of Jobs and Training found that two-thirds had unreliable
transportation and one-fourth lacked a telephone

(9). Regarding the enrenched

posture of many female heads of single parent households, including an unwillingness

to relocate for training and employment oppornrnities, Pines reported that "one *on

welfate' mother terminated a well-paying job in another town due to transportation
problems. She did not want to move away from her social support network in order to
keep the job" (165).
There appeilrs to be a paucity of literature about delivery of social services in

rural settings, and, in the sources found, the focus was on social workers (Hollister et
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al.; Whitaker; Bambery and Nelson).

Correlation of AFQC- Becipient-Financial Worker Exoerience
The critical elements of recipient and financial worker experience must be
separately explored before meaningful connections can be made between identified
needs and the establishment of a more humanized working relationship. This section

will first examine the literature's treatment of recipient

experience; next, of financial

worker experience; and, finally, the correlation between recipient and worker
experiences.

The recipient experience is explored extensively in the literature. This writer
has organized the information into the following sub-issues: accessing the system,
costs and benefits of using AFIDC, recipient perceptions of the AFDC experience,

power as an AFDC issue, and the social stigma of AFDC.
Accessing the AFDC system is neither simple, painless, nor without longlasting consequences. "Our society places those who need assistance in such a

position that most people feel that an application for aid is to be avoided at a1l costs"
(Gottlieb 15). Davis cited research showing that AFDC recipients may require
"certain bureaucratic skills to obtain and retain aid." These necessary competencies

include: prior knowledge of welfare jargon, how to f,Il out goyernment forms,
methods of locating available services, and a certain level of communication skills

(1985,75). The 1990 Minnesota Combined Application-Parts I and tr contains 35
pages of questions and one page of penalty warnings and assignment-of-rights
statements.

There are costs as well as benefits to recipients and applicants accepting AFDC
support, and the eronomic and social losses sustained by AFDC recipients have been
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extensively explored and commented upon. According to Teresa Amott, AFDC
applicants must "draw down most of their savings before they become eligible" and
divest themselves of any other assets, such as a car, which are valued over the
legislated maximum. This "forced pauperization" creates circumstances that "make it

very difficult to escape from the welfare system." In many

a.reas, dependably

operating cius ilre necessary to seek and keep employment, and a savings account just

might sustain a family during a spell of unemployment or job Eaining (109-10).
There is more to divestiture than the forfeiting of tangible and financial assets,

however. Naomi Gottlieb drew a grim parallel between sociologist Enring Goffman's
concept of

*'stipping"-the relinquishment by populations in total institutions (prisons

and hospitals) of their possessions and their autonomy-and the experience of an

AFDC recipient.
The parallel is obvious, though in a lesser degree, in the type and
amount of personal information required of one in a public-assistance
application, in one's submissiveness and dependency on the agency not
only for the bare necessities of living but also for direction about one's
behavior for fear of being declared ineligible, and, of course, in one's
divestment of all but minimum resources. . . .[T]here are serious
reductions of the client's humanity-invasions of privacy, stereotypical
thinking, attributions of inadequacy, decreased autonomy and increased
dependency . . . (116-18)
There are "few economic incentives for many people to leave public
assistance," according to a 1989 Minnesota legislative audit. "IJse of Pub1ic
Assistance hograms by AFDC Recipients" evaluated how pro$am benefits affect

work incentives for low-income families. The study found that the average total
monthly benefit size for basic living expenses of AFDC families was $1,027, of which

only $20 was designed to meet work or training expenses. Size of benefits varied
according to household type (pure AFDC or shared with nonrecipient household
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members), family size, employment status, housing subsidy (generally available to
38To

of AFDC households and valued at an average of $335 per month), length of

time on AFDC (the longer on AFDC, the more likely to participate in other benefit
programs), and by region (eligible Twin Cities AFDC families Ere somewhat more

likely to receive housing subsidies or food stamps than those living elsewhere in

the

state).

Ellwood condemned AFDC for offering "modest benefits while imposing

a

ridiculous array of rules that rob recipients of security and self-esteem. Recipients are
offered no real help and have no real dignity"

(4). He concluded that it is designed

"to frusffate, antagonize and discourage those who are seeking help" (140).
Gottlieb also viewed AFDC as deliberately discouraging to recipients.
Rules protect clients from arbirariness and abuse. Their manifest
function is to make certain that the applicant can be granted the aid she
needs in a fair way and as a matter of right.
There is nothing untoward in a social institution's expectation that
citizen
will provide appropriate documents and other evidence of his
the
lsicJ compliance with institutional requirements What is different
here is that the role of the person meeting the exacting regulations of
wefare is a degraded one in contrast to the wholly acceptable role of
applying for a driver's license or submitting an income tax return. . . .
The latent function of the weHare rule is to discourage persons from
entering and remaining in that role. The consequences are the means
test... {42-43)

Discrimination and insecurity are econgmic facts of ltfe for recipients. Amott
cited sociologist Diana Pearce's theory of "duality in the welfare system." The
primary tier includes unemployment and social security benefits and seeks to
"minimize the costs to the individual when the system fails. . .

.

In the secondary tier

[of welfare], which includes AFDC, recipients are stigmatized and regulated,

and

beneflts can be withdrawn arbiEarily." Amott observed that this tier seeks to provide
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only the most minimal support necessary to meet basic needs, and Pearce recalled that
"Indeed, AFDC functions as the poor woman's unemployment compensation" (Amott
110).

Illusrating the uncertainty of benefit levels cited by Gottlieb and Amott is
documentation from a three-year study of recipient "Anna Burns." In that timespan,

Burns' benefits were recalculated 14 times because of changes in her status and in
policies (Joe and Potter). The issue of benefits disappearing altogether was addressed
by

Amott.

She again cited Pearce, who linked "tightened

eligibility requirements"

with the periodic shortage of people in the worldorce who were willing to take lowwage

jobs. When families

EIre squeezed

off welfare roles by governmental changes in

eligibility guidelines, it is to provide more low-wage workers. As Amott

contended,

"Welfare mothers represent a labor pool to be tapped by . . . low-wage employers"
(1 1s).

Etlwood spoke of "modest benefits," but Amott put it bluntly: "In no state are

AFDC benefits high enough to bring a family out of poverty." Because states must
provide medical assistance to all families on welfare, it is not uncornmon for mothers
to choose to trun down johs that do not include health insurance to remain on welfare.

Inflation has eroded the purchasing power of welfare benefits; between 1970 and 1986
the real value of AFDC benefits dropped an average of 33 percent (Amott 109-13;
MinnesoLa 1987

, 42). Nor is employment

necessarily an escape from welfare for

women. Barbara Ehrenreich and Kadn Statlard argued that jobs available to women
are part of the problem because occupational segregation prevents them from gaining

employment in better-paying men's jobs. Twenty of 420 listed occupations account

for 80 percent of women workers. Women's work is not only lower paying than
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men's but is less inflation-proof as well (314).
Recipient perceptions about experiences using the AFDC system have also been
extensively treated in the literature. Ruth Sidel provided an ironic case study of a
recipient who was once a welfare worker in the same agency to which she now

repofis. Self-described as having been a *'wonderful caseworker" who didn't "hassle"
her clients, she admits that she had not considered them to be "real people." Now in
the role of recipient, she bitterly complains that workers keep her waiting for hours, as

if

she were not someone

as

"the world's rejects," she accuses them of incompetence and of demoralizing

with valuable time. Contempfuously labeling those workers

recipients (91).

In Pines' 1985 study of present and past long-term AFDC recipients in rural
upstate New York, most felt that "the program did not help or encourage them

effectively to achieve economic independence." In fact it was perceived as a barrier

to employment. Many felt that often neither welfare staff nor policies were of help to

them. Complaints were voiced "about unreasonable rules and regulations that
frusffated their attempts to gain self-sufficiency." About 25Vo of the mothers reported
unsatisfactory experiences with welfare staff, describing those experiences

as

"humiliating, degrading, disrespecful, and embarrassing." Nearly one-half of the
mothers who had moved off welfare reported receiving "no emotional support [from

sffi

in their efforts to achieve self-sufficiency." Yet only six percent of mothers still

receiving welfare reported a similar lack of emotional suppofi (151-53). Her findings
seem consistent with those of Jeffrey D. Fisher et al. (1983), which are discussed
elsewhere in this chapter. In theii study of the "thteat to self-esteem" theory, they

concluded that when help is experienced as primarily supportive, helpees react with
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high acceptance of aid and low seH help.

Pines'findings loosely correlate with Mark R. Rank and Thomas A. Hirschl's
study of early welfare exits in rural settings. Pines found that "[Some off-welfare]
mothers reported exiting the program because they could no longer tolerate feeling that

they were heing misfreated by the welfare staff. Thus the 'punitive' treatment became
an incentive to terminate dependency" (170). In their study of the effect of population

density on welfare exits, Rank and Hirschl found that "the need for welfare provision
may be greatest in rural areas," but their research data suggested that perceived social
disapproval and stigma makes

it "more difficult in the minds of rural recipients

remain on public assistance" (204). In both studies,

to

it would appeil that the factor of

emotional discomfort precipitated recipients' exits from AFDC.
The issue of power often arises in analyses of recipient experiences. Gottlieb
pointed out the power imbalance implicit in the eligibility determination process.
There seems little question that the regulations outlining an eligibility
determination necessarily require much dotailed, personal information
about the applicant, given under circumstances of considerable dismess
in the applicant and a decided power asymmetry between applicant and
worker. (47)
Even the types of benefits provided recipients can be interpreted in terms of

relative power. According to Watkins and Watkins, in-kind benefits, such as food and
clothing, are conuolling factors, but
Cash. . . is least controlling of behavior in the economic
marketplace. . . and most supportive of a marketplace economy
Cash can buy power, control over resources which may be goods,
service, or access to political and economic structure. Cash benefits
make assumptions about the integrity and sovereignty of the recipient
(43)

They expanded upon Gottlieb's obsenration by defining the po\Her imbalance in terms
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of implicit societal values:
[I]nherent in the means-test criterion, the target group is perceived as
being privileged to receive, the social distance between 'giver' and
'r"rein.r' is increased, and the need being addressed is the result of
individual deficiency and viewed as temporary in its manifeststion- (39)

According ro Gibbs et at., Michael Lerner, Elizabeth laneway and Gottlieb,
powerlessness is partly a state of

mind. Recipients can reclaim some of their power

by redefining reality to more accurately reflect the ssope of choices they do have. For
Gibbs et al., this happens when a new frame of reference regarding power is adopted.

Much of the helplessness and powerlessness experienced in rural
populations is defined and perpetuated by the notion that power is a
finite commodity: If someone else has it, you do not. The feminist
principle that power can be both infinite and expansive is a principle
that could serrre rural areas well. (Gibbs et al. 27 5)
Lerner's study of powerlessness in employment situations is applicable to
recipients as

well. He defined his concept of surplus

powerlessness as "the set of

feelings and beliefs that make people think of themselves as even more powerless than
the actual power situation requires, and then leads them to act in ways that actually

confirm them in their powerlessness"

(ii).

He challenged people and society at large

to compassionately make the distinction between "real" and "surplus" powerlossness.
This can occgr by recognizing "the real constraints that people have faced, and the real
powerlessness that has timited their options and alternatives, shaped their realities, and
made their lives far less than they would have wanted" (14-15). On an individual
scale, he counseled that "people must listen to each other's stories. We must learn in

detail how we all have come to be who we are . . ." (285). His words recall those of
Carol Bly, who admonished residents of rural colilnunities to make "good change"

toward compassionate regard for one another. On a broader scale, I-erner challenged

r-ilInon

z

the assumption that the rich and powerful have absolute power. "Things could be
quite different

if people were to engage in the struggle to change things . . ." (15).

Janeway outlined ways in which the oppressed can act and think to counter the

effects of powerlessness. Her theory identified three "powers of the weak" that are

directly applicable to AFDC recipients, namely: 1.) the power to disbelieve the
definition put upon oneself by the powerful; 2.) the power to come together in groups

to achieve desired ends; and 3.) the power to set up organizations by which to

seek

desired change (167 -82). Although poverty and welfare are not addressed directly in

Janeway's book, welfare rights groups are an expression of her theory. Recipient
leaders and advocates who flust denied the definition put upon them then came

together and set up organizations. Since the early 1960s, local organizing of such
groups has led to litigation on behalf of the constitutional rights of welfare applicants
and recipients. The federal courts ultimately accepted the contention that those in
need were entitled to welfare benefits without arbitrary or harassing actions of welfare
agencies (Sard 169-73). Gottlieb noted how these organizations began to reframe the

reality of recipient status to that of well-informed petitioner.
Welfare rights organizations say that rules are there to be used by them
as well as by the agency. Their intent is to establish their rights in
relation to rules and to influence the power imbalance. They insist that
the rules be known to them and that decisions be made on the basis of
their demands and not social work judgments; in addition, they seek out
unused rules to activate. (50)
Gottlieb made it clear that "welfare rights demands . . . still represent
prodding, not the wielding of

power

a

Their close collaboration with legal services

offices has given [the] groups both a sense of power and a role in altering policies and
procedures" (55)

/
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There is a detectable stigma attached to receipt of AFDC, as Rank and Hirschl
noted above.

A social implication of receiving AFDC benefits is that one feels the

disapproval of one's corrrmunity. Sidel observed that phenomenon from the
perspective of the larger society.
Since our fust poor laws were passed, there has been a wrenching
ambivalence about this society's responsibitity to the poor. On one
hand, we profess belief that government has a moral obligation to care
for poor people; on the other hand, we despise the poor and assume that
adequate financial suppofi will simply encourage their '*slothful,
deceitful ways-' (88)

Gottlieb stated that "the stigma attached to the welfare check is almost
tangible as the paper

it is written on."

as

She suggested that this stigma may originate in

the failure of welfare to correlate with the "norm of reciprocity" in society. Because

reciprocity "implies both rights and obligations based on past actions," and welfare
recipients are generally perceived to have not done anything to merit the right to claim
benefits, society expresses anti-recipient feelings (14-15).
Elizabeth A. Mulroy pursued the "theme of poverty as a moral issue" by
enumerating some myths (or "assumptions") about welfare mothers. The

frst is that

a

woman raising children alone is single by choice, which "discounts a man's decision

to leave a household with unsupported children." The second is that "mothers can pull
themselves up out of poverty

if only they would accept gainful employment in the

market economy and work hard. . .

.

Therefore, [those] who turn to public welfare for

their soruce of income are presumed to be lazy,Iiving off the public hough, and in
effect 'unworthy."' The third is that "opportunity is endless and freedom of choice
abounds for everyone in American society"

(4).

,

In the face of such stereotn)ic beliefs about AFDC recipients, these women
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demonstratc generosity and interest toward one another. Sidel described the practice

among many of the poor of giving part of their limited resources to even needier
neighbors and friends. This practice is variously called a "technique of mutual aid"
and "sharing and caring." Sharing is done in anticipation of receiving back forms of

help in the future. She expressed wonder at the resilience of AFDC mothers.

What is tuly remarkable. . . is that these families survive at all: That
these women can still plan and hope and struggle for a sense of dignity
after being humiliated and degraded by a welfare system that maintains
them in absolute poverty . . . (99)
The financial worker experience has not been the subject of any known studies,

but the position itself has been energetically deplored, explored, and defined in studies
and analyses of federal policy decisions. It is the consensus of scholars that the actual

job responsibilities far outweigh the established qualifications for employment and that
services to recipients and taxpayers are therefore seriously compromised (Wyers;
Greene; Benton; Gottlieb). In the interests of organizing this review of the available

literature, the writer has identified the following sub-issues: the original conception of
the financial worker's scope of responsibilities, the relevance of education and

Eaining, the conflicting charge to workers to investigate and rehabititate recipients, and
power as a workplace issue.
The original conception of the financial worker position's scope of
responsibilities was actually a misconception. Ever since separation of social
caseworker duties was federally mandated for all states

n

1972, debate has raged

arnong its supporters and detractors about whether the change improved agency

performalrce (Benton; Wyers; Bell; Gottlieb). BeIl recalled the pre-separation era,
when welfare workers were expected to be all things to all clients, while also
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"energetically serving the cause of conserrring public funds" (1973,72). The federal
government had wanted to ffim the skyrocketing costs of state claims for social
services and became convinced that the determination of client eligibility for public
assistance could be performed by clerical personnel less expensively than

extensively trained social work professionals (Benton 16; Davis

56).

by the more

Social

caseworker responsibilities were consequently divided between etigibility technicians

(financial workers) and social workers.

In brief, the eligibility worker is the first official representative with
whom the applicant has direct contact. The . . . worker elicits a great
deal of personal information and appeffis to the client to have the
authority to make life-changing decisions. From the client's point of
view, the eligibility worker is the agency. @avis 1983, 60)
Norman L. Wyers is the most persistent voice decrying the effects separation
has had upon the function of the "income maintenance line worker." He recalled how

the 1973 classification plan by the National Association of Social Workers (NASW)
omitted this newly created clerical position. The role of the line worker became

"unintentionally deprofessionalized by the parameters of the guidelines" and,
thereafter, was not included in debates about job classifications. Excluded,
overlooked, and relegated organizationally to second-class status, the line worker "has
suffered from a decade of inattention." (Another 12 years have passed since Wyers'

observation). "The neglect of the important role of . . . line worker, whether
deliberate or unintentional, can be tolerated no longer" (1980, ?62).

This deprofessionalization of the financial worker role has affected worker

morale. Margaret Schubert's 1972 Virginia study revealed both negative and positive
indicators about how financial workers perceived themselves in relation to the social

work profession. Among the negative findings were agency and client confusion over
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the functions of the financial workers. Another was the limited job potential, with few
opportunities for advancement and a feeling of being underpaid in comparison with

others. The other major negative was the workers' belief that their work was not
highly valued by social workers in the agency. Positive findings concerned the
workers' view of their work as "interesting and demanding [and requiring] many

skills" (52-53, 58).
There is a consistent call in the literature for increased education and maining

for financial workers. The need is justified by the recognition among social work
theorists and financial workers themselves that the position is far more complex than
that of a clerk. Complexity is a strong, recurring theme.

[T]he process of applying for assistance [is] the first step in a sequence
of agency service. It is a locus of primary social worker intervention.
It must not be seen as distinct or separate from the social service
function, for it is not. fFinancial workers also] assume an on-going
service function regarding the issues of continuing etigibility and
termination. The skills required to meet the demands of the functions
. . cannot be learned on the job. Professional training and education are
.

mandatory. (Wyers 1980, 262)
V/yers argued that eligibility determination is far more complicated than first

thought. Financial workers' tasks were originally seen as being "highly standardrzed,
similar to the role of a clerk, and [only] limited service delivery skills would be
required" (1987, 896). In reality, the work requires worker awareness of the need for
"social care" by many recipients. Their needs for support, nurturance, guidance, and
respect cannot be met unless the worker is awire of them and prepared to assist in

meeting them. Skills required include empathic listening and the provision of

information and referral to other services, which are taditionally social work functions
(1980, 261). To ensure that appropriate skills development occurred, Wyers argued
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for restoration of the baccalaureate degree in social work (BSW) education
requirement (1983, 264).

In Evelyn L. Greene's landmark classification of the natrue of the income
maintenance worker's job, she noted that "there is more to the . . . worker's job than
meets the eye. . .

.

[T]he actual content and nature of the job are 'hidden' [and

a

written job description obscuresl important dimensions of the job" (2).

Bill B. Benton, Jr. questioned the fiscal wisdom of expecting a clerk-level
worker to fulfill complex responsibilities.

It is generally believed that the national movement to implement

the

'simplified method' [for determining public assistance eligibility] was a
mistake. . . . To deal with [the] complexity [of the eligibility processes
thrust upon states and local govemments], many states have upgraded
the training and educational requirements of eligibility technicians in
order to reduce overpayments and ineligibility errors. (19)
Findings in a 1981 study by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, "Income Maintenance Vforker Study:

A Two-Way Taxonomy

and

Analysis," confirmed Benton's concern and responded to Wyers' complaint that "no
one has raised consistent questions about conditions at the level of eligibility

determination or of the line workers" (Wyers 1980,260). Three conditions identified

by the study were: 1.) the complexity and continual altering of procedrues and
policies; 2.) the complexity of judgments it is necessary to make; and 3.) the
complexity of feelings and issues that recipients and applicants bring to their meetings

with the worker. A model job description was developed, which identified eight
activity and practical skill clusters as well as performance and hiring standards, to
more accurately structure and delimit the worker role (see Appendix E).

Very early in the separation process, Gottlieb recognized that "eligibility
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workers" would likely have lower academic qualifications and none of the graduate
training associated with social services professionals yet would have much of the inperson contacts with recipients.

As a corrunent on the immediate future, separation of the adminisftation
of services and eligibility has the prospect of an intensification of
conditions that make for the system's vulnerability and for the bind.
Many more untrained staff members will be confronted with client
needs they cannot meet, and professionally trained workers can be
expected to have heightened dilemmas about their appropriate roles.

(r27)
In her view, the conflicting charge to financial workers to both investigate
eligibility and rehabilitate recipients into self-sufficient members of the workforce
places workers in an exhausting "bind."

The existence of what is termed 'the bind' is a major condition of the
welfare system. The bind, experienced by welfare staff, is the
consequence of the disparity between the needs of clients and
administrative restrictions on their fulfrllmenu it also results from the
conflicting charge to staff both to investigate and to rehabilitate. The
disparity and the conffadictory charge have a continuing and inherently
stressful effect on staff. (7)

While "the bind" relates to social workers and their o'conflicting charge," much
of Gottlieb's study is broadly applicable to the financial workers' lot in the welfare
agency. She identified some adaptations to the bind used by welfare workers to
overcome the toxic combination of "overwork, the nature of agency-client relations,

and the doubdul outcome for the clients serviced" (31-35). Many of her points remain
relevant to today's financial workers, including:

1.

Apathy (Gottlieb notes that in light of the structural obstacles that
impede proclient activities and the pressures of work, it is the effort
taken to not be apathetic rather than the apathy itself that is the
phenomenon deserrring of comment);

2.

Taking a businesslike approach to the work'
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3.

Treating all clients alike;

4.

Putting the onus on the client when service is not effective;

5.

Cynicism about the agency or community;

6.

Placing the blame elsewhere, usually on a higher rung of the system;

7

.

8.

Mutual support in work groups; and
Collusion (The worker detours around agency restrictions to get the
needed money to the client, and the agency "looks the other way" so
that a client can manage).

As a consequence of their separation from the professional categorization of
social service workers, their inadequate preparation for the work responsibilities, and

their obligation to both investigate and encourage or facilitate rehabilitation of
recipients ("the bind"), power is a workplace issue for workers. Gottlieb observed that
the autonomy of workers was hampered by th'e investigative aspect of their work (27).
Lerner discussed a study by Columbia University's Robert Karasek, which
correlated chronic sfress in work situations to the variables of demand and control.

"Control was assessed in terms of how much opportunity the worker had in his/her job

to determine what s/he was doing and the pace at which s/he would be doing it.
Demand was assessed in terms of how many tasks were asked of the worker within
given period of time, and how much attention to the tasks was required . .

."

a

Findings

indicated that highest stress, with serious physical health implications, accompanied

jobs that were high demand but Iow control. L,erner's own study discovered that the
same combination

of factors contributed to greater psychic distress as well (24-25).

Placing focus upon government workers, I-erner assumed that most "public
sector workers entered [their] work out of a sincere desire to help other people. But

they soon learned how fmstrating the work would be in programs that were both too
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limited and underfunded." Unable to use their talents and creativity, sffess and anger
are generated, which may inappropriately be directed at the public that the workers are
charged to serve. "The public, in turn, reacts with hostility-hoping to get the
deference from public sector workers that they won't get in the rest of their lives.

This hostility generates a new level of frustration and anger from . . . workers, many

of whom are working their hardest to serve what they increasingly perceive as an
ungrateful public" (343-44). Lerner applied his theory of "surplus powerlessness" to

this dynamic, recorrunending that workers take the flust step by seeking out
"occupational stress groups" in which to explore frustration. Lerner created "sfiess
groups" to provide "a safe context for people to learn [how] stress was rooted in their

environment. . . ," to decrease self-blaming, and to legitimate working people's anger
at oppressive work conditions (34).
Examination of the correlation between recipient and financial worker
experiences is essentially missing in the literature reviewed. Little importance has

apparently been attached to what this writer considers a fundamental partnership for
achieving recipient self-sufficiency. This section explores the following sub-issues

which emerged in the literature: unrealistic expectations by the system, conflicting
needs of recipient and financial worker, and the shifting power balance.

Unrealistic agency expectations regarding accountability of recipient and of
financial worker lead both parties to concentrate their combined effort on arguably
unproductive activities. Gottlieb found this manner of managing resources

"dehumanizing." Joe and Potter thought it was probably not cost effective. In either
case,

it is a source of stress for both parties.
The dehumanizing nature of the system was a core finding in Gottlieb's study.
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When procodures reflect ftudgmontal] societal attitudes . . . and
expectations are for a performance with more of an investigative
character than a client-oriented one, conditions for empathy are severely
resfficted. . . . Empathy has a hard time fluiding its way here.
Autonomy is similarly hampered. Bureaucracies dealing with lowincome people are the ones most heavily laden with rules, which is
tantamount to saying that staff autonomy is singularly limited. (27)

Gottlieb contended that this "potentially conflicting and dehumanizing
situation" exists because workers cannot meet their clients' needs within administrative
limitations and because they cannot simultaneously fu1fill the system's expectations of
investigation and rehabilitation (27). "society has some distinct attitudes toward the
assisted poor, and the people hired to express those attitudes

. . . are placed in

a

seriously conffadictory position" (13).
Joe and Potter contributed an important dimension to the human and fiscal

implications of the present eligibility determination process" Worker and recipient are
bound together by their required compliance with agency rules. Eligibility
determination,

it

has already been said,

is a complex and perpetual procedure.

Gottlieb called it "the most picayune attention to the accounting of every aspect of
every aspect of financial eligibility" (25). The 1989 Minnesota Household Report

Form, for example, contains 39 yes-or-no questions to be answered every month.
Also, detailed employment data must be provided by the recipient and all other wage
earners in the household. Joe and Potter compiled a month-by-month account of

recipient "Anna Bums," who had sustained over a dozen significant changes in
benefits over three years in the early 1980s. Reflecting on the paperwork and
calculations those changes necessitated, they commented:

In attempting to make the level of benefi.ts reflect the family's everchanging circumstances, the programs require extensive and continual
documentation of income expenses and family composition by the
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client" This in turn requires close and continual monitoring by the
caseworker, together with the considerable amount of paperwork
required to adjust grants month by month as the family's circumstances
change. (10)
They concluded that "too much time and money [may be spent] keeping benefits in
step with marginal changes in recipients' financial circumstances."

The conflicting needs of the recipient and worker stem from the rules. V/elfare
rules constitute a significant pafi of "the bind" Gottlieb defined and contribute to the

sffess. Gottlieb noted that rules tie the workers' hands, deterring whatever propensity
they may have to act upon prorecipient convictions. Rules also force staff to
constantly justify their actions in terms of the rules upward through the institutional

hierarchy. And those rules lack stability. "ffiorkers are frequently faced with
sudden restriction on their ability to meet client requests," said Gottlieb (43-45).

It

was her conclusion that for most welfare workers "there is an awareness, admittedly of

varying intensity, of conflict around the unmet needs of clients" (28). It is the worker
who must tell clients face to face about funding changes and other unpleasant
circumstances

(45). Having no time for services, there is no opportunity for workers

to help clients adjust to system inadequacies and thus ease the srain on both (30).
Gottlieb also found the welfare bureaucracy to be oriented more to the public
at large than to its clientele. "The overall effect is to stifle proclient activity by the
nature of the rules and the effort involved in compliance to them" (41). In her L974
study, she observed that "recipiency status is a degraded role in society and inevitably
the agency assigned to determine and control that status must take that basic stance
towards its clients" (25). Fourteen years later, Sidel noted that ambivalence toward
the poor was being acted out daily in welfare offices throughout the nation, "both
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through the amount of money provided to AFDC recipients and through the attitudes

of [workers], who often mirror the disdain and distust felt by the wider society" (89).
Davis suggested that regulations and efficiency may have displaced client
services as a goal at the local

level. This disintegration of the agency mission

goals

into system goals leads to a dehumanizing of the agency itself for both workers

and

recipients. Client questionnaires that have been developed for computenzed systems
often disregard the needs of the client who must provide the information, and workers
may concentrate more on the data-gathering procedure than on clients' individual
needs (1983, 75).

The shifting balance of power between recipient and financial worker, as well
as between either or both of them and the agency, seemed to begin with the 1973
separation of duties. In their 1977 urban Minnesota study of the effects of separation

upon delivery of benefits and services, Iruing Piliavin and Alan E. Gross noted the
developing primacy of a new recipient-worker relationship. "The only contacts

families can expect routinely to have with welfare department personnel are with those
[workers] responsible for redetermining family eligibility for financial aid" (390). They
saw, however, two advantages for recipients that arose out of separation. First, they

could "define their situation in their terms," receiving service only

if they requested it.

Also, they could obtain service from "individuals with whom they [were] not
otherwise in an adversary relationship [as with the financial

worker]" (391). As

background, when service and benefits were still integrated, social workers

"periodically took the initiative" to visit recipients at home. Their purposes were to
note recipient need for continued financial aid and to offer services to abate what were
seen as "personal pathologies"

in order to attain economic self-sufficiency. That offer
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of services appeared to recipients to be a condition for remaining eligible for financial
aid, which some analysts of the pre-separation system considered to be demeaning to
recipients (390).

As the financial worker position was becoming institutionalized at a clerk's
level, expectations of the worker by the recipient remained at the pre-separation,
caseworker's level. With less education, ffaining, and status coupled with incessant
agency demands for quality control, workers could find themselves in something of a

developing power struggle with dissatisfied recipients. Gottlieb summarized the
respective positions of worker and recipient in these words: "The welfare institution is

staff's working life; for the recipient it can be her whole life" (13).
According to Davis, the client may interpret failure by the worker to meet her
needs as

willful use of power against the client's best interests. "The client may

resent the authority that he [sic] presumes the worker has in the organization . . . and

the worker's apparent refusal to use

it to meet his [sic]

needs

in an immediate way"

(1983,61).
Demands by recipients or by welfare rights organizations also represent a threat

to the workers' perception of their helping role, as Gottlieb's findings illustrate.

To some staff members, any assertion by a client, any behavior outside
the role of the passive recipient, is considered a demand in its most
aggressive sense. The client has no real right to protest. The staff is
doing all it can. Even when the client's right is acknowledged,
however, the staff resents the assertion implicit in the demand that the
worker is not concerned enough about her client. (60)
In observing the "oppressive workload in public weHare work," characterized
by high staff turnover attributable to burnout, Gottlieb speculated that a very harried
worker is a1l the more vulnerable to the complaints and demands of dissatisfied
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recipients. Therefore, procedures structure the agency situation so that workers conftol
recipients rather than trusting and helping them (29-30).

Harried workers and clients with unsatisfied needs constitute the stressful
workplace environment that Lerner addressed in Sumlus Powerlessness.
Human beings have a need to actualize their capacities for loving,
creativity, freedom, solidarity, and understanding. . . . Real
powerlessness refers to the fact that economic, political, and social
arrangements prevent this actualization from occurring. Surplus
powerlessness refers to the fact that human beings contribute to this
powerlessness to the extent that their own emotional, intellectual and
spiritual makeup prevents them from acfualizing possibilities that do
exist... {23)

It is Lerner's consistent

messago that

in order to take action for positive and

constructive change, one must first make ttre distinction between real and surplus
powerlessness.

Both recipients and workers have discovered the value of organizing
themselves so as to be taken seriously in their respective demands for respect and
humane living (or working) circumstances. Gottlieb attributed little real power to
weffiare rights organizations but saw their influence growing within the realm of
weHare agencies. She called

it a '*prodding, not the wielding of power" (55). Because

demands by such $oups are congruent with an accurate understanding of the rules,
demands are perceived as both legitimate and reasonable

(61). Knowing the rules

implies power, and welfare rights $oups can thus intnrde upon the traditional
authority relationship (6a-65).

By 1987, Wyers noted, workers had begun efforts to professionalize their work.
The National Eligibility Workers Association provided them a means to identify
themselves as a separate professional group within the wider field of welfare
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employees. In addition, cruricula for associate degree programs in income
maintenance work emerged (1987, 896-97).

Acknowledging the somewhat symbiotic relationship between these two
emerging groups caught in the "welfare bind," Mark S. G. Anagnostopulos suggested
that "improvement in the perceived quality of life of human senrices providers could
have effects upon the quality of their work, and ultimately upon the quality of life of
the recipients of their services" (4).

Fundamentally, however, the issue of power is relative within the walls of the

agency. Michael Harrington put the welfare system into a broader, societal framework

in his classic work on povilty, The Othet America. He noted that "only the social
agencies have a really direct involvement with the other America, and they are without

any great political power" (26).

The Nature of Formal Helpins,Belationships
The literature is replete with discussion of counseling and medical models of
helping relationships (Brammer; Egan; Marshall et al.; Carkhuff; Rogers; Loughary
and Ripley; Dainow and Bailey). Although no reference or source was discovered that

explores the type of relationship under study here, in the opinion of this writer,

Anthony N. Mallucio's study was conducted within the social services mitieu and,
therefore, has significant relevance to the topic at hand. Factors involved in the other
professional-client relationships examined likewise bear sufficient relevance to merit

inclusion in this literature review. Organization of this section includes the following
sub-issues: the helping process, the helper (role and personal characteristics), hetping

skills, the helpee (role, personal characteristics, and negative aspects of being
helpee).

a
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The formal he$ing process involves a helper (professional) and a helpee

(client). According to Robert R. Carkhuff, "Helping is a process leading to new
behavior for the person being helped." He believed that an effective helper is initially
nourishing or responsive to the helpee and that the act of nourishment readies the
helpee for the "initiative behavior" of the helper.

It is this dimension of responsive

and initiative behaviors that is basic to the art of helping (7).

A deeper issue surrounding the helping process was posed by Lawrence M.
Brammer: "[H]elp for whom the person, the agency or society?" If the helpee infers
from the behavior or attitude of the helper that ttre agency's interests are paramount or
that the agency or society is always the enemy, the helper generates blame rather than

understanding. "The most helpful stance [by the he]per] is to assist helpees to

see

how their present behavior is shaped by their environment." Fundamental to
Brammer's thinking was his global assumption "that each of us behaves in
competent and trustworthy manner

a

if given the freedom and encouragement

to do so."

A helper must corrununicate confidence and ffust in the helpee's ability to move
toward goals that are beneficial to herself and to society (6-7).
Brammer provided a useful framework for understanding the helping process

itself. The helper's personality (traits, attitudes, and values), combined with

specific

skills (understanding, comfort, and action), produce helpee $owth conditions (uust,
respect, and freedom) that lead to definite outcomes (goals and seH-determined

growth) important to the helpee, the helper, and society in general. He was careful to
stress the significance

of helpee responsibility for outcomes as the main purpose of

helping (4-8).
The process of helping was seen by Sheila Dainow and Caroline Bailey as
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having three distinct phases: investigation, decision, and action. Investigation

involves the helper in discovering what the problem is, leaming about the client in
relation to the problem, clarifying the help needed, and prioritizing the steps to be

taken. This phase requires setting up a positive and collaborative working
relationship. The decision phase involves the helper in providing information and new
insights in order to challenge the client's present view of the problem and helping her

or him set practical and realistic goals. Action includes generation by the helper of all
possible options for the achievement of client goals, support of the client in
appropriate ways while he or she is taking action, and evaluation of the situation after
action has occured {27 -28).
John William Loughary and Theresa M. Ripley similarly def,ned helping as a
three-phase process. First, the helpee identifies that there is a problem: "Things are

not as I want them to be." Second is the assisting phase, in which the helper initiates
helping strategies, called 'otools," that utilize helping skills. In general terms, these
tools consist of information, ideas, and skills. Third is the outcome phase: "Things
have changed to what

I want them [o be."

These helpee outcomes include: changes

in the helpee's feeling state by clarifying values and assumptions, increased
understanding of environmental influences and of changing values of self and others,
increased decision-making skills, and implementation of decisions (11-15).

The helper is a major factor in the helping procoss. The helper role and the
personal characteristics that determine effective functioning within that role merited

examination by several theorists. Brammer described the genesis of the helper role as

follows:
Helping is a function of all concerned human beings and is not limited
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to professional helpers. One of the significant developments in our
specialized technical society was the professionalization of the helping
process. Professional helpers realized that they could not be all things
to a1l people, and specialization resulted from the professionals' sincere
desires to maximize the delivery of quality helping services. They also
wanted to protect the unsuspecting public from unscrupulous or ignorant
helpers who charged fees.
Brammer believed restricting basic helping functions to specialists was a social

tragedy. Instead, he sought to impart information about helping skills to more people,
to encourage more widespread volunteer helping behaviors, and to supplement the

work done by specialist helpers (4-5).
Personal characteristics of helpers are critical determinants in effective delivery

of helping services. Mallucio's study of social workers and clients (which this writer
believes is directly applicable to financial workers as well) pointed to the "crucial
significance of the [social] worker's personality and of the relationship variables in the
course and outcome of interpersonal helping." Complicating that finding was another.

"It

appears that a changing cluster

attitudes toward-and satisfaction

of [social] worker qualities influences the client's

with-the worker at different points in their

interaction." Therefore, it becomes difficult to match a client and worker for the
purpose of "maximizing ttre benefits of interpersonal helping."

Mallucio's srudy yielded a composite picture of the ideal social worker

as

"someone who is warm, accepting, understanding, involved, natrual, genuine,
competent, objective and able to share himself or herself with the client." A key

finding was that clients emphasized their worker's human qualities over their technical
skills (122-35).
Zastrow's prescription for how a social worker can effectively motivate
discouraged client was to be an "encouraging person." This entailed: complete

a
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acceptance of the person despite the behavior; being non-blaming; awffeness of

client's feelings; genuine interest in progress, which affirms ttrat the person is
worthwhile and important; noticing and rewarding change; conveying confidence in
the client's capacity to improve; showing enthusiasm about ideas and changes; and

listening nonjudgmentally ( 103).
Gerard Egan discussed respect as a value and afitude expressed behaviorally
and assumes

it to be an active value for a helper. He defined respect

another person simply because he [sic] is a human being.

human being has a value in

itself. Choosing to prize

as "prizing

I] imnlies that being

a

others simply because of their

humanity is also a value" (I975,94-95).

Both positive and negative personal characteristics of helpers were set forth by
Loughary and Ripley (23-24). Their list of positive characteristics included: warmth,
acceptance, honesty, sincerity, perceptiveness, self-confidence, openness, and interest

in other people. The negative characteristics included:

a

rigid set of values used to

judge others, seeing people as tlrpes, taking sides quickly, failure to keep another's
confidence, listening impatiently, and wanting to make his or her own point.
There is yet another way in which a helper can negatively influence a helpee,
even though the helper is powerless to make any personal change. In their secondary
research on the theory of "threat to self-esteem" to recipients of aid, Fisher et aI.

idenffied *'situational conditions" directly related to the helper that have an impact on
helpee self-esteem. They cited a finding that showed weHare mothers who were

interviewed by someone of similar ethnic/socioeconomic background reported being
more "bothered" by welfare than were those intenriewed by dissimilar persons because

that similarity seemed to heighten the recipient's sense of incompetence. They also
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named several other "donor characteristics" that negatively affected recipient seHesteem, including: having successfully accumulated resources within the same setting

in which the recipient failed to do so; being perceived as having ulterior motives;

and

occupying a desirable social status, such as being physically attractive (65-67).

If

helpers are to produce growth conditions that lead to beneficial ourcomes for

everyone, the helping skills required constitute a lengthy

list.

The helper, fust of all,

must possess primary client contact skills, defined by Dainow and Bailey as "abilities

which ensure a helper relates to the client in such a way that they can work
productively together on the management of the client's problems." They credited
American psychologist Carl Rogers with defining the three primary skills of a clientcentered approach: 1.) genuineness, being as open or honest with a client as is

possible and appropriate; 2.) acceptance, being nonjudgmental; and 3.) empathy, being
able to experience the client's feelings and respond accurately without being overcome

by them (Dainow and Bailey 22-25), Marshall et al. labeled these "global interpersonal

skills" (102).
In his study of social workers and clients in a Roman Catholic family service
agency, Mallucio contributed three additional primary skills, which he called

"qualities." Identified as significant factors in client interviews werc: 4.)
concreteness, being able to communicate thoughts and ideas with clarity and

specificity; 5.) competence, being proficient in one's own professional role; and 6.)
objectivity, being unbiased. He acknowledged that these six qualities were probably
more overlapping than exclusive (123).

Dainow and Bailey identified two crucial elements in the helper's role, namely:

clarity of objectives, both for themselves and for the helpee, and the responsible use of
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power for the benefit of the helpee. They delineated the following four groups of
practical "helping skills":
1

Communication skills enable the helper to understand and be
understood. They include: creating rapport, active listening, body
language, empathy, questioning, and challenging for new perspectives.

2

Assertiveness skills enable the helper to maintain respect and to satisfy
and defend personal needs without manipulating, dominating, or abusing
others. These include: distinguishing among assertive, passive, and
aggressive behaviors; constructively giving and receiving criticism;
saying 'no' without feeling guilty; appropriately expressing feelings; and
identifying causes and means to manage stress.

4

J

Cooperation skills enable the helper to work together with others to
solve or manage problems and to fulfill shared goals. They include:
team building, negotiation, problem management, conflict resolution,
group work, and leadership.

4.

Decision-making skills enable the helper to make choices and to take
action to accomplish the desired goals. They include: information
gathering and prioritization and focus, surrmarizing and setting goals,
creating options for action, and determining appropriate corrrmunication
skills to use for each situation (26-27).

Carkhuff's list of helping skills constituted four successive phases of
interaction.

I

Attending skills are used by the helper to express respect and concern
for the helpee in an oftentimes disrespectful and unconcerned world,
Their objective is to involve the helpee in the helping process.

2

Responding skills assist the helper to acsurately understand and
colrtmunicate the content and feelings of the helpee's experience. Their
objective is to facilitate the helpee's exploration of her/his own
experience.

3

Personalizing skills allow the helper to move to a deeper understanding
of the personal implications that the helpee expressed in stage two. The
objective of this transition phase is to facilitate the helpee's
determination of desired personal changes through the serting of goals
that are meaningful to the helpee.

4

Initiating skills are employed by the helper to foster development and
implementation by the helpee of a specific plan of action to achieve the
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goals. Their objective is to stimulate action on the part of the helpee
(Marshall et al. 66-68).
Loughary and Ripley enumerated four "helping tools" that are utilized by

a

helper during the assisting phase of the helping process. These tools included:
1.) basic corrrmunication, or corrrmunicating acceptance of the helpee and helping the
helpee clarify her or his thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; 2.) goal-gaining, or

conffacting, reinforcing, modeling, and decision-making; 3.) behavior observation and
description, or confronting self-defeating behaviors; and 4.) resource development, or

identifying resoruces and making them available to the helpee (17).

In their own review of the literature about counter-productive helping
behaviors, Coates et al. cited a conclusion that the most helpful skill may be assisting
a helpee to sort out which areas of his or her life can be controlled and which cannot.

This admission of helplessness is deemed a "functional" approach to life for the client
once the helping process concludes (215-'76).

The helpee role is one of seeking and making needed change in oneself. The
helpee, said Brammer, defines the help received by knowing her needs, determining

that help is wanted, and then initiating the request. This presumes that helpees can
select their goals for personal growth and set hbout fulfilling their own needs.

It is,

therefore, the responsibility of the helpee to develop awareness of alternatives and to
be ready to act on one of them (15).

"Responsibility" was a corTlmon chord in both Brammer's and Coates et al.'s

findings. Brammer said that facilitation of helpee responsibility in setting

and

achieving goals is "the main purpose of helping." Coates et aI. discovered in their
secondary reseffch that "people . . . consistently and clearly benefit when they see
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themselves as responsible for

solutions ffihen people feel more responsible

for

solving their problems, they work harder and more creatively at doing so" (258).
Carkhuff focused on the need for new behavior. First, the helpee explores
where she is at the point of requesting help. The helpee's next task is "to understand
where she is in relation to where she wants to

be." To be real, this

self-understanding

must lead to action, or the learning of new behavior (8-10).
Personal characteristics of helpees are not treated in the literature to the extent

that those of helpers are. Yet, there is an implication that quality of service is at least
somewhat related to whether or not the helpee is liked by the helper. In Mallucio's

study of a family senrice agency, social workers listed the most- and least-liked

of their clients. The positive qualities named were: workable, likable,

aspects

open,

articulate, flexible, perceptive, funny, sensitive, appealing, ready to help, motivated,

allowing closeness, and easy to read. He saw a "preferred client" as one who was
open, responsive, and capable of emotional involvement and insight. The
o'nonpreferred

client" was one who was rigid, resistive, and nonverbal. Mallucio

suggested that workers may be reflecting the qualities they value

in themselves. He

further suggested that "the preferred . . . client evokes a sense of competence and
satisfaction in the workers, whereas the nonpreferred type provokes feelings of selfdoubt, inadequacy and frusffation" (117).
Several theorists wrote about the negative aspects of being a helpee (Brammer

1979; Coates et aI.; Fisher et

al.) A helpee typically brings

some fears and doubts into

a helping relationship, said Brammer. These may stem from any of the following
reasons:

1.

It is not easy to receive help.
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2.

It is difficult to commit one's self to change.

3.

It is difficutt to submit to the influence of a helper because help is a
threat to esteem, integrity, and independence.

4.

It is not easy to trust a stranger

5.

It is not easy to see one's problems clearly at fhst.

6.

Sometimes problems seem too large, too overwhelming, or too unique
to share easily. (57)

and be open with him [sic].

The issue of self-esteem was examined by Brammer, among others. A loss of
self-esteem occurs when a helpee interprets the need for help as being a lack of

competence. Feelings of dependency, helplessness, inferiority, or inadequacy can
create resentment and guilt in the helpee. Hostile feelings are raised in the helpee

when the act of helping is interpreted as irrrogance and superiority on the part of the
helper, who is thought to be wiser, more competent, and more powerful than the
helpee (6-7).
Coates et aI. suggested that "good intentions may be the paving stones on the

road to

hell." A helpee may respond to help with a feeling of helplessness, of being

out of conffol concerning important events and outcomes in her

life.

Furthermore,

help may impair the acquisition, maintenance, and application of important and useful

skills. "[W]hen labels that imply inferiority are applied to them, people are less able
to succeed at tasks . . . previously performed quite well." Help can then "indirectly
undermine the perceived self-efficacy of recipients" (253-54).
The final paving stone to hell for Coates et al. was the kind of help that
undermines a helpee's sense of competence and conrol and confuses the issue as to

who receives credit or blame for how things turn out. This confusion can foster
helplessness, even in the face of positive results from behavior change.

If

the help
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fails, the helpee may blame the helper or process, reaffirming the perception that the
helpee is not in control. They describe a "paradoxical technique" by which a helpee

may come to rely on herseH rather than on the helper. The helpee is encouraged to
engage in the uoublesome behaviors instead of uying to change.

If

she instead

chooses an improved behavior, moral attribution for the chosen action belongs to the
helpee (254-7 5).
Secondary research by Fisher et al. explored helpee reaction in terms of self-

related consequences of

aid. Called the "threat to seH-esteem" approach, it

argues

"that aid contains a mixture of self-threatening and -supportive elements." They
propose *'that situational conditions [i.e., characteristics of the helper, the aid, and the

context in which

it is offeredl

and recipient ch.aracteristics determine whether help is

primarily threatening or supportive in a given setting" (author's emphasis). They
further defined the predicted outcomes when help is experienced as threatening or
supportive. *'Situational conditions" were introduced in an earlier discussion of
personal characteristics of the helper. Recipient characteristics found to correlate

strongly with the threat of aid were: ego-involvement with tasks; high-need for
achievement, in which self-concept centers on autonomy and individual achievement;

and sensitivity to negative, covert mes$ages contained in a helper's overt expression of

wanting to help.
Threatening aid appears to lead to higher self-help and supportive aid to
continued dependency. Overall, Fisher et al. found that threatening aid led to such
negative-defensive reactions

as: unfavorable helper and aid evaluations, low help-

seeking and acceptance of aid, and high self-help. Supportive aid, meanwhile, led to

positive-nondefensive reactions such as: favorable donor and aid evaluations, high
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help-seeking and acceptance of aid, and low self-help (67-69).
Placing helpee responses into an AFDC framework, Piliavin and Gross studied
the effect on recipients of mandated separation of services and eligibility determination

in urban Minnesota. Noting that separation power was implemented "without

any

knowledge about how social services were used by weHare recipients and what factors
influenced this utilization," they tested the relevance of two contrasting sociological
and social psychological theories: reactance and atfribution. Reactance theory states
that "individuals tend to reject features of their situation which constrain their freedom

to select alternative coruses of action." This would indicate that "separation would

be

more satisfying to welfare recipients than would integration." On the other hand,

attribution theory says that "the request for help is self-depreciating and an admission

of incompetence." This would indicate that inte$ated and worker-initiated services
would be more satisfying to welfare recipients. Results of the study confirmed the
attribution theory" "Recipients tend to reduce requests for services and to perceive
service workers as less helpful" (36).
State and NatioE4f Eglicv Initiatives for Poor Families
Several initiatives are being implemented, some as mandated program services

and some as pilot programs. The programs examined here include: the Minnesota

Family Investment Plan (MFIP); The Family Development hoject (FDP); and the
Minnesota welfare reform effort, as mandated by the 1988 Family Support Act,
Success Through Reaching Individual Development and Employment

(STRIDE). A

1991 initiative, "Moving Ahead: Initiatives for Expanding Opportunity in America,"
proposed by congressional Republicans who call themselves the House Wednesday

Group, is also included for consideration.
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The Minnesota Family Investment Plan (MFIP) was authorized by 1989
congressional legislation. Its purpose is to change the entire welfare system, and its

goals are described as follows by the Minnesota Office of Jobs Policy:

1.

To help families transition to self-sufficiency;

2.

To simplify the adminisuation of public assistance;

3.

To prevent welfare from becoming the primary basis of support for
family; and

4.

To support family income through policies which encoruage work.

a

A long-term project that is part of a broader effort to help disadvantaged
families-which includes improved educational opportunities, early childhood
programs, and senrices to at-risk adolescents-MFlP is scheduled to be piloted
between 1993 and 1998 in a field trial at two sites with about 10 percent of AFCD

families participating. It will simplify the structure and administration of public
assistance

for Minnesota families by consolidating AFDC and food stamp benefits into

a single cash payment, reducing etigibility tests, simplifying procedures for eligibility
determination, and revising quality control to incorporate self-sufficiency goals. MFIP
expects that all families enrolled

will pursue self-sufficiency under terms of a conffact.

In turn, families cafl expect a full range of supporting transition services, including:
case management; education; employment and

raining; child cEue; and health, family-

based, social, and other services.

MFIP will prevent dependency on welfare by improved establishment of
paternity and child support collection, early intervention with minor parents, and
emphasizing education and training.

A built-in work incentive will raise the amount a

recipient can earn before losing benefits and provides an "employment bonus" for
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those who get off welfare (Newlund 1989).

The Family Development Project (FDP), which is based upon the feminist
values of empowerrnent and process-over-product, began in late 1989 in Columbus,

Ohio. Elizabeth A. Segal credited FDP to a 1985 Mid-Iowa Community Action
Program project development and outlined its differences from raditional welfare

delivery systems. The purpose of FDP is to work with the entire family system to
enable low-income and welfare families to achieve economic independence. Like

MEIP, it is based on a case management model and builds on existing community
resoruces and individualized service programs.

It is a cooperative community effort

that is funded by United Way, city and state departments of human services, the

Metropolitan Housing Authority, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and private foundations. No one agency or organization is the lead
agency on the project.

FDP goals are as follows:
1

2

To maintain small caseloads, sustained by collegial support,
individualized case plans, and long-term commitments to entire families;
To build on and emphasize the strengths of families, not their past
failures;

3

To identify and change personal and community barriers to
employment;

4

To encouage each woman to identify her goals toward achieving
economic self-sufficiency;

5

To act in partnership with women on weHare, empowering them to
realize their potential; and

6

To facilitate completion of high school or attainment of further raining
for desired employment,

In the short while that FDP has existed, participants have expressed "positive
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feelings toward their [family development] specialists, compared to negative regard for

their welfare workers," and believe the program offers them real hope for moving off
welfare (88).
Success

Through Reaching Individual Development and Employment

(STRIDE) is Minnesota's current welfare reform program, which began in July

It is Minnesota's equivalent of other

1988.

states' JOBS programs, which ffie responses to

the federal government's 1988 Family Support Act mandate.
The purpose of STRIDE is to help AFDC families work their way permanently

off welfare. Its goals include:

l.

To assist participants who haven't completed high school in getting
either a diploma or a GED;

2.

To assist participants in furthering their education through four-year or
technical college progams;

3.

To provide access to on-the-job training programs;

4.

To provide senrices such as confidence or self-esteem building;

5.

To help resolve work barriers; and

6.

To assist in looking for

a

job to help realize goals of self-sufficiency.

Components of STRIDE include:
1

Mandatory orientation to employment, training, coffununity resources,
and support seruices available to participants;

2.

Case management to help design and implement a plan to get off
weHare permanenily, including career counseling and coordination of
child care and transportation;

3

Mandatory school attendance for custodial parents under age 20 who
have not completed high school;

4.

Employment and training services such as job search and on-the-job
training.
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Due to limited funding by the state, only priority groups are served.
(6Moving

Ahead: Initiatives for Expanding Opportunity in America" is a

53-page report issued in October 1991 by the House Wednesday Group, composed of

37 Republican members of the U.S. Congress. Calling for a "New Social Covenant,"
they proposed a program to minimize the work disincentives that currently characterize
weHare and to encoluage independence. Finding that "weHare policy is on the right

Eack," it recommended, among other points, that Congress:

1.

Ensure that the 1988 Family Support Act is competently implemented;

2.

Monitor the effects of the "huge" Earned Income Tax Credit expansion,
to "provide substantial incentive for welfare families to take jobs in the
private sector." (Included here is the recornmendation that a $2,000
assured child support benefit be collected from noncustodial parents.)

3.

Place statutory limits on the length of time a welfare family can receive

full benefits.
The report's authors believe the above combined actions 'owould be much more

likely to serve as a transitional program that helps poor and unskilled parents

achieve

economic independence. Welfare would no longer serve as a warehouse for parents

who cannot earn enough to support their families . . ." (34-35).
Summarv

In summary, these five

itreas have been abundantly researched and analyzed:

rural values and attitudes regarding povert|, the weHare recipient experience, the
effects of separation of AFDC services and benefits, the financial worker position, and
aspects

of formal helping relationships. However, inadequate attention has been paid

to five others, namely: practical barriers to escaping rural poverty (resistance to
relocating for work, transportation, and communication), the advantages of rural social
service agencies, the financial worker experience, the recipient-financial worker
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relationship, and alternative models of empowerment for AFDC recipients that lead to
ec on

omic self-determination.
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CHAPTER trI
METHODOLOGY FOR THIS STUDY

Since

it would provide for

greater flexibility in exploring the uncharted

dynamics between AFDC recipients and financial workers, a qualitative approach was
taken for this research. By respecting the respondent's reality as the "expert view"
and by checking their inteqpretation of reality and their perspective on current policies,
such an approach would permit the surfacing of issues that the researcher cannot
anticipate.

Conducting Focus Groups

In the first
because, as David

phase

of gathering data, the researcher chose to use focus

groups

L. Morgan points out, they offer the opportunity to observe a large

amount of interaction on a topic in a limited period of time (15). He believes the
single most important contribution that focus groups can make to research projects

built around individual intenriews, such

as this study, is

in the construction of

interview questions. Focus groups are applicable both to new situations for the
researcher as well as to familiar ones that might otherwise become clouded by the
researcher's filter of knowledge and experience.

Two focus groups helped to set the basic direction for the subsequent guided
interviews. Nine women from central Minnesota, all known to the researcher through
prior education-related contact, agreed to spend from one-and-one-half to two hours
discussing their personal experiences as AFDC recipients. Each of the two sessions
began with the participants writing about their first contact with social services. They
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then were asked to react to a welfare rights newsletter article by a recipient (see

Appendix A) in which she discusses her feelings about financial workers.
The focus groups presented this writer with the challenge of maintaining a fair
balance of time and opportunity for each participant. E. Bormann and N. Bormann
recorrurlend five as an ideal group size, indicating that "participants are quickly
stereotyped as quiet and shy or disinterested . . . [orJ as bossy and pushy"

{22). An

initial group of four met on a Saturday at a site convenient to their respective
colrlmunities. Two of the women were verbally assertive and two were reticent, and
the researcher was frusffated by her inability to include the quieter ones. Of the five

women in the second group, which met on a school day at the post-secondary

institution in which they were enrolled, four were verbally assertive and one was
slightly less so. Everyone in this group, however, seemed satisfied that they had
expressed their opinions and shared their experiences equally.
Based on the issues that arose in the two discussion sessions, a questionnaire

was developed for use in guided interviews of 14 other recipients. Since the dominant
issues in both focus groups were attitude and access to information, most of the

interview questions were related to those subjects. A related issue about stereotypes
a^rose

also and seemed distinct enough from the attitude issue to merit its own set of

questions.

Having devised an interview instrument for recipients (Appendix B), the
researcher then adapted the questions to create a second insnument that would be

applicable to financial workers (Appendix C) and a thfud for gatekeepers (Appendix D)

who have professional contact with both recipients and workers.
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Conductin

Interviews

Link cites a number of advantages that in-depth guided interviews offer

a

researcher when working with elusive, low-confidence, isolated individuals in

seemingly oppressive situations.
1

The interuiewer proceeds at the respondeflt's pace. The objective is to
understand the person's perception of her life opportunities, engaging
her in exploring the meaning she invests in her circumstances and
decisions.

2.

The focus of in-depth, rigorous qualitative inquiry is on making
connections. The researcher constantly moves back and forth from
individual data to analysis of the wider picture. This process is familiar
to any program advocate working with people to make connections
between actions and potential for change.

J

The guided interview seeks, respects, and dignifies the respondent's
views, involves her in the study objectives, and gives her credibility in
her experience rather than blame. (1986)

In the chronology of the data-gathering phase, interviews of financial workers
occurred shortly after the focus groups and immediately before the gatekeeper

interviews. Individual recipient interviews began a fuIl three months after those of the
workers. The purpose of the gatekeeper interviews was to provide a third,

less

subjective, perspective on the relationship under study. Such triangular research
conffibutes a sharpening of focus on the validity of responses, allowing the researcher

to compare and confrast a broader scope of experiences.
The interview phase of data gathering posed challenges in identifying willing
subjects and scheduling individual interviews. By far, the greatest challenge was in

finding financial workers agreeable to participating in taped interviews. A common
reason given was that of being too busy providing services to the spring influx of

migrant workers into the agriculnual region near where the researcher works. White
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this was undoubtedly a legitimate excuse, another barrier to cooperation was the
obvious discomfort that workers expressed regarding the prospect of speaking to a
researcher armed with a tape recorder. Workers seemed to be distrustful of the
researcher's motives and preferred to plead a heavy workload rather than take the
presumed risk of being taped while responding to unknown questions. Only one of

the four cenEal Minnesota counties approached for worker interriews was cooperative,
and then only because the director of that agency personally authorized participation.

It is the researcher's

assumption that two workers' insistence on making their own

tape recordings of the interviews was their idea. Through the help of a gatekeeper

social worker in a southern Minnesota county, two other financial workers were
interviewed, and their acquiescence may have been due to that gatekeeper's influence.

No disrust was exhibited by either, and no independent taping was done.
Arranging recipient interviews was considerably easier" The researcher sought

to avoid compromising the integrity of those interviews conducted at her place of
employment by requesting and scheduling them after any educationally based
(therefore, grade-based) contact was concluded between subjects and researcher.
Subjects were selected based upon their status as current recipients of AFDC (except

for one, who had earlier been an AFDC parent). Eight were previously known to the
researcher, and six were

not. The latter were

approached and persuaded to participate

by a gatekeeper social worker in southern Minnesota and a gatekeeper alternative
program educator in central Minnesota.

In all

cases, interviews were conducted

in sites convenient to the subjects

and

at times chosen by the subjects. Depending on the verbosity and time constraints of
each subject, interviews took f,rom 30 to 60 minutes. Release forms were signed by
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each, giving permission to quote them.

Transcripts of focus $oups and interviews were prepared. To facilitate
analysis of themes, individual responses by the recipients and financial workers to

interview questions were summarized on a large grid sheet. This format was
extremely useful in organizing presentation and analysis of data.

The Samule
Twenty-three nual recipients of public assistance, four financial workers in

rural counties, and two gatekeeper/service providers{ne urban and one

rural-participated in taped discussions with the researcher. That sample was roughty
representative of the demographics of AFDC recipients in the rural counties under
study.

Nine women, eight European-Americans and one African-American, senred

as

members of recipient focus groups. No focus group participants were subjects for the
subsequent interviews. Of the 14 recipients interviewed, one was an Asian-American

woman and the remaining subjects were European-American. One of the 14 was a
male.
Because the writer's interest lay in rural recipients seeking independence of

AFDC and weHare in general, the chosen subjects were demonsfrating a commitment
to making personal change. In all but three cases, the subjects were attending school.
Among the three exceptions, two had participated in training programs earlier and the

third believed herself to be uneducable but expected to find work in the service
industry when her youngest entered first gfade.
Four European-American women comprised the sample of financial workers.

Their lengths of experience in their position and agency were 25, 15, 15, and two
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years. Both gatekeepers interviewed were European-Americans. One, a man, had six
years of experience and the other, a woman, had been in her position for three years.

LiJnitations of This Studv
One limitation of this study was the number of intenriewees. This was
balanced, however, by the combination of interviewee and worker perspectives and
enhanced by the depth of their personal reflections. Four financial worker interviews,

combined with other data collected about workers, constitute a sample proportional to
the size of the recipient sample. In this writer's opinion, howevor,

it would

have been

useful to test the universality of the statements of the four interviewees by exploring
the experiences and ideas for improved work conditions among a larger sample of
workers.

Further limitations arose from the narrow range of subject foregrounds,
meaning their life goals and the geographical context in which those goals were being

pursued. Recipients sampled for this study might have been a more motivated group
because most were

primarily engaged in the pursuit of educational goals.

Furthermore, the researcher's relationship through the technical college with 16 of the
subjects may have affected the quality of the interviews. The subjects, therefore, did

not necessarily represent a cross-section of AFDC parents. Since the majority of them
were seeking technical college diplomas or degrees, their experiences with AFDC may

not represent the experiences of recipients enrolled in other post-secondary institutions.

Nor would the collected data necessarily reflect the experiences of AFDC parents and
their financial workers in other rural sections of Minnesota or in other states.
Moreover, the timing of the study itself presents a limitation on its presumed
relevance as this decade matures. This study predates the anticipated change in the
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worker-recipient relationship precipitated by MAXIS, and interviews were conducted

just before the advent of the statewide computerized eligibility system. Only one
recipient reported an experience with the concomitant centralized disbursement of food
stamps and AFDC grants. One worker speculated optimistically about its merits as a

Iabor-saving

tool. Many workers attending a statewide

conference expressed strong

interest (even dread),

Still another limitation is the human propensity for subjective interpretation.
The maintenance of objectivity in this study required continual monitoring. At the
onset of the research, the writer's thinking was influenced by prior knowledge of some

of the recipients' opinions regiuding AFDC. Self-awareness of this bias, coupled with
challenging critiques from readers and a developing understanding of the financial

workers' experience, contributed toward a more balanced approach. I-erner cautioned
his readers to recognize that his study was not an objective report of subjects' ideas.

Much like Lerner, this researcher listened to urbjects telling their stories through her
own personal ideological framework. The parts of their stories attended to, even what
stories they bothered to recount (based on their expectations of what the researcher

wanted to hear about), were completely shaped by her world

view. Similarly,

that

which was learned and set forth in this thesis were, as for Lerner, ideas "confirmed
through [the research] experience rather than generated whole cloth out of the
experience" (x).
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CHAPTER TV
PRESENTATION-OF THE DATA

Descrintion of thq Studv Participants
Twenty-three recipients and four financial workers were interviewed for this

study. In addition, an urban advocate for AFDC recipients and a rural STRIDE
caseworker granted *'gatekeeper" interviews te provide the perspectives of
professionals who interact with both financial workers and AFDC recipients. Access

to the STRIDE worket, two of the financial workers, and four of the recipients was
arranged by a third gatekeeper, who is employed as a social worker in the county in

which those seven interviews were conducted. Further information was obtained at

a

three-day statewide conference for financial workers and case aides. Besides attending
workshops and general sessions, the writer surrrmarized several informal conversations
and field observations in a journal kept throughout the conference.

Composition of Focus G,tppps and ksues Idgntified

Two focus groups were conducted prior to consffuction of the questionnaires
that were used in the guided interviews. The nine participants explored a number of
topics that were part of their shared experiences.
The researcher was astonished by the participants' level of candor and self-

disclosure. In the first group, composed of four women, three were enrolled in postsecondary career training programs, and one was awaiting resolution of a worker's
compensation

claim. Their discussion introduced numerous issues: corrrmunication

(insufficient information); stereotypes, especially in the corrrmunity; disincentives to
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get off welfare; the dignity of parenting vs. the dignity of working and leaving

children with childcare providers; and distrust by financial workers. They devoted

a

significant amount of time to recounting indignities they had suffered as recipients of
AFDC.

The second group, composed of five women, were all nearing or had reached
completion of their post-secondary education and were anticipating employment that

would move them off welfare. The issues they discussed concerned perceived
inequitable treatment by workers, disincentives to get off welfare, and medical issues
and access to information about services.

Profile of Recipients Interviewed

It was not difficult to arrange interviews with individual AFDC

recipients.

They readily agreed to, and kept, appointments to be interviewed on audio tape.
The 23 recipients of public assistance interviewed for this study were residing

in rural corrununities in west central and southern Minnesota counties. In all but one
case, they had received AFDC benefits in at least one rural county. The exception

was a woman whose experience with AFDC had been in a California college
corrrrnunity but whose recent experience with public assistance was in a rural setting.

At the time of the interrriews, 13 were divorced, two were

separated, two were

ma:ried, and six had never been married. Four were grandparents, and two of those
had grandchildren who were being supported by AFDC.

Of the

17 interviewees pursuing career training, 15 were enrolled as either part-

or full-time students at the post-secondary educational institution where the writer is
employed. Three others were completing their intemrpted high school diploma
requirements at an alternative high school, and the remaining three were not crurently
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pursuing education, although two had attended vocational schools several years earlier.

Profile of Financial Workers Interviewed

It was difficult to a:range interviews with financial workers

employed in

counties in the region where the writer works. The reasons are best sumrrriuized in

a

memo received from a supen/isor of workers in one county.
'We are not going
to participate in these interviews. S/orkers are clearly
uncomfortable with the idea of a taped interview but more importantly
our financial unit's staff resources are sretched to the limit time-wise.
We are experiencing an increasing demand to provide migrant services
and at the same time trying to implement changes in all programs
effective 7-1-90.

Her message represented a suqprising change in moods for, in an earlier telephone
conversation, she had communicated an air of cooperation and had even suggested

a

date for conducting interviews with her staff.

Two workers in a second county agreed to participate only under the condition
that they would also tape the interviews. After having been approached by a social

worker "gatekeeper"

on

behalf of the writer, two workers in a third county, 200 miles

from the writer's place of work, also agreed to be interviewed. Their agreeability was
due, at least in part, to their positive regard for the "gatekeeper" contact with whom
they worked and from whom the request for the interviews had first come. Of those
interviewed, none had ever been on AFDC themselves.

Profile of Gatekeepers: Both Interviewe,ss and Non-interviewees

Of the two gatekeepers interviewed, the AFDC advocate was a woman who
had been a recipient of AFDC, and the STRIDE caseworker was a man who had not
been an AFDC recipient. They had held their positions for two and five years,

respectively. Of the non-interviewed gatekeepers, both were of European descent and
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had not been recipients of AFDC. The social worker was a woman; the alternative
school educator was a man.
Resnonses to Ouestions Asked Reciuients

The behavior of interviewees followed a fairly predictable pattern. Early
questions in the interview process elicited cautious and guarded responses, as

if unsure

of how honest and self-disclosing they could be. As they gained confidence in

the

interviewer and the tape recorder, however, their responses became very animated and,
at times, seemed almost cathartic.
Since recipients were describing their unique experiences with providers of

AFDC services and benefits, their responses could not be neatly quantified. There
were corffnon themes, however, that permitted some natural categorization of answers

to most questions. In terms of both sEuctured questions (see Appendix B) and
spontaneous corrrrnents and responses, much of each interview was consumed by the
issues of attitude and stereotypes. The questions discussed below are those that

elicited the most productive responses.
Question
need it?"

1: "Where do vou seek finan

Near unanimity existed in response to this first question. Citing inability and
unwillingness as reasons for not turning to family and friends for help, 11 of the 14

who participated in individual interviews named social services as their key resource.

Of the three exceptions, all named social services as their second option after their
respective first choices of a corrrmunity action agency, parents and friends, and getting
a

job.
Question

3:

"What happened in vour lifu
,t
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Three categories of responses developed: pregnancy, dysfunctional marriage,
and employment.

Eight of the individual interviewees answered,

"I

was pregnant." Two of the

nine focus group members were also pregnant. Of the 10 who were pregnant, one was
married but separated from her husband. The other nine wore single teenagers, and
one reported her pregnancy had resulted from sEanger rape.

Dysfunctional marriage constituted the second most cited reason for turning to
social services. Two members of the focus groups were deserted by their spouses and
had small children. Two other focus group members had alcoholic and abusive
husbands, as did an individual interviewee. Impending divorce proceedings led one

focus group member and two individual interviewees (one of whom was also counted
above as pregnant and married) to seek fi,nancial assistance from their county.

to go there to support my children," exclaimed

D/FIS

"I

had

. "I did not want to go back to

my husband."
Employment-related issues underlay the other category of circumstances
leading to application for AFDC. One focus $oup member and two individuals told
about the need for assistance while they or a spouse or both were attending postsecondary schools. One individual experienced a sharp downturn in her earned

income when her overtime was discontinued. Another individual applied for public
assistance because she be[eved that her decision

to breasffeed her firstborn made her

unemployable.

Question

4:

"What was it.like the-fifst time vou contactpd social services for

hsfd."
Responses ranged

widely from "It was scary" to "It was horrible" to "It went
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all right." Separated from her spouse and pregnant with her third child, C3 described
her fust visit as
a lot of emotional sffess. Very hectic. Scared, wondering whether I
would qualify for it. They kind of left you standing. They didn't tell
you one way or another whether you were going to get it So you were
sitting for a month, wondering whether you were going to get a check
or not. It's a scary situation.

F2D, then a single pregnant teenager, recalled vividly her first experience some six
years earlier, calling

it

the most downgrading feeling a person could gel They wanted to
know everything . . . even things that are personal and private. . . .
They told me it was my fault I got pregnant . . . my tough luck. Out
the door they sent me. I got nothing.

Her voice trembled with anger and indignation as she recounted that incident.

Two women gave high rnarks to their first workers. "My saseworker was

wonderful.

She

told me exactly what to do, how to do it and why," reported F1hl,

who had been abandoned by her spouse and the father of her two small children.

FlK, whose alcoholic

husband had gone into treatment, recalled that

I got a lot of information that frst day.
She sat down and went
through the form and she said, 'I want you to apply for food stamps and
medical assistance and fuel assistance,' and she started listing all these
things. It took me a while to figure out what she was talking about, but
she was real helpful.

Question
worker?"

5: "How have vou been trea

Several reported contrasting experiences in different counties from which they

received AFDC, or even by different workers in the same county. For P4, a financial

worker in county A treated her

like I was just another number . . . someone who didn't get their act
together. Being the victim [of an abusive husband, which is why I
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came in for helpl, she made me feel pretty bad. Overall [the worker
was] pretty cold. No eye contact. Asking questions, writing down.
Coldness.

This same recipient reported increasingly good treatment by workers 2 and 3 in
County A, with worker 2 "better, but had the stigma that she was better than
and

I shouldn't

been

have let

it get so bad." Worker

3 was termed "real nice. . .

.

I

was
She has

sympathetic.. . because she seesthatlamtrying.... Idon'tplan onbeing on

IAFDC] all my

life.

That's maybe the difference why she [is] nicer to me."

Suspicion of fraud was an apparently stinging experience for two women. One
was accused of welfare fraud in another midwestern state. Cl1 said:

They were distrustful of me [because certificates of deposit had been
purchased in her youngest child's name by his father without her
knowledge]. In Minnesota, there is a difference in the amount of the
grant, food stamps, and that you were ffusted.

A10 had turned to AFDC only after her work hours were cut. She felt ffusted

in County C but encountered distrust when
worker isl very rude. She reats me like

she moved to County

I am trying to cheat

something and she is going to catch anything that

A. "[My new

someone out of

I do wrong." Later in this chapter,

A10 describes the basis upon which the latter worker's seemingly adversarial behavior
arose.

A divorced mother of four, F2M has since graduated with honors from a
training program and is employed full time in the institution in which she kained. She
cynically observed, "Luckily
not very competent. . .

just by walking in."

I got switched lto another worker. The first

one was]

. I do not think she could do her job any better than I would
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T9 is Asian-born and American educated, the ma:ried mother of two. Her
response was remarkably free of the indignation expressed by most interview subjects.

"I

found my worker to bel helpful and respecdul. [She provides] everything a person

if she is inquisitive. [The recipient] must ask. There is no volunteer

needs to know,

information."
Interviewees in the southern part of the state responded favorably about their
ffeatment, perhaps in part because of the personal connection between the writer and

a

social worker known to two of them. (The others had no such connection, however.)

YlZ, one of the latter, shared T9's pragmatic view. "You have to stand up for what
you want. . .

.

Nonassertive people a.ren't going to make

it to get off the system."

Question 6: "[Can youl describ
with vour worker?"
Recipients took time to think about positive events and had little to say. The
most frequently cited help was that of being referred to daycare funding assistance

(which is administered through STRIDE participation) while going to school. Getting
emergency assistance to pay rent after eviction and to replace stolen food stamps were
also mentioned.
Question
^,:ipient?"

7: "'What is the least helpful thing that has happened to vou as

Recipients had no hesitation in naming unproductive events. These primarily
dealt with untenable demands linked to the provision of benefits for which they were

eligible.

Kl,

a new mother of one, was living with her parents. She needed food

stamps, but, to qualify, she had to have her own residence.

"I had no [money for]

furniture for an aprlrtment, so I couldn't move, and [I couldn't] get food stamps until I
got furniture. . .

. I was very frustrated and mad."
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A

snrdent who had applied for a student loan, T9 became awffie that the

school's financial aid office had mistakenly reported a higher disbursement amount
than what her loan check had been.

I tried to clear up the matter by calling

the worker, but she is only
available to speak with recipients [fromJ 8 to 10 a.m. I had classes at
that time. I couldn't leave [her] a message to call me back because I do
not have a phone.
P4 cited the hardship of
the thirty-day lapse, waiting for help after applying. Thiny days is a
long time when you are down and out and don't have anything. Friends
and relatives help you out. A brother I have helped in the past put
money in my hand and said, 'I know you'll spend it wisely.' That's
what got me by.

Lack of adequate information about recipient responsibilities created other
unproductive experiences. A mistake in reporting the value of her car brought A10,
an honor student in a highly technical raining program,
the worst winter of my life. When I switched counties, [my new
workerl saw the value of my car was barely over the minimum standard
allowed. I had taken book value on it, not knowing I could deduct for
body damage and engine problems. She told me I wasn't eligible for
benefits. [She said] I could have someone look at [the car] and make
an evaluation. But [the revaluing] would not cover what I had gotten
already. I would have to pay back six months' worth of benefits. [The
county where I first appliedl said they forgave [my error.]
[Nevertheless] the financial worker started deducting from my check. I
appealed and she stopped deducting. With the stress and firying to
continue my education, my grades dropped.

A divorced mother of three working for her high

school diploma, D/HS

suffered hardship because of an abrupt change in the food stamp distribution schedule.

They changed over to a computer system. Everyone will not be getting
food stamps on the second [of the month] like before. They weren't
real clear with that information, and I had spaced out my food stamps to
last the month. I didn't get my food stamps until the middle of the nexr
month. Kids hardly had anything to eat. I ended up going to the
foodsheH, and that was the worsl 'S/hen I ca]led to find out about the
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food stamps, they told me I was terminated. They called back to say I
was changed over to the computer [If they had] let me know
ahead of time, I could have been more careful with my grocery
shopping, and I would have stretched [the food] out.
For FlV, it was a chance meeting with her ex-husband in a small town grocery
store that precipitated a recipients's worst nightmare.

I got thrown off welfare
'We

in the grocery store.
And as we were kind of

because we were talking

.

happened to run into each other. . . .
going through the store at the same time, his cart, my cart . . .
somebody at the welfare office seen us. . . . This happened on a
Saturday That following Monday, I got a letter saying I was no
longer valid to get AFDC because my husband and I had reconciled.
And we had just been discussing my son in the grocery store because he
happened to be there. I mean, there was no reconciliation. We
happened to be in the same store, at the same time.
Question
vour worker?"

9:

"'What causes any breakdowns in the relationship between vou and

Responses divided themselves according to

region. Those residing in

southeastern Minnesota reported no breakdowns. As noted earlier, they may have felt

consffained by knowledge of the writer's relationship with a social worker there. The
others provided examples of what they considered breakdowns. The dominant factor

cited was lack of trust, by both recipient and worker. Said K/HS: "In [County B, the

workerl thought

I was lying

about the father [of my baby.] She thought

[men] that could be the father.

I

I had rwo

already knew who the father was. Why would she

think there was two?"
52 said: "Sometimes the [financial worker] doesn't understand. Maybe

I was one of [the people who don't really

thought

need to be on

she

AFDC.] I felt

judged."
Other references to disffust related to incident of suspicion and fraud were
discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Question 10: "[Can voul describ
worker?"
Responses spanned the continuum from '*There

is no relationship. You are on

opposite ends of each other" (R5) to "Very trusting, wium relationship"

(Cll).

Most characterized it as a functional one. "Sort of a boss and employee. . .
have always worked as a secretary, so tell me what to do and I'11 do

it" (V12).

.

I

"More

businesslike . . . whatever paper you turn in to her, she can only help with that. It is

my responsibility to get forms in on time, even

if

they come to me late" (T9). "More

or less acquaintances. You don't really know each other. She issues my checks or

grants.

I am just a client" (L/FIS).

"Just a job for her. A resource for me. With the

computer, it's not much of a relationship any more" (D/HS).
Some described a power advantage implicit in the job responsibilities. "She
has to go by the ruIes and doesn't need to prove things.
goes by the rules to decide who gets

what.

want to know everything you do in your

I do" (FlS). "[The worker]

She can terminate

me"

(FlV).

"They

life" (FzD). "The waiting period for

them to

come back with anything is forever, but when they ask you for something, they expect

you to be there right now" (R5).
Some, however, saw a human element. "To try and help me in any way

possible...andformetoaskforhelpiflneedit...andappreciatewhattheyhave
done for me" (S2). "She does the work to see where we can get help and where we

can't, using the information

I give her" (S13).

How Attitude Affects the Rgcipient-'Worker Re]ationship
The factor of "affitude" was cenfral to this study. Questions 11-13 probed the
impact that recipients thought attitude had on the relationship under study.
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Question 11: "How important is 'a
,,

While focus group members addressed workers' attitudes in the course of
discussing the issue of AFDC, their corrrments are not included here. Of the 14

individuals interviewed, eight rated attitude as either 'olmportant" or "Very Important"
to the relationship. The others took a pragmatic view.

"f

am not going to let

someone try to stop me [in getting off the system as soon as I can]"

(V12). "If

the

worker can tell you are an informed recipient, she doesn't try to be mean to you"

(T9). "They can't help what they can or can't do for you" (L/HS).
Among those weighing attitude as important, most described a delicate,
interactive balance; that is, how they behave determines how their financial worker

will respond. At

stake, they said, was the amount of moral support, information, and

respect made available to them. Regarding her financial worker, C3 said,

in with

you."

a poor attitude, she

"If you go

is going to tear you apart or she is going to talk down to

Said T9, "Your worker may like you more and nry to be more helpful. . .

. If

she doesn't hke you, she

won't tell you anything." S13 theorized, "If you wouldn't

get along or feel inferior,

it would

be a bad match.

If your worker wasn't

working

with you, you wouldn't want to work with her either." P4 addressed the attitudinal
issue pragmatically and with raw emotion.

It is important to have a good attitude toward your financial worker
because things will flow much smoother. You have to ffust someone in
order to pour yourself out to them. Once you're labeled, you're labeled
for life. It works both ways. [I] hear the word 'worker,' my blood
starts to cringe it makes me so upset.
Others echoed P4's negativity by illustrating through personal anecdores how

their workers' afitude influenced the relationship. "The attitude my worker has,

I stay
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as

far away from her

as possible and have

little to do with her," Al0

stated

forthrightly. "In fact, if I have a question, I wilI call a different county. The attitude
causes me to cut

off comrnunications.

"

410's worker was the one who sought to deduct from her monthly AFDC grant
to repay a previous county because her vehicle was valued too high for her to be
eligible for assistance. Reinforcing the negative effect of a worker's attitude, K/FIS
said,

"If

they were a lot nicer, it would be better. A person would cooperate a lot

better, providing information. "
On the opposite side of the information-disclosue issue, J14's perception was
that

Many [recipients think] the only way they are going ro get a good deal
out of it is to hide things. A lot of workers see that; workers are
uncomfortable dealing with people who are in essence lying to them.
[My wife at the time we first applied for AFDC] felt she had to go into
the meetings with the workers with an afitude. I was uncomfortable
with the things she was saying and doing. It felt like we were trying to
hide information that she felt would lessen our eligibility. That feeling
is going to be carried over to how the worker deals with it and what the
worker is going to provide.
R5 succinctly stated what other interviewees and focus group members had
declared. n'A lot of these [workers] don't know how to work with others. People

skills. I don't know of anybody who is on AFDC who has enjoyed it."
Question 12: "How

you describe vour attitude as an

recipient?"

Perhaps the most comprehensive answer to the question about an interviewee's

attitude as recipient came from R5.

I act and how I feel are fwo different things. I feel like s--having to call them up and talk to them, but I try to come off just as we
are talking now [in this interview]. I know I can get a bad attitude
when they don't return my calls
After the tenth time, I get ticked
off. I try to be cooperative and patient. I can be patient for so long.
once they are snappy to me I give them back the same s---. . . . I get
How
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my things in on time.

I

am honest.

Others described similar conflicts of behavior and attitude. Their economic

survival at stake, they dutifully ca:ried out their reporting responsibility and disguised
o'I
want to
their negative feelings. FzM, an honor student nearing gfaduation, said,

help myself and

I can't wait to get off. . . . I haven't got the guts [to cheat welfare,

but they seem to expect

it]. If that's what they want us to do, give it to them."

P4, another highly motivated student, was, like FzM, a divorced mother of four

children under 12. She snapped angrily:

I

think they haven't done anything for rne other than the paperwork.
I've worked for what I've got. I have a bad attitude toward [social
services] because I felt I was a victim and raked over the coals for
something I didn't have coming. And that's their job [to help me].

Apparently angry at herself as well as the worker who assessed her for
repayment of benefits paid by another county, A10 admitted, 'oI have a feeling of guilt
and inadequacy.

I can cope by realizing this is temporary. I wilt work as hard as I

can at school to make sure it is over as soon as possible."
Several cited positive and constructive attitudes underlying their behavior. V12

Eied to maintain objectivity.

I try to have an open mind. . . . I don't blame her for stuff. I could,
but some people want things to work out the way they want to and
don't understand when they don't. She is right there to blow up at. . .
[However, you must] stand up for what you want. [YouJ have to talk.
[You] can't let [discouraging responses from workers] slide by.

.

Similarly assertive, T9 took a team player approach in dealing with her worker.

"I

am pretty informed.

I find

out [before contacting her] if information [about other

resoruces than social senricesl is

information she needs to know."

tue. III fill

out a form every month.

I

telI her other
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L/HS appeared to be a good reader of the situation. '*I try to be polite, unless
they give me the run-around. Understanding at times
do besides [helpJ me. . .

.

They have other things to

You have to be hohest. You dare not be. Patience runs

out [when] they put you on hold for so long- "

How Stereotypes Influence the Attitudes of Recipient and $/orker

A second central issue in this study was the effect of stereotypes

on

interviewees.
StereotJrpes was defined

in the interview

as "labels put on people that do not allow

for individual differences of any kind."
Question 14: "Do stereotwes hpye an influence on the attitudes held by vou
and bv vour worker?"

Many of the responses were vague. Among the more pointed observations was

FlK's in the first focus group. "I feel we Erre stereotyped, but we're doing the same
thing to the workers. We're stereotyping them!" The most illustrative response came

from Cl1, who described her experience this way:

I walk in [to Social Services], and I know I am on welfare. I know I
am pegged as 'welfare' by Social Services and by my own reaction
when I walk in. . . . I feel there is a barrier between [me and] anybody
I talk to. . . . You can sometimes see [the effect being on welfare has
onl other people: attitude, the way they dress, the way they carry
themselves.

Question 15: "What comes to mind when
'AEDC worker'?"

It

I sav 'AFDC ,? ,A

recinient'?

was in reaction to this set of terms that the interviewees revealed deep

feelings about their involvement with

welfare.

Responses came

fast. Most

gave

identical answers to the first two. "Dependent," said one. "Person that is on AFDC,"
said another. "Mother who can't afford to support her children." "Children are dirty.
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Mother is staying home." "Single mother with children." "'We are low-class people."
"Welfare case. Down and out. Don't have a lot of anything." "People with kids.
Rundown families."

For those who provided distinctly different responses to the fust fwo terrns,
they defined "AFDC" in textbook language. "'Welfare." "Poor kids. . .
stricken

,

Poverty-

kids." "Grant money from the state." "Funding from the county to help

people who can't help themselves." "Not enough money. Struggle." To the term
"AFIDC recipienq" more emotional responses came, suggesting that the worker had

*'Myself."
internalized the values held by the wider society. "Bad mother."

"I don't

feel good about it." "Single parent with children or handicapped. Someone who can't
go to

work." J14 sought to defend recipients

as a

class. "Recipients are not out there

trying to get a free dollar from the government. They're frying to do the best they

can

. . . to have a better opportunity."
The term "AFDC worker" solicited responses reminiscent of the earlier
question about the nature of the relationship between recipient and financial worker.
Some demonsftated their confusion about the job title and role, calling the worker a

"Regular social worker." "Social worker and that's

it.

That's what they

characterized their worker-image as "ladies that have a good office

do."

Others

job." "Lady sitting

behind a desk asking questions." "Professional." "High class. Totally high class.

Got nice things. Have money. A lot of them don't understand unless they have been
through

"A

it."

"Someone who is rying to help." A few took a decidedly negative tone.

person who is trying to prevent people from taking or stealing from the

government." "Very cold. Blaming." "Cruel and insensitive."
Many offered their thoughts on how the public perceives people on welfare and
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occasionally included their own stereotypes of others on welfare. The experiences
they related were spoken in somber tones, the pain seemingly still fresh even for
events

of 10 or more years before.
The shame associated with using food stamps was described by five women,

three of whom raised the issue in the first focus group. F1S told of a painful incident

of perhaps 15 years earlier. As she was checking out with a full cart of groceries and
tending to fwo small, tired children, customers behind her made cruel remarks that
nearly brought her to tears. She recalled the essence of their comments. "People like
me should not be allowed to shop until after the buying public does their shopping so
they don't have to stand behind me with a full cart when

I'm getting my groceries

free."

FlV

posed a scenario, steeped in paranoia, to illustrate how

it feels to use food

stamps:

You're watched. You pull out food stamps and they're looking at what
you are purchasing. You are using their tax dollars to buy what?
Diapers or cigarettes or potato chips or pop. You don't have the right,
and you feel ir It's like [the disapproval] goes right rhrough you.

"I

hate

it," exclaimed Cl1. "I

hate ca:rying my food stamps in the store,

especially in town here, but everybody knows
that feeling also.

I am on welfare,

so

I do it." FIK

knew

"It took me months before I would buy groceries in [my town]. I

went up to [she named larger cities 20 to 30 miles from her home]. . .

.

Our lives

don't revolve in areas where most of people in society are, on a day-to-day basis. The
grocery store is the only contact we have. That is where the feeling comes from. "

Kl's

earliest experiences were

definitely humbling. You walk into the grocery store and have to use
food stamps. You shake at first. I grew up in that community. Felt
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more visible. You have to sign your name in this booklet and it is
stapled together and it takes forever to rip these off at the counter . .

.

Other corrurrunity locales can foster overt expressions of disapproval from the

public toward recipients. For V12 it was both the classroom and the bankV/here I go to school it is bad. An [economics] insffuctor stereotypes
the whole welfare system. He thinks all women on AFDC [are there
because it'sl ilreir fault. They should have kept their pants on. Be put
on birth control pills. Have an operation so they don't have any kids.
We [in his class who ire on AFDC] felt worthless.

An honor student and daughter of a respected family in the town, V12 was
disillusioned with he.r bank as

anymore.

well. "I don't even want to do my banking in town

I don't go out- I don't tell everybody what I am doing with my life.

banktellerl thought

[The

I was sitting at home."

For some, the entire corrrmunity can be hostile territory. S13 expressed that:
The community is not fair. [Its stereotype of us is] we don't know how
to cook, clean, or raise our kids. [When the community speaks of us, it
saysl 'They don't work because they are lazy. We could have chose
weHare, but we don't. We work.' . . . H our kids are naughty, it is
because of us. I have to live to a higher standard. . . . Everybody
knows yow business in a small town
. . . who is AFDC and who isn't.
The message R5 perceived in her corrmunity was, "You are just living off the
county. . .

.

You should be out there working. We're the taxpayers." Cl1 felt pitted

against certain residents of her community.
and think they own the

*There are other people who
are working

town. They are the ones who look down at us." Yet,

she

defined herself as recipient on her own terms. "Some people's attitude is to take

welfare for all it is worth and [myJ attitude is I will treat it with dignity and myself

with dignity."
Question 16:
think?"

"If vou were an 'ideal recipient' how would vou behave and
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Responses to this question generally spoke to ethical performance.

interviewee responses, only

Kl

Of

10

provided a cynical observation, seeing her role (of

ideal recipient) as to "go along with the flow of the county . . . not make waves,
accept their check every month, not go to work. . .

. I still have that feeling they want

you to be on the system so they keep their jobs." Some explicitly stated that their role
was to get off the system. 52 put

it this way: "Appreciate what they

have done for

you [by] going out there and trying to better yourself . . . to support yourself."
"Someone [trying to further themselves] who is not on

it

because they

don't want to

do anything else," was Al0's concept. Others emphasized the integrity factor. S13

forthrightly stated,

"I

am an ideal recipient. . .

.

You need to be honest. . .

. If you

don't need it" don't take it. If you have other resoruces, you should use them." P4
also labeled herself as

'ideal,'because I have followed their rules all the way. When they ask
for something, I update them with material. I have been honest and
open with them. I have tried to treat them the way I expect to be
treated back. Being honest, open, on time. It has worked out.

Like S13, D/FIS spoke of genuine need for help. "A person who really
know they need

needs

iq they

it and accept it."

Only two subjects mentioned assertiveness. T9 spoke of being "responsible to
know your rights . . . limits . . . eligibility." The most comprehensive response was

V12's, which pulled together the foregoing points of genuine need, integrity,
cooPerativeness and assertiveness. "Trying to work with the system so I can go to

school so

I can get off this. . . . Report everything . . . fiII out forms on time . . . be

patient and understanding . . . be aware and observant . . . be assertive."

auestion 17:
behave and think?"

"If

you could have an lideal worker', how wqrJld she or he
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Where responses to the foregoing questions about "ideal recipient" focused on
performance, responses to this question centered more on attitude and a need for
humanizing the relationship.
Every response touched on the need by the recipient to be acknowledged as an

individual person worthy of understanding.
declaration.

FlV

prefaced her statement with a fervent

"I like my worker." She went on to describe

a worker who has "a caring

background . . . has had psychology, is sympathetic, encouraging to the person who
has to walk in there and feel this degrading fee1ing." "Talk with you, look at you,"
said P4. "Show some concern instead of just passing you like another number. . .

.

Be

kind and love people." D/HS echoed P4. "Takes time for one-on-one instead of
treating you as another 'case'. Listens to what you have to say . .
the lament over facelessness came from

Kl,

."

Another echo of

who continued to feel cynical about the

relationship.

Could at least have a smile on their face. To have a good outlook . . .
try to give [the recipient] a lift, that there is hope out there instead of,
'Ha, ha, we got you now!'. . . Have an interest in me as a person, not a
statistic. I feel I am just a number coming in and out of that office.
"Treat you like an individual instead of a social case," said C3. "The best thing they

could do is give you a smile and say it's okay."
Several spoke of not wanting to be judged by their worker. For L/FIS that

meant the worker "understands

I need help and is not judging

me for needing that help

. . *" VLZ phrased it similarly. "[The worker would] not [be] judgmental . . . [but
ratherl openminded . . . professional." 410 demanded that her worker "not have the
attitude that

I am scum

see that you are

"They have to have a very good

affitude.

Glad to

in [their office]. . . . Make you feel at ease to be there," said R5.
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The quality of empathy was implicit in many of the "ideal" profiles of

worker. Some were more explicit, however.
understand where you're coming
so high and

a

FlV: "Somebody who can say, 'I

from."' P4: "Bring

themselves to your leveI. Not

mighty. . ." T9: "She has been in the sinration [herself] before."

S13:

"[The worker would] have to be friendly and a compassionate person . . . giving and
caring. . .

.

A1most the same qualities as a nluse. . ."

An apparent frustration regarding the provision of information by workers

was

revealed in another category of ideal qualities in workers. "Let me know what
services are available"

you some ideas. . .

.

(K1).

'ol-ook at other possible ways to help [meJ" (S2). "Give

I-et you know

if

there ire new programs coming up or things

you can to do to help yourself along . . ." (D/HS). "Wou1d know more about
programs available, other options" (A10). 'oWhoever makes the rules for the system,"
said

FlV, "should [tell the financial worker]: 'Inform your people of what ttrey can

get, work with them to make things better.' They don't get involved enough."

In response to a probe by the inverviewer, a few corrrments about additional
worker uaining were made.

FlV

and P4, both training in sales-related sireer areas,

cited the need for courses in psychology. P4 elaborated on that point. "[They] should
have gone through some psychology coruses to help people figure out ways to cope

with [circumstances] better. They need some training." FlV stipulated that "[They]
need more than a high school diploma [to do this work]."

How Access to Information Determines Access to Services a4d Benefits
The next set of questions concerned the awareness by recipients of available
services and benefits. As demonstrated in the surTrmary of responses to the question

about an "ideal worker," some recipients felt underserved in respect to information.
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Question 18: "How do vou get vour most useful information about services
and benefits for which you are elisibl-e?"

Of

18 responses, six named social services as their soruce

of critical

information regarding a full spoctrum of benefits and services available to them.
Twelve named other, non-professional people, many of whom were themselves on

AFDC. Two cited Community Action Programs (CAP)

as their central resource, and

four credited their school with providing information. Some people named more than
one resource.

Of those who credited social services with being theu key referent source, three
learned about other resources from their financial worker and the others from mailings

or bulletin board postings describing new programs. For the remaining, extreme
frustration was expressed at not even knowing what questions to ask their worker.

"How you can ask if you don't know?" (P4). "It's a lot of stanring before you
actually find someplace that there is help available. Then you say, 'Why couldn't
someone tell me about this six months ago?' You don't know what questions to ask"

(A10).
Some believed that social seivices employees deliberately withhold useful

information. P4 contended that "I don't think they tell any more than they want to."
Said C3,

"I

found out about fuel assistance by word of mouth. Talking to people is

the best source to find things out. Nobody

will tell you anything. Your social worker

[sic] won't tell you what's all out there for you." V12's conclusion was that social
sen*ices

"is evasive about what there is unless you really know what is going

on.

Most gets out by word of mouth by people on assistance."
Networking among AFDC recipients yields ideas, Ieads, and awareness for
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others. "You cry on a lot of shoulders, and somebody finally helps you" (A10). "You
start talking about having a hard time, and somebody has an idea to get on a list here

or there" (C3). "'We discuss it between ourselves and see

if anyone has found any

solution" (F2P). "The only way we will find out is from each other" (F2M).
For those who learned about other resources from a CAP agency,

Kl

credited

her self-sufficiency counselor who "comes to my home [and] has given me a lot of
good information." P4 learned about other forms of help when visiting the emergency

food shelf and the clothing center.
Students working on their high school diploma in an alternative setting had

leamed at their school about childcare benefits for single parents in the under-Z4 age

$oup who are pursuing educational goals. The fourth interviewee who named school
as a source was enrolled in post-secondary fraining. She networked with other
students who were on AFDC as well as with school staff members who were versed in
some supplemental senrices funding programs.

Question 19: "Do vou have anv suqqestions for better-ways to share that
information?"
Responses varied from periodic informational mailings, a central information

phone line, a list maintained by workers and made available to recipients, and

a

published booklet. The most unusual response asked for a page in the AFDC
application booklet that stated what the agency would do for the recipient (to balance
the list of applicant responsibilities set forth in the same document).
Recipient Opportunitv to Recommend Chanee a1r4 Comment Eurther on Importqnt
Issues

Question
AFDC?''

20: "What would vou like to chanHe.about social

service$ and
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The idea of recommending changes to a system that essentially controls their

lives was empowering to some interviewees. Their faces lit up at the prospect of
providing consffuctive feedback, and suggestions came readily to their minds and

voices. On the other hand, some needed to be nudged into "dreaming large," their
scope of imaginative thought possibly narrowed because of their tenure as obedient

AFDC recipients.
Responses could be variously sorted

into either-or categories: procedural or

policy change, financial or interpersonal issues, encouragement or discouagement to
move off welfare, flexible or consistent application of rules.
Procedural changes they would like to see included: better follow-up when a
request for budgeting help is checked off on a monthly reporting form, being given an

opportunity to explain their side of a suspected violation before being "kicked off",
being able to request another financial worker when a personality conflict interferes

with the recipient's ability to work with her assigned worker, and speeding up the
processing of applications for benefits by new applicants.
Po1icy changes requested were: allowing two AFDC mothers to live together

and share rent and childcare responsibilities, cutting down the amount of paperwork
and the frequency of submission (recommended by four interviewees); consistent

application of AFDC rules in all counties, permitting AFDC recipients to own a

vehicle of greater value ("You can't have a good car, so you keep putting $2,000 [of
repairsl into a $700 one."), permitting recipients to claim their children as exemptions
since the children's fathers can do so for a minimum child support contribution of $50

per month, persuading children's fathers to pay child support to augment wages of
lower-paying jobs of mothers so the latter could get off welfare sooner, increasing $50
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pass-through of child support to reflect high costs of caring for children, a "more

equitable agreement between AFDC and food stamps . . . what doesn't detract [sic]

from one wouldn't detract from the other," discontinuing the counting of loans as
income ("It's not fair."), gganting a cost-of-living raise, granting more food stamps to

families with older children with larger appetites, respecting the privacy of recipients
and the nonrecipients with whom they may share a residence, offering financial

incentives to gain employment and achieve self-sufficiency (discussed in more detail
below).
Financial issues, in addition to those above, were concerned with the transition

from AFDC dependency to employment to seH-sufficiency. Recognizing the value of
such benefits as rent and child care subsidies, medical assistance, and food stamps,

recipients suggested that more intensive support be given during the first year of

employment. As FIK observed in the first focus group:

"I know

the incentive to

work is not there." o'There are not enough rewards or incentives," agreed FzM. 'oYou
spend too much time worrying about welfare cheats instead of trying to reward those
persons who are trying to do something." 52 wanted 'osomething to help you support

yourseH [when you get a job]-medical care, rent,
Daycare was a critical item in R5's

food-until you get on your feet."

life. "You can't have a minimum-wage job and

pay daycare. You put yourself further in the hole than
She made a good case

if you were just to not work."

for career training, which is what A10 and V12 were

also

pursuing. A10 advocated giving "[total] assistance while [people on welfare]

are

going to school-schoohg, clothes, food-for a certain number of years. Then they
cut you off and you're on yotu

own." For V12, it didn't make sense "to cut money

that is sending people to school." Feeling trapped at home,

Cll also looked for an
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incentive. "I would like job training, plus . . . school. Welfare needs to push a little

more." A different point of view came from S13. "social seruices could have
working crews, like housecleaning. You could get in the swing of being in the

workforce." Expressing some frustration over feeling stuck on welfare, D/FIS

asked

that social services "make it easier to get off; to get a job and not cut my AFDC down
. . . so I can work and save until

I

can get off it."

Interpersonal issues concerned behavior and attitudinal changes recipients

would like to see in financial workers and receptionists at welfare offices. "Financial
workers could benefit from further ffaining," said A10. "More understanding. . .

.

Possibly [the worker could] adopt a recipient's lifestyle for a while, go to a store with
$100 for a month's worth of food . . . go to a clinic that doesn't accopt medical
assistance

patients." K/HS believed that

[recipients] as much as

I

if she were a worker, she "would try to help

could instead of pushing them out the door." Recalling the

painful failure to communicate with her worker at an earlier time, 52 said, "Had my
worker had better skills to question me about what was going on, she would have
understood [that]

I needed to stay home to build the confidence of my child."

Interviewing skills were also mentioned by C3. "They could ask more questions. . .
They have to ask questions before you can tell them [you problems]. . .
make

it

.

.

They could

easier, because you are going through a real traumatic time in your

life." P4,

who had indicated previously that an '**ideal" worker needed psychology coruses to
help recipients cope, suggested that workers "renew their schooling every year or so."
Reliable information about other resources was an issue for both T9 and

"Have somebody informed who can help keep the recipients
accurate interpretations immediately." For

Kl.

informed

Kl, it was a desire for improved

Said T9,

Get
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corTrmunication. "Make networking better," she declared.
Observing that "Rules keep a lot of people stuck," D/HS added to the case for

flexibility. Others spoke of personal experience or knowledge

gained from trusted

others about uneven application of rules from county to county. As noted above,
recorrrmendations from the interviewees were overwhelmingly for increased flexibility

in interpretation of rules and regulations.
Invited to "dream large" in this part of the intenriew, nro individuals provided
creative solutions to welfare costs. S13 suggesrcd that "government-or rich

people-should adopt a [welfare] family. . .

.

They could watch us and see our kids

grow, like when people send money to [support children] in foreign countries. They
get off on that, seeing how much they are helping these people."

ClI

addressed her

desire to hostile corrrrnunity members. *'*I wish the people . . . could be

in our

shoes

for six months. I am talking about some of the high-class people in our town that
think we can make

it on the money we make[sic].

People need to experience

order to understand how unrealistic the amount of money

is." Cll

it in

also made a

practical recommendation. "Bring people who have been on welfare into the planning

[of funding and pro$am services]."
Question

2l:

"Is there a{rythirlg more vou want to talk, about?"

Most recipients were relaxed at this point of the interview. As they reflected
over the intenriew and composed one final sweeping comment, many turned

philosophical. Responses ranged from positives to negatives but were devoid of much
of the anger and indignation evident earlier. A general attitude of weary mystification
about how they had become enmeshed in such a long-term dependency situation
emerged.
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Several defined the AFDC experience in terms of their goals and values. To

P4, AFDC had been a long journey.

"It's a real good feeling to start seeing the light
quit. It's worth the battle."

at the end of the tunnel. It's a lot of work. You can't
J14 made a sEonger connection with the analogy to a
spent four years in the arrny,

[it]

made

it

"battle." "Maybe

easier for me to deal with

I

because

tAFDCl.

Some

They don't have the same control over you [as

call

it a quasi-military organization.

the

Army]. In the military, it is more regimented conEol than social services. But

they have the same control over income." For D/HS, AFDC was "not fun . . . for
$omeone who wants

hands. . .

.

to get somewhere. . .

. I don't enjoy taking out of taxpayers'

It is very important for me to get my high school diploma after aII these

[6 or 7] years." AFDC, likewise, symbolized.access to needed education for R5. "I
am not going to get anywhere without education.

that's what

I

have to do,

If

that means going on AFDC,

I guess. It's my last choice."

Forfeiture of privacy was

painful issue for L/HS. 'oon welfare, you have no privacy of your private

life.

a

They

know everything about you and everyone in the house. That bothers me." Inffusion

into the most private of family affairs riled up IVHS, whose sorrow over the recent
loss of a pilent was deepened by agency expestations. "So many negative things. . .

My mom just passed away. Social seroices wants a death certificate. We had the
cremation certificate, and that isn't good enough. Am

like that? Maybe

I going to lie about something

I should bring her [urn] in there and set her down on the table. "

On the positive side, sincere gratitude was expressed by
was AFDC so
than

I could stay

home with my

I was back then." Amplifying

52. "I am glad there

child. I am better ready now to get a job

those feelings with a different focus were S13's

observations. "[There are] advantages to being poor [and on AFDC] . . . free

"
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counseling, important things provided for me. . .
better to stay on

it."

.

[There are] a lot of ways why

it

is

Her words dramatically recalled the complaint expressed in

several responses to the previous question: There are no incentives to get off AFDC.

The desire to expunge a debt to society, alluded to earlier by D/[IS, who didn't
"enjoy taking out of taxpayers' hands," was also expressed by two others. P4 said,

"If

I ever won the $10,000,000 [sweepstakes or lottery], I would pay social services back
the money they paid for me and the kids to survive so

I wouldn't feel indebted to

them. I know the money would be spent on someone who needed it. I know it would
go to a good cause." Taking a different approach, R5 hoped that "Someday
able to come back and maybe make a difference on somebody.

I will be

I guess if I would

have had a better education [in the first place] . * ."

Cll evoked the vision of nationwide

organizing of AFDC recipients into

a

powerful lobby. "'W'e need to be able to voice ourselves . . . to be a class of our own,
that candidates

will try to get our

votes."

Responses to Ouestions Asked Financial Workers

The behavior of interviewees varied by the county in which they were

employed. Those in the central Minnesota county agency displayed a guarded manner
throughout the question-and-answer session that extended to making their own tapes of
the interviews. Their responses were formal and bureaucratic in content, which is

probably consistent with anyone planning to listen to the tapes later. The more senior
worker in that county seemed to have a greater need to explain the challenges of her

work environmenl She also took the initiative of giving copies of application
documents and policy-change memos to the writer to illusEate the scope of those

challenges. By contrast, the workers in the southern Minnesota county agency spoke
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candidly about their relationships with recipients and showed no noticeable wariness
about being taped. In all cases, the interviewees maintained a professional demeanor
and vocabulary throughout and answered every question without hesitation. The only

discernible lapse in terminology was their consistent reference to recipients

as

"clients." In acknowledgement of this preferred term, "client" was used in place of
"recipient" in interview questions.
Common themes emerged to a greater extent than they had for recipients.
Because each worker had contact over a yeir's time with from 150 to 250 AFDC

recipient parents, their experiences in large part lacked the specificity of the recipient
interviewees and were necessarily general in natrue. Yet, each spoke from her unique
breadth of experience, which included the carrying out of responsibilities unseen by

recipients: keeping abreast of unending changes in rules and regulations and
determining how to apply those changes to each recipient situation.

While recipient interviews centered on the issues of attitudes and stereotypes as
they related to participation in the AFDC system, worker interviews were primarily
focused on discussions of the effect of constraints and change as they related to the

adminisradon of AFDC rules and regulations. Questions that elicited the most
productive or illustrative responses are discu*pd below.
Question

1: "What is the nature of vour work as a financial

S/C prefaced her entire interview with this disclaimer:

worker?"

"I think it is very

difficult for people not in this field to understand what is actually involved." In
response to ttre question, she employed irony as she summed up her position

description.

"I

do a number of different things. What I'm classified as is Financial

Assistance Specialist. What

I actually

do is miscellaneous qrpe things. They don't

Calnon

have a superuisor, so

I don't act as a supenrisor,

but

I
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end up doing some work like a

supervisor." She said that she administered the federal and state regulations regarding
public assistance and went on to detail her responsibilities: food stamp reports, AFDC
emergoncy assistance applications (when other staff are too busy to do them), intake

on medical assistance and pregnant women, taking care of previous food stamp
ovetpayment collections, closing cases, and "any number of other hryes of [tasks]."

Her counterpart in the other county agency studied had a similar disclaimer.
Describing her position as "Lead Worker" in an office of five financial workers, F/SM

said,"Basically,

Iamnotasupervisor.... Ialsocarry acaseloadin additionto

managing-more or lespthe work flow in income maintenance." Her description of
her duties was put into broad terms: take applications for all assistance programs, take
action on them, and continue to service them until they are closed.
The junior colleagues of these not-quite-supervisors each responded that their

role was to match recipients with needed resources. FVC said she interviewed for
information and then applied that information to the rules and regulations "and

see

which way we can help the clients." N/S spoke of delivering personalized services in
a tight timeframe.

They need referrals to the financial aid officer at school. They need
encoruagement. If they don't qualify for my programs, we send them
off to other programs. Whatever they need at the time, It isn't just
financial. It isn't just money. In a matter of a few minutes, you have
to decide what to do.

Question

2:

"What do you most eniov about vour ,work?"

The answers were terse and revealing. S/C responded, "Occasionally, we enjoy
a sucsess story.

'We

enjoy our co-workers, to a certain extent, when the suess isn't
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too high." Her colleague, fVC, replied simply, "C1ient contact." N/S exhibited almost
global satisfaction at this early point in the interview.

"I

enjoy the

work. Obviously I

like paperwork. . .

. I like to talk to people and like to try to help them. I do like

client contac! but

I don't know that I like it best. . . . It's variety." Her colleague,

F/S, introduced the theme of change as she provided a poignant, historical perspective.
have been with the agency for 25 years. I have se,en many changes.
Things I used to enjoy, I am not so srue I do any more because of the
many changes To me it has become a little more difficult . . . to
know which way is the way we are doing everything now. I enjoy the
contact with people. . . . I really enjoy seeing people who are able to
come through the system and go out on their own. . . . That is
everybody's plan when they come; it doesn't always work for
everybody.

I

Que stion

3:

"'What is the soal for a financial worker, in working with

a

client?"

A distinct split developed between the workers in the two counties under

study.

fn one, the responses recalled the essence of the first question about the nature of their

work. S/C said, "Our job is to administer

the programs and to do

it fairly

and be

accurate. We have very strict obligations . . . as far as not discriminating against
people, as far as looking out for their rights, and when we notice social-type problems,
we do referrals to the social service agency and other helping corrrmunity agencies."

Her colleague responded, "Genera1ly, clients to get on whatever programs." The
perspective taken by the workers in the other county was that their goal was recipient

self-sufficiency. Said F/S, "They are not real happy on assistance, and our goal is to
Ey to get them to get into something where they can become somewhat self-

sufficient." Her colleague, N/S

agreed.

I like to help them with whatever they are in for at the time, but I do
not want to be a crutch for them. I do not want to be the answer for
everything either. . .

.

My goal is to help them with whatever they need
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at the time and to, in the end, help them to make it for themselves.
When we get clients, we don't want them forever . . .

Que stion

4: llWhat gets in the wav of achieving that soal?"

The goal for S/C to fairly administer programs and make referrals was
sometimes "a little difficult" to achieve because of "the complexity of all the

regulations and rules. . .

.It's

not an uncomplicated system." She cited the difficulty

that merely filling out complicated forms presented for some of her clients "who are

not well-equipped to cope." Time was a problem for her colleague, whose goal was
to get clients onto programs. "But ordinarily,

if

the client is eligible, we can get them

on. . . . Some of lthe rules] are too loose, some too
constitute a problem with

me-my

rigid. The too-loose ones

personal politics, not the

job. You have to get past

that, because you have rules you have to follow."

For the workers in the other county, only F/S provided a perspective on how
the goal of self-sufficiency can become more difficult to attain. She infroduced the
themes of attitude and minimal benefits for the first time.

Attitude, sometimes, because of what they have been through. A lot of
times, the people we see are at the very height of very high emotional
situations. Some can handle that and some can't. Some seem to go
into a depressed state. Hard to. get back up again Even coming
onto programs doesn't make things easy for them. Maintenance
programs are designed to get them by. It's not to attain much other
than to exist. They need to do something more than that. . . . They
need to have the attitude to want to help themselves. There are lots of
services out there for them, and we guide them in that direction. But
they have to pick it up and walk through it.
Question

5:

"What led you to vour present work as a financiel worker?'l

Two workers were employed as secretaries in their counties' courthouses at the
time they were promoted to financial worker. S/C had taken merit exams for both
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secreta-ry and worker and was secretary

for 'Just a few months. I went into it for

economic reasons. My family needed money." N/S called her promotion to financial

worker an o'accident." She credits her experience in the agency and three years of
secretarial training with qualifying her for the financial worker position. For years,

WC had been a medical lab technician in the same rural corrrmunity as the agency.
She said she got tired of

it and quit

This job came up in a matter of months, and I got it. My neighbor
works down here so I did know a little . . . bit about social seruices. . .
. The trust [from clients] kind of carried over, so they talk to you.
Occasionally they don'E they kind of look at.you like 'Why are you
here?' but for the most part . . . it's both senrice-oriented jobs. You're
helping.

With 25 years' experience, F/S wasn't looking for work. She agreed to help
weHare office temporarily and part time

suddenly, and the director asked me

in 1965. "In '67 [the only

the

case aide] quit

if I would like to take her place. . . . I

decided to

ry it. . . . I'm still here."
Question

7: "What is the most disgguraqins thing about vour work?"

Another distinct split occurred in responses, but not by county. Two workers
found the families who never escape welfare to be their major frustration. Said H/C,
"When

I see third generation

people on . . . it means something isn't working [in the

family system, the social system, the community]." F/S concurred. "seeing
generation after generation in the same family remaining on and being here a long

time. You wish those children could have gotten out of that trap somehow. I hate to
see that they are

living the

same way as their parents did."

The other workers expressed great anguish over the overwhelming workload.

"[T]he times when everything is rushed and the pressure level is so high that we just
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don't know where to turn and there's just not enough time to do everything, and we
have to do everything because we have all these deadlines. There is no leeway in
some of these areas," said S/C. "'We are so overwhelmed with volume after volume

of regulations and changes-{onstant technical and complicated changes. We run
around here in a panic. . .

.

It's really a bit much for someone getting to my age."

She sought to illustrate her point about changes by providing the researcher with a

copy of a l5-page *'Instructional Bulletin" regarding a recent change in MA coverage.
Her accompanying note called it "typical." Succinctly restating S/C's feelings, N/S
said,

"It's overwhetming. It's so much. I

caught

up."

sometimes feel

She introduced a new issue, as

I

am never going to get

well-+ommunity stereoffiing-and

echoed S/C's prefatory comment about the arsane nature of a financial worker's job.
People in the corrrnunity don't care for us too much. Some people . . .
think we're helping people who don't deserve it. . . . [Also they are]
assuming [we work for] a big wage because we work for the
government. I think most of that comes from the fact that they don't
know what it is like. I might have had an attitude like that many years
ogo, but I hope not.

Question 8: "How do vou handle that discourasement?"

Both workers who found repeating generations on welfare expressed general
powerlessness over the phenomenon

. "I try not to even think about it," said H/C.

"That's not necessffiily true, either. It just is discouaging." Said F/S, "I don't know
that

I could change it much. . . .

Maybe there are some services in social services that

could help. And maybe we didn't pick up when we should have." Regarding the
excessive paperwork, S/C said,
Sometimes overtime,

"I don't think there is any prescription for any of that.

[ifl it is approved."

N/S copes with her frustration with

paperwork by implementing an attitude of 'oDon't focus on what you haven't done but
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. . . on what you have . . . done." Regarding the negative comrnunity attitude,
dismissed

it as ignorance, saying, "IJntil you have worked

she

here, you don't know what

it is really like."
Question 9: "What do vou think causes a breakdown in the relationship
between worker and client?"
The interviewer failed to elicit a response from one worker due to a too-hasty
segue

from one topic to another. The other three offered ample cornments, however.

Apparently assuming that the question placed the onus on the worker to keep the
relationship productive, S/C stated emphatically,

"I

think very little of this is dumped

on the client. Most all of the . . . workers down here are extremely professional in
that respect, and they know better than to dump on the clients. . .

.

They sometimes

dump on their co-workers, but we are very careful and very professional and very
proper to our clients at all times, no matter how much stress we are under." Her
colleague provided one useful picture of the relationship dynamic.

. . . [fjf you're talking noncooperation, where [the clients] won't supply
information, or they purposely supply you with information that is
incorrect. . . . hobably, I would say that they misunderstand the rules
and think they are going to get ahead. . . . Sometimes they'lI hold back
information and you know they're holding it back, and you try to get
them to tell because it would actually be to their benefit to say whatever
it is they're holding back But you can't say, 'Hey, wait a
minute' You have to just politely get the information you can.
'When asked where recipients would develop
their belief that they could get
ahead by ,urithholding or changing information, she said, "'Who knows? Pub1ic
assistance has had a bad name

system,

for yeils. Long before I knew anything about the

I've heard that it's real hard to get on. .

Since

I've been little, I've

that."
F/S questioned whether it breaks down or

if it

starts out that way.

heard
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When you do interviews, you can tell which ones from the
beginning . . . come in with sort of a chip on their shoulder. Maybe it
is because they don't want to be here. . . . And the next client . . . is so
appreciative for everything you do for them. I know some clients take
a dislike to you right away, for no reason. . . . You know you have a
hard time pleasing some of them. They take offense if you are their
worker-that we are the ones that make the decisions. But we
don't. . . . Basically, there a^re a set of rules you have to go by . . .

How Attitude Affects the Worker-Recipient Relationship
Although it had already arisen in questions 4, '7, 8, and 9, the factor of
"attitude," cenffal to this study, was directly addressed in the next set of questions.
Question 10: "_What is the effect of attitude on the relationship between the
worker.LEd client?"

It

appeared that the workers intelpreted

"afitude" to mean a negative or hostile

atmosphere because their responses reflected an expectation of conflict generated by

the client and defused by the worker. This represented the most unanimity among
workers up to this point in the questionnaire. The most proactive approach was that of

H/C. "Just give them the right information, tell them what the rules are now, and
explain that rules are different than last year, maybe, because they change
much. . .

.

so

Try to keep them knowing that they can call you . . ." S/C attributed client

anger to

certain types of personalities or certain types of crisis that people are
going through at certain times. . . . At no time have I ever sensed that
the workers . . . have ever been doing something unfairly with the
client. It's a feeling the client has, probably because of the situation
. . . fransferring feelings of hostility to a worker who's handy or
perhaps they feel they should have special ffeatment . . . and actually
their emergency is no moro of a crisis than a person who is standing
right behind them.

Having already suggested that client attinrde was the cause of breakdowns in the
relationship, F/S said that transferring unhappy or troublesome clients among workers
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could help determine whether the problem stemmed from a worker's mishandling of
the case or the client's attitude. "Our experience has been that the same thing happens

with the other worker. There is some comfort in that. It wasn't you maybe as much
as that person's

attitude." Her colleague saw potential problems developing with

clients, whether the relationship was positive or not. "[Y]ou almost get to be too good

of friends, and you get to the point where they are not going to like me when I tell
them 'no.' With the difficult clients . . . you are never going to get through to them
because they are under whatever

kind of stress they are under

Maybe they

haven't been ffeated well in the past. Maybe they have a real bad image of us . . ."
Question 11: "What is vour attitude as a financial worker?"
The responses were vague because in all but one case the question was not

clearly phrased. H/C responded, "Objective. Receptive." In the process of
responding to a related question about training, her colleague provided this answer:

"Obviously,

if we didn't

have some type of special patience, we would not be here

beyond the first two months." The workers in the other county spoke about wanting

to provide needed benefits and services to crisis-ridden clients and wondered why

"if

you do for one, why you can't do it for everyone?"
Question 14: "Whg.[ ate vour clients' attitudes?"

Much of the descriptive information provided in previous responses also
answered this question. To recap: some are in highly emotional situations, some are

reluctant to work for self-sufficiency, some withhold information in the belief they can
gain more from AFIDC, some are resenfful, some ilre appreciative, some demand
special treatment. N/S added that "they have to trust that we are going to do

it

the

best we can, [and] they are not tmsting people." Her colleague observed, "They think
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what you can do for one household, they ire automatically eligible for that, too.
hard for us to explain to them. . .

.

It is

They take that personally." She also noted that

"they are afraid . . .to go out to work and don't have confidence." When asked to
differentiate between attitudes of most and least cooperative clients, H/C confidently
stated that the most cooperative "might also be the one who resents most being on

[AFDC]. Uustl

.

because they

are'on the ball'and understand the paperwork and stuff

. 'on the ball' and cooperative don't necessarily go together."

resentment issue. *'They may resent me the most because

She expanded on the

I'm the physical proof of

the system they need. . . to get ahead, and they don't want to be on."

How Steregtwes Influence,the Attitudes of Workers and Recipients

A

second central issue in this study was the effect of stereotypes on

interviewees. As for recipient interviewees, "stereotytrtes" was defined for the subjects
as "labels put on people that do not allow

for individual differences of any kind."

And, as with recipient interviews, the pervasive effect of stereotypes loomed large on
the emotional landscape of financial workers. Although they provided some responses
that related to stereotypical perceptions of recipients, throughout the interview, they
made defensive references about stereotypical perceptions of them held by community
and recipients.

Question 17: "Do
clients?"

have an influence on attitudes of vou or vour

fVC noted, "The public doesn't know the people who ire on and would
heartily surprised, and

I think

be

that's where we get the stereotS4)es." In answering

Question 10, N/S had pondered earlier that "Maybe [recipients] have a real bad image

of us." F/S had suggested in Question 9 that recipients think "we are the ones that
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make the decisions. But we don't."

.AFDC

Question 18: "What comes to mind when

I

'AFDC'?'AFDC reciuient'?

r?1r

Only two were asked this question, one from each county. To the term
"AF1DC," one responded.

n'As

a person, 'single mother.' As a financial worker,

'unemployed family-mom, dad, everybody.'' The other said, "An awful lot of our
cases now are divorced and separated. We always have our [unmarried]

mothers." To

the term "AFDC recipient," the responses were terse. "Generally, 'the children."' "A
mother with a couple little

kids." To the term "AFDC worker,"

the definition: "So many different types.
stereotype
as

I

one almost restated

guess when you know people, you don't

them." Said the other: "'We have a lot of [community] people look at us

just giving everything away, and, obviously, [the clients] don't deserve it [in their

minds]."
Question 19: 'olf You had an 'ideal' reci

t. how would s/he behave

and

think?"
Answers emphasized traits associated with cooperativeness. "Get stuff in on

time. . .

.

hovide verifications."

"I guess when someone

comes in . . . probably with

a slightly friendly manner . " . with hopes for help [and tells meJ,
hope someone can help me.

I will cooperate with you

expect you to solve all my problems'. . .

.

so you can help

.

Que stion

think?"

me. I don't

Come in and have their goals set.

On [the program] for a short time and [then into] some [training]

it.

I

need help.

Coming in with a good attitude." "Need to

have the attitude to want to help themselves. . .

are going to make

'I

program

They

They want to do it."

20: "If you were an 'ideal'

w_o_rker,

how would vou behave and
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Due to time constraints in one interview and the tendency of another worker to
speak defensively about her agency and its workers in another, only two responded to

this question. Each spoke with great sincerity as she outlined the behavior and tone
she associated with an ideal worker. Said one,

nice to [clients] . . . being helpful to them. . .

hurry everybody. . .

.

"I

.

would like to be known as . . . I'm

When someone comes in, [to] not

Block out everything in my mind except what's going on . ."

Said the other:

To be receptive to each client as they come in, as an individual
situation. If I came in as a recipient and my.worker . . . right away
started treating me like a non-person . . .or said something that made
me feel like I was just another gase . . . I wouldn't feel too good about
that. If I felt like they were really talking to me, wondering what was
going on with my situation, I guess that's the [type of treatment I'd
appreciatel.
o'What
are some of the thinss that enter into a decision about
Question 21:
what services and benefits vou steer a client toward?"
'Workers

interviewed volunteered much information about the rules and

regulations that govern their decisions about eligibility for benefits. They emphasized
the complexity; the constant element of change in policy; and the need to make quick,
fact-based decisions in the case of emergencies. In one case, the phrasing of the
question varied enough from the questionnaire so that the worker to whom the

reworded question was directed interpreted (perhaps correctly) she was being asked to

confirm that workers might discriminate among recipients. Her face revealed disbelief
and astonishment as she responded, "You can't just higgledy-piggledy put someone on

or keep them

off. You've got rules you have to stick by. . . .

of benefits. . .

.

Fit them in within the rules. . .

.

You go down your list

Basically, there iue very few places

where you can do a judgment call; and when you can do a judgment call, of course
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the client has the right to appeal

it at any time . . ."

Question 22: "Is there anvthinq vou would like for vourself that would make
vour work more effective than it is now?"
Said S/C, whose manner throughout the interview suggested she was suffering

from work-related sfiess, "It's just so involved that I wouldn't know where to begin
to make changes." This seemed consistent with her earlier remarks about being "in

a

panic" and under pressue. Her younger colleague gave a response anticipatory of the
computerized eligibility system which would soon be instituted statewide.
get the MAXIS program on my desk tomorrow. . .

.

[It will eliminate]

"I

would

the

monotonous, menial filling out of forms. Sometimes you have a case, and you know
exactly what they are going to be eligible for before you ever start the forms, and

it

still takes you a half hour to write out all the forms." Said another worker, *'The time.
Number0ne, of course. Ineedmoretime..
interruptions . .
"'W'e

."

".

Betterequipment.... Fewer

Her response was reminiscent of a corrunent she had made earlier.

will never catch up with our work

That's the nature of the job." Her

colleague said:

I would like the workers

to have comfortable workloads. I think they
are spread pretty thin. Pretty harry at times, with cut-offs and trying to
keep cases going. Most workers aJe carrying about 225 cases, plus
doing intakes. . . . There is no way we will ever get down to 125 flike
The county board is
neighboring counties are trying to dol
conservative. You can't make them understand what goes on with the
cases.

23: "What would you like to say to the recipients?"

Question
Said one:

to actually read it. And if
they have questions . . . contact their financial worker. Don't
necessarily expect an answer on the first phone call, because she might
be working with a client. . . . Just get the information so they know

I

guess the information we send out to them,
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. . . what's available to them and what's not. And if they do that,
they'll realize that we don't hold a whole lot of power. The rules write
the story; the financial worker individually doesn't. . . Because we
don't have a lot of room for judgment calls. . . . We are just small time
bureaucrats. . . . The rules are for them
Most of them are for
the client.
Said another:

I think

there can be personality conflicts between workers and
clients " . . S/e try to work it out. . . . What happens to them is not a
personal thing against them, it is the way the program is. . . . They
think what you can do for one household, they are automatically eligible
for that, too. It is hard for us to explain to them that each household is
different, based on a number of different things. They take that
personally. . . . We are human, and if they feel something isn't right,
we will look at it. . . . Not to take things personally.

Informal discussion of training occurred in the course of worker interviews.
Among the comments were expressions of dissatisfaction with the amount and quality

of training made available in their counties. "'We do have Eainings and seminars.
Unfortunately, very few of them and very little time to even think or work on oru
people

skills." "There was role-playing, and we had taining regarding dealing with

clients. . .
had

it."

.

Some trainings are not good training.

"Not

as much

[raining]

as we would

I know good taining when I've

like. . .

.

We can't send everybody.

It's not as effective if you can't go yourself [but rather receive a report from coworkers who do go to the trainingl." "There hasn't been a lot [of taining] for selfenrichment, interviewing, or that sort of help. . .

.

We get a lot of it in informational

bulletins. They do the best with what they h4ve."
Responses to Oumtions Asked GatekgElrers

The writer felt it would be useful to engage in and tape interviews with two
professionals whose regular job responsibilities brought them into frequent contact

with both recipients and financial workers. By talking with people who were not
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stakeholders in the recipient-worker relationship, the writer hoped to test the validity

of her subjects' expressed feelings of disrespect and unrealistic expectations,

A STRIDE caseworker was the first

gatekeeper inten*iewed. His clients were

AFDC recipients referred by their financial workers. He began by saying he enjoyed
seeing people change their
pa.rent,

lives. "When

I think some of the flrst feelings

a person

. . . finds himself [sic] as a single

itre some anger and sometimes denial and

maybe thinking at first that they are going to solve their problem by finding another
person to depend on . . . and [finally] realizing the only real security is going to be to

do things themself." He described the wide variety of people he works with by
saying:

Single parents. . . . It's dangerous to stereotype, but a lot of those
people really can become motivated and [have] a desire to be
independent. . . . They go places; they do it. Of course a lot of them
don't ." .maybe it's because I don't offer them enough suppoft, or they
don't have enough support to keep them going, but . . . [they and I] fail,
and they stay where they are at. I think they need a lot of personal
counseling, which I am not really qualified . . . nor . . . authorized to
do.

He referred the latter type of clients to personal skills development classes
offered in, or in close proximity to, his county. "There is a lot of [clients], when I

talk about these types of things, resist that. They will say 'I don't need that; that's not
for me.'. * . They feel they will be labeled as 'messed up' or something of that sort

[if they attend]." He helped fund clients'

classroom training for gainful employment

but was expecting decreasing monies for the next fiscal year. He called

it a possible

"blessing in disguise" because he always has people coming in at the last minute.

They want to go to school tomorrow, and, in some cases, I've taken
some big risks and . . . helped people without . . . thorough assessment.
Maybe the approach is just going to be nYes, we can help you, but it
may be down the road, maybe in six months or in this next year you are
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going to have to work on some good career planning, or maybe some
personal development issues.' Kind of like a carrot thing. . . . People
always have that urgency about them. 'f've got to get going right

now!'
When asked how his work was distinct from that of a county financial worker,
he characterized himself as "an encourager" and "a counselor," clarifying that he was
an employment counselor. Continuing with the distinction he was making, he cited

his history and background of working with financial workers.

I don't think

their perspective of themselves is that of encouraging the
person. They are eligibility determiners. Sometimes they feel they
have a responsibility to keep the welfare rolls down. . . . Maybe in
smaller counties, they talk to county commissioners and see them
informally, and I have heard from financial workers that they get those
kind of comments, 'You ought to be doing something about this.' I
think they feel that pressrue. I.don't know if the county commissioner
ever comes out and says that 'It is your fault,' but there is a tendency to
feel that. They are the ones who are giving out the checks, so to speak.
I think it's a real difficult job.
He did not see too many workers who stayed very positive about their work.
He speculated that they got into the work to help people, but

them-and this is not to detract from what they

deare

"I don't think a lot of

trained properly for their

work. They need. . . human relations-type [raining]. Empathy for where people are
at is real important. On the other hand, their work is primarily paperwork and
requirements and eligibility and all that, and it's just mind-boggling what they can
keep track of."

He spoke about the quality of worker-recipient relationships from his vantage
point as a STRIDE worker, Observing that recipients sometimes refer to financial
workers as "social workers," he believed the problem stemmed from
a confusion of what roles are, in terrns. And they will often
refer to 'my social worker is X'
I'm trying to find out if
they have a social worker, and it turns out it's a financial
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worker, and they don't realty have a social worker. Clients see
that person as standing between them and help or money. 'I
have to get through that person to get to some help.' With all
the reporting that goes on, which is a requirement, they just feel
that person is more of a policeman than a helping individual.
Pursuing the concept of a worker standing between a recipient and what she needs, he
suggested that there may not be a good understanding

of what a person's job is by the

worker herself. He again stressed the fiscal pressues associated with the job.
here

just to do eligibility, and if

I am a financial worker, I can't conffol

"I

am

who comes

through the door. There are more and more numbers all the time. There is a
tendency,

In

I think, to feel responsible for [the costs]."
assessing the relationship

of STRIDE with county social services, he said

he

wanted to see more involvement by social workers with his clients and a better

working relationship with them. Changing focus, he said:
Maybe I've said some negative things about financial workers, [but] I
have a good working relationship with the workers in this county. We
work together well. . . . I don't know if I would change anything about
the relationship. I am educating them [about the role of STRIDE] as
we go along. . . . There have been people at social services . . . who
think we are a job service. . . . That is unfair to the participants and
... tome.... Iwoulddo abetter job [nexttimeinexplaining
program changes to the workersl.

The other gatekeeper was an advocate for AFDC recipients in an urban irea.
She spoke about attitudes and stereotypes she had encountered in her roles of both

worker and recipienl

"I

have been on the other side of the counter, and

I don't want

to say I'm a giveaway person, but I think that people are entitled to dignity and
respect. . . .

I

think that I've never approached an intake situation as though 'This is

my money and this is what you have to do to get my money.' And I'm not saying
that everyone approaches the situation like that, but

I think the stereotype is that that's
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what's ffue. "
She then described her experience as a recipient.

I went on AFDC, and I was on AFDC for a good many years. . . . I

did not want to go to work. . . . I had a worker that acted a lot like the
stereot)?ed worker, and I couldn't see my worker unless I had a guard
with me because I threatened to kill her. . . . [Her attitude was] 'What
do you want?' That kind of condescending nature, and they talk to you
like an ant has more credibility than you do. . . . So I can understand
that when you're looking at [AFDC] is your only means of survival and
someone is going to put you through this hoop and that hoop and this
hoop and that hoop. I can understand why people get upset. I did.
Lending balance to her view, she said she sees some prejudice on both sides of
the counter. She traced some of that back to the old social services "midnight raids"
on recipients' homes, trying to catch the fathers present. Although that practice ended
"years and years ago," she said the image lingers.
So I think [if a person] . . . comes in here with a thought that we are
here (she gestures above her head) and here am I [the recipient] (she
gestures much lower, to indicate subsenrience) . . . I'm going to have to
do whatever this person here says I have to do in order to get my
assistance-whether it's tell the ffuth, not tell the truth. There are some
real myths as far as what you can have, what you can't have in order to
qualify [for AFDC]. . . . And I think people are still feeding into those
old myths. What happens is they come in and immediately they're on
the defensive, that they're going to be found out . . . that they're not
exactly telling 100 percent of the truth, which would probably not make
them ineligible anyway. Or that we're going to make them go through
a million hoops in order to be determined eligible. So there's that kind
of resentment that they come in with. What happens is, the worker
picks up on that.
She linked worker training and experience to the retrative quality

of a meeting

with the hostile or defensive recipient described above.
'We're talking
about financial urorkers being somewhat trained in
intenriewing skills and even if they haven't had formal raining, you do
a thousand applications, you havo some sense of what you're looking
for. . . . The worker says [to herselfl,'Hey, I don't think this person is
telling me the truth about this.' Or the [client is] hostile, which makes
the worker hostile, which makes the client even more hostile. . . . Or
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the client says, 'Hey, I don't need this. I'm out of here. I'm calling
your supervisor. I need this or that'
They think all workers are
alike in that respect. . . . Of course, there are workers . . . those few
people that just think, 'Hey, I am an authority figure. And you will do
as I want you to do.' But I don't group those [workers] into the norm,
because they aren't.
She recognized that changes

in workers' behaviors toward recipients could yield better

results.

say], *Hi, have a seat.'
And we're just very businesslike, and we do what we want to do. But I
think the people who have the most success at this job are the people
that say, 'How are you doing today? Have a seat. Do you need this?
Do you need that? Do you need some help with that?' [Those
workersl don't get over-involved, but they are willing to lend a hand, if

I think that we have a tendency to . . . [simply

it's

needed.

When she described some negative attitudes held toward recipients, she again referred
to "those few workers" described above.

[A]s far as public assistance goes, I think we conderrul people to live a
subservient existence. And then what we do is we say, 'Well, they're
weHare slobs.' f'm not saying that all [financial workers] do that. . .
but I think . . . the minority ruin it for the majority. . . . Those few ruin
it for the people who truly are trying their very best to do what we're
paid to do. And that's to determine financial eligibility for somebody.
She also cited a colleague's observation about attitude. "''W'e're trained and we're

paid to answer questions. You couldn't go to [an expensive store] and work for $4.50
an hour and treat [AFDC recipients] like the way some of these people who come in
here are ffeated. And that's a very good point."

The same confusion of roles that the STRIDE worker had identified was
source of this advocate's frustration. She said recipients

will

say,

"I

a

talked to my

social worker," when they mean financial worker. People read more into what we are
than what we really are and what our position

is." As she viewed it, both the public

and the workers "misconstrue" what the worker's responsibility

is.

"'We're not
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motivators. . .

.

Of course, you always want to be in the position that

wants to better themselves, you're encouraging them. But

if a person

I don't believe that a. . .

worker necessarily discouages a person by not being supportive, because there are
support systems they're plugged into . .

."

She expressed concern that "clients

rely

a

lot on their workers for positive feedback" and thought that rural workers could
probably do a better job of that because "they're on a first-name basis."
She then conffasted the anonymity of urban AFDC recipients with the visibility

of rural poor. "In the rural corrrrnunities, I think it would probably be more difficult
because everybody knows everybody, and so everybody knows
assistance.

who's on public

. . . Who's getting food stamps. . . . 'Whose husband is out of work

You lose that in the inner city. You don't know. Your next door neighbor could be
on AFDC. You'd never know it."

The issue of recipient responsibility was raised next.

"I

thinl< a lot of

it is

ignorance on the client's part [and] lack of available material to educate these people.

If

someone would have said to me, 'Here's this booklet,' and *You can read this

booklet,' . .

.I

[would] have had the capabilities to read the booklet. [But I lacked]

the motivation to read

it

and find out. . .

. I think you never really realize what's

available to you unless you ask about it. . .

. If you're wilting to spend some time,

you can always find the appropriate person to talk to . . .[who] can answer your
question."

Attendance at a three-day statewide conference for financial workers and case
aides provided a broad, but shallow, exposure to their professional organization. The

writer, who kept a journal of observations about the conference, received her initial
insight into the high-stess work environment of workers from the conference schedule

.
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booklet. Fifty percent of the workshop choices for each session were wellness
oriented, including, among others, "SEess Relief through Massage," "Wellness

Videos," and "How to Meditate."
Having encountered what appeared to be an atmosphere of disrust when
seeking interview subjects among workers earlier in the

yoil, the writer felt some

initial stirrings of apprehension about being cold-shouldered by those attending the
conference. But, in fact, just the opposite occurred. As noted in the journal,
fearful when

I got here, expecting to be treated like a suspicious

"I felt

stranger. But they

think it's pretty neat that someone is researching their work."
Casual conversations with a variety of workers during the first day and evening

yielded a variety of verbal snapshots. A group of financial workers from one urban
county recalled with high spirits the results of their strike the previous winter. "Most

of the [workers] were on the picket lines. . .

.

They remembered the types of support

they got from supervisors." (The county settled with their union.)
The association presidenl a case aide, volunteered her opinion, apparently
gained from talking with others, that AFDC people are "whiny and

difficult."

One

woman spotted by the writer at a reception early in the evening was trying to move
closer to the entertainer playing keyboard. Identifying herself as a worker in a rural
county, and a pianist, the woman "spoke of the overwhelming nature of the changes
forever coming from legislative bodies. She comrnunicated anxiety, much like [one of
the central Minnesota interuieweesl over the confusion the difficulty of keeping

it all

straight." One of her worries was the impending conversion by her county to the
MAXIS system, a worry also expressed by other workers at a workshop the next
morning. But this evening, she wondered alone

if it would "make work easier. [She
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called

itl just one more thing to leam and more to go wrong and expressed sadness

that she had to attend the training sessions rather than the self-help ones."

At dinner, an external viewpoint was provided by state employees involved in
four pilot MAXIS conversion projects around the state. "[T]hree members of the

MAXIS team at the state . . . seemed very supportive of financial workers.

One

woman called them 'the most compassionate of any people in the social service

system.' The other [woman on the team] spoke of them being 'on the firing
line

. ."' A motivational speaker after dinner generated "an interesting titter from the

audience. He asked us to focus on our biggest dream and said,'Maybe it's about your

job or profession . .' A curent of cynicism

seemed

to spread."

Returning to her room, the writer met her roommate, an urban AFDC financial

worker. "She indicated that some of her colleagues were not kind to their AFDC
clients. She doesn't approve of such attitudes. She thinks AFDC is

a very hard .

.

.

assignment. She's done it for three years and liked it for two and a half. She just
can't help them much. 'Wants to switch to

MA.

Has her masters in psychiatric

counseling from [a nearby college]."
Workshops on job-related topics were well attended. The 8:30 a.m. session,
"Preparing for MAXIS Conversion," drew an overflow audience. Financial workers

from pilot county projects described to their peers how they were surviving the sffess.
One county listed eight techniques to lessen stress, including MAXIS lotto, bringing
snacks (MAXIS Munchie Duy), and exercise (MAXercise). The writer nored that the

"mood of audience seemed fairly accepting of the inevitable; no nervous titters or
negative mumbling within my earshot. "

The general session held on the last morning featured the first and only open
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forum in which workers could air concerns and needs. There was discussion about
letter to the state organization from a northern rural county agency, protesting

a

a

brochure about MAXIS that described the role of the computer but not the financial

worker. The letter stated that "financial workers felt 'insulted' that [the] booklet
implied [they] didn't know how to deal with people."
The closing keynote speaker was a well-known writer on the topic of codependency who had herself "used" weHare three times. As the journal recounts,

"After the last time, when she was 'on her feet' financially,
a1l the money she'd received that last

she paid back the county

time. Loud applause from the audience; more

applause when she said she pays a thousand times that amount to the government

every year. Standing ovation at the end."

Summarization of Data
The recipients interviewed for this study were. primarily divorced and had been
pregnant teenagers when they first applied for AFDC. They had felt stigmatized by

their corrrmunities for being recipients and were seeking job training in order to
become self-detenrrining adults.

The financial workers interviewed indicated their workloads were

overwhelming. They felt misunderstood by their colrlmunities and their recipientclients, believed their taining was inadequate to their ne,eds, and perceived themselves

to be bound by rules and regulations that changed frequently and contributed to job
sEess.

The gatekeepers interviewed demonsffated appreciation for the difficult
working conditions of financial workers. Yet, they indicated that a more
compassionate attitude needed to be shown to recipients. They also agreed that
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recipients needed more "education" about services and how to access them and that
recipients ca:ried some of the responsibility for developing and following a plan for
self-sufficiency.
Attendance at their statewide conference provided a first-hand view of how

financial workers are professionalizing themselves.
sense

It also demonsffated

of anxiety and frustration that workers around the

the penrasive

state feel about their work.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND LITERATURE

In this analysis of the research data presented in Chapter IV, recrurent themes
and concepts emerging from the data

will

be identified and discussed.

At the same

time, an attempt will be made to connect the data with the literature reviewed in
Chapter

II to establish

whether these findings converge with or diverge from published

research and theory. As the data analysis is integrated with established knowledge,

wider meanings will be sought.
Several factors became preeminent in this study of the dynamics between rural

recipients and financial workers and appear to be the critical elements shaping their

relationship. These factors, explored below in their relational context,

1.

Institutional rigidity;

2.

Dehumanizing environment;

3.

Incompatible realities; and

4.

Internalized stereotypes.

are:

Implicit in each of these factors are the subfactors of isolation, powerlessness, and

a

fatalistic acceptance that things cannot change.

Institutional Risiditv
As it related to this study, institutionat rigidity is rooted in the 1973 federally
mandated separation of AFDC services and benefits. The term applies to the enforced,

strict adherence to adminisffative policy and the lack of flexibility in interpreting rules

for individual situations. Data in this study and previous theory lend support to the
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hypothesis that this factor exerts significant influence on the worker-recipient
relationship.

Wyers' concerns (1980) about the adverse consequenses of the
deprofessionalization of the financial worker position to that of clerk were legitimated

by the concerns expresstrd by workers, recipients, and gatekeepers interviewed over

a

decade later for this study. These recent experiences seem to confirm that diminution

of the position and standardization of decision-making criteria have worked to the
disadvantage of worker and recipient alike.

Nowhere was the manifestation of rigidity more apparent than in the interviews

with financial workers, who persistently defined their work in terms of strict adherence
to and application of rules. At the same time, they indicated regret at having no
leeway in interpreting the rules. In effect, financial workers were admitting
powerlessness

in an inflexible, rules-driven system. As they alternately embraced

and

excoriated the rules during the interviews, they acted out their impotence.
Essentially, the workers conveyed ambivalent attitudes, illustrating Gottlieb's
assefiion that rules play a large role in "the bind" that limits workers' ability to

perform. Gottlieb contended that rules simultaneously tie workers' hands and force
them to justify their application of the rules through random audits of individual cases

(43). Her theory was upheld by the interviews. Worker reality confirmed the handtying concept in at least two ways. Rules were a convenient rationale for reating
everyone the same. "'We can't make exceptions"

(fI/C). But rules were also an

inconvenient ba:rier to assisting certain ineligible applicants whom workers considered
deserving of help. "It's hard to tell someone elqo:rr (N/S). To a lesser extent,

workers' experience confirmed the accountability paft of "the bind;" that is, the heavy
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responsibility they carry for validating the accuracy and completeness of asset
disclosures by recipients. Despite few direct references to the validation function,

implicit in most of their

responses was the fear

of mistaken expenditure of funds on

an

ineligible recipient- They made it clsar they necessarily performed for the
accountability factor fust and the needs of the recipient second. In the view of this
researcher, rigidity has effectively removed human discretion by robotizing the worker.

If rigidity defined the workday

experience of the financial workers,

it framed

the very existence of AFDC recipients in this .research. Inflexible application of the
rules ignored individual circumstances and needs, and their largely unpleasant effects
were inconveniences, misunderstandings, and desperate moments for those seeking

benefits. Pines reflected this also in her observations about AFDC recipients and the
n'unreasonable

sufficiency"

rules and regulations that frusffated their attempts to gain self-

(151).

Recipients in this study were subjected to frustration while

obtaining simple means to survival, let alone self-sufficiency. Due to bureaucratic
shifts in distribution schedules, food stamps were delayed for one woman, and she was
forced to seek groceries for her children and herself at a local food shelf. Another

could not even apply for food stamps because she lived with her working-class parents
and could not move herself and her infant into an apartment because she lacked
household furnishings. In other cases, an interminable wait for the first grant check
strained recipients' resoutces and personal peace to the breaking point.

Compliance with reporting rules was rigidly enforced and was the focus of
most recipient grievances not related to agency personnel. Recipients must promptly
submit a monthly comprehensive report, noting any and all changes in financial and
household status during that month. At stake is next month's benefits. The strict
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timeframe within which the report forms must be completed and returned assumes a
flawless postal delivery system. When recipient T9 did not receive her form on the
appointed a:rival date for several months,

it

was incumbent upon her to miss her job-

training classes and drive 14 miles to the agency to pick up a duplicate form because
there was no acceptable excuse for submitting a form late. Joe and Potter's
monotonous recitation of the recalculations of one family's benefits, based on the

monthly reports, vividly illustrated the negative and fiscally counterproductive impact

of rigidly applied rules (12). This researcher supports their conclusion that the time
and energy expended to document minor changes in status divert the resources of

worker and recipient away from the larger societal goal of welfare: self-sufficiency
(

12).

The vast majority of subjects in this study were actively involved in their own
attempts to gain seH-sufficiency, and their experiences underscored Pines' concsrn
about the unreasonable rules and regulations getting in their

way. For each of those

nearing completion of their job-training program, worries were arising about how to
overcome the economic ba:riers to exiting AFDC. F2M talked about the impending
reduction of her housing subsidy, medical assistance coverage, and child care
assistance. One of the most-mentioned recorrrrnendations from recipients for changes

in the AFDC system was a more liberal provision of transition support while leaving
the system and entering the workforce. Recent welfare reform initiatives, such as the
Minnesota Family Investment Plan, are modeled around that very concept. MFIP
recipients

will continue to receive full AFDC benefits while making transition

inro

employment. In this writer's view, creative programming such as MFIP will provide
the flexibility and individualization recipients seek and stimulate increasing numbers of
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successful exits from AFDC.

Dehumanizing Environment
The dehumanizing environment that envelops the relational dynamic under
study here dramatically unfolded out of the literanre and the interviews documented,
and research amply supports the hypothesis that this factor is significant. In this

context, a humanizing environment includes a sense of control over one's
circumstances, being knowledgeable and assertive, and functioning autonomously.

Conversely, a dehumanizing environment includes a lack of control over
circumstances, feeling powerless, and functioning submissively. Gottlieb's call to

humanize the AFDC system was made in 1974

{3). It became appffient in interviews

that, nearly two decades later, corrrrnunity and agency continue to place unrealistic
expectations upon the perforrnances of financial worker and recipient

alike. By

creating an environment in which both lack control over their circumstances and
behave in a reactive manner, these expectations clearly appeffi to conffibute to an

unhealthy tension between them.

Gottlieb's concept of "the welfare bind" was formulated prior to the mandated
separation of social casework into services (provided by social workers) and

determination of eligibility for benefits (performed by financial workers). "The

foin6["-a consequence of the disparity between the needs of clients and adminismative
restriction on their fulfillment (7)-has relevance to the stressful workplace described

by workers in this study. Interviews between the researcher and workers were
punctuated by expressions of frushation over the volume of work and constant
changes in rules. One veteran worker generated a highly charged atmosphere of
desperation and fear during the interview and talked about "running around in a panic"
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(S/C). Another worker vividly underscored the dehumanizing pressure.
catch up with our

"'W'e never

work. That's the nature of the job" (N/S).

Beyond their overwhelming workloads, adding to workers' feelings of
powerlessness is a popular misperception among recipients that workers carry

influence in the agency. The resulting anger and disillusionment, which recipients

direct toward their workers when desired benefits are denied, fuels the hostitre
atmosphere described by I-erner. He identified a corrunon dynamic that begins with an

essentially fettered and frustrated public sector worker venting her anger about the
system upon the client, triggering hostility in the client, and culminating in escalated

levels of anger in both worker and client (343). Workers interviewed in this study did

not admit to hostile exchanges. S/C defended her staff when she said, "They
sometimes dump on their co-workers, but we are very careful and very professional
and very proper to our clients at all times, no matter how much stress we are under""

A

separate issue

for workers in small {ural counties was raised by the STRIDE

caseworker interviewed for this study. He observed that county commissioners in his
southern Minnesota county did not hesitate to admonish workers about welfare
spending when they encountered one another in informal settings. "You ought to be

doing something about this." Similar to the recipients' relative disbelief about
workers' constraints, county officials impute to workers a level of control they do not
possess. Lerner's study examined the correlation of demand and control in the
workplace and found that high-demandAow-control occupations created an unhealthily
sEessful environment (24-25). Veteran workers interviewed for this study exhibited

far greater symptoms of sffess than did the worker with only two years of agency
service, which appears to confirm Lerner's theory.
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If

a humanizing environment is one in which employees are empowered,

knowledgeable, and autonomous-well prepared for the challenges to be

encountered-then a dehumanizing environment lacks these concerns for employee

well-being. According to both the literature and the workers interviewed for this
study, preparation is minimal for the frustating, $tressful, and highly accountable work
performed by the financial worker. Wyers and others pointed out the inadequacy of
the Eaining and education provided (1980,262). Each of the workers interviewed
believed their periodic uainings occurred too infrequently and paid too little attention

to the development of skills for dealing with people. The STRIDE caseworker in
southern Minnesota agreed. "They need human relations-type [training]." Recipients

in this study overwhelmingly agreed as well. Said P4, "[They] should have

gone

through some psychology coluses to help people figure out ways to cope . . . better."

A financial worker from a rural northern Minnesota county encountered at the
statewide conference expressed anger at the agency for denying her permission to

attend a self-help workshop in lieu of an eligibility-related one. Despite widespread

recognition of the need for "softer," people-skills trainings and workshops, workers in
this study reported that their limited time for professional development is consumed by
training on procedural and technical issues. Continual change dictates this imbalance

of "hard" over "soft" topics. As one worker ironically observed, "'We get a lot of

[the

self-enrichment and interviewing topicsl in informational bulletins" (F/S). This lack of
attention to worker needs mirrors the feelings of the recipients and raises the question

of how widely this environment is dehumanized.
While Gottlieb found "the bind" to be a dehumanizing force for weHare staff
(27), this research suggests there is a dehumanizing "bind" for recipients as well.
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Amott noted that AFDC requires recipients to flust divest themselves of assets that

are

fundamental to self-sufficiency and then struggle to overcome their disadvantaged
sinration and attain economic independence (109). Like the financial workers, AFDC
recipients experienced fear, anger, and powerlessness within the system. Those
feelings originated with their fust visit to a social services office and became
associated with the workers with whom they were matched. Ellwood, Gottlieb, and

Rank and Hirschl acknowledged the built-in discouraging character of AFDC. From

their view, the discouragement works to keep people from applying for benefits at all
or from remaining on the system (Ellwood 4; Gottlieb 43; Rank and Hirschl 192).
From the point of view of recipients in this study, the discouragement is
greatest for those seeking to

exit. The disincentive to work was corTurronly

mentioned

by recipients and also figured in the conclusions of two recent government studies of

AFDC (MN Office of the Legislative Auditor 66; U.S. Congress 36). In the crurent
economy,

it is hard for recipients to relinquish the relatively certain monthly income

and other subsidies for the increasingly uncertain monthly income from employment
and the minimal fringe benefits that accompany enEy-level

jobs. Recipients are,

therefore, caught between the nightmare of public welfare (AFDC) and the receding

vision of an independent future. Essentially "stuck" in the system, they focus on the
attitude and performance of their workers, seeking validation of their own humanity

from their primary contact in the agency. Each recipient in this study reported feeling
like "a case" or "a number" in their worker's office.
The impersonal and investigative attitude evinced by their workers has a
dehumanizing effect on recipients, for whom workers are their lifeline to sur.rival.

Many recipients in this study equated the acquisition of benefits and information about
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other programs and services with their workers' positive regard for them. Whereas the

worker feared displeasing the auditor, the recipient feared displeasing the worker.
Anecdotal evidence was offered that confirmed in recipients' minds the "lifeline"

principle and the need to please their workers. FIV's terrifying experience of losing
her benefits because she was seen talking to her ex-husband in a small-town grocery
store graphically illustrated to her the presumed power of workers to intelpret
circumstances and take action.

It also illustrates

the particular vulnerability

experienced by rural AFDC recipients because of their visibility within a sparse

population.

In this researcher's view, the right to privacy-regffding personal and financial
information, as well as social contacts-is fundamental to a humanizing environment.
The abhorrence L/HS felt about the requirement of complete disclosure in monthly
reports to her worker recalls Gottlieb's application of Erving Goffman's concept of

"stripping."

She drew a parallel between the relinquishment by populations

in prisons

and hospitals of their possessions and autonomy and the experience of an AFDC

recipient. "There are serious reductions of the client's humanity-invasions of
privacy, stereotypical thinking, atffibutions of inadequacy, decreased autonomy and
increased dependency . .

In the

." (118).

same way that financial workers

in a humanizing environment would

be

well prepared for the challenges of employment, so would a recipient be well prepared
to encounter the challenges of a bureaucratic system. In a dehumanizing environment,
recipients would be handicapped by unfamiliarity with application and reporting forms,
procedures, and methods of accessing supplementary senrices. Nearly every recipient

in this study entered a welfare office for the fust time under stressful

circumstances.
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Most were teenagers. Others were leaving dysfunctional marriages and had infants or

toddlers. They spoke of fear. "Very hectic. Scared, wondering

if I would

qualify for

it" (C3). And of feeling disrespected by some of the agency staff they encountered.
"They told me it was my fault

I

got pregnant. . .

.

Out the door they sent me. I got

nothing" (FzD). And of being incapable of comprehending the information provided

them. "I didn't understand what

she was saying at the time. .

. . A lot of the welfare

terminology was Greek to me. And those forms, those never-ending forms.
'What is all this?"'

(FlK). 'When recipient

I

thought,

and fi.nancial worker are similarly

confronted with unrealistic expectations of what they can accomplish,

it clearly

undermines the ability of the partnership to function productively and amicably.

Incompatible Realities
Compatible realities are circumstances in which two or more individuals share
general perceptions of the present and near future regarding what is and is not

desirable, tolerable, changeable, laudable, and attainable. By contrast, incompatible
realities, as it applies to this study, describes a sort of empathic dissonance among two

or more individuals in which there is a failure to perceive circumstances similarly due
to differences in belief systems and resourses, such as talent, knowledge, wealth, and

power. Data from this research and previous theory are themselves somewhat
incompatible.

During interviews for this study, it became increasingly clear that the realities

of recipients and financial workers were distinctly at odds. Each was absorbed in the
challenges posed by her involvement with AFDC and seemed oblivious to the efforts

being put forth by the other.

A common theme of both recipients and workers in this

study was, "Until you experience what

I

have, you cannot understand

me." Yet,

a
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review of the literature uncovered an apparent void in sociological theory regarding
the "reality gap" between workers and recipients. Psychological theory, by conEast,
acknowledged that a "gap" can occur in formal helping relationships. Embedded in
this research were consistent indications that two disparate expenditures of energy-by

recipient'and by worker-occur in the AFDC system, and, for the most part, that
energy goes unacknowledged by one another or society, including sociologists. Based

on the data alone, support is provided for the hypothesis that incompatible realities
constitute a critical factor in the relational dynamic under study.

Worker reality is rules, wrapped in paperwork and tied up with too many
changes and too little

time. Contrary to most'service-oriented work in which

employees are primarily accountable for providing customer/client satisfaction,

financial workers are primarily accountable-to their agency, and ultimately to the
general taxpaying

public-for

accurate and thorough analysis of

eligibility. They

are

engaged in paperwork and paper chases, implementing a rules-driven system by
seeking documentation of recipient asset and income levels and composition of

households. Yet, their reality continually shifts as frequent changes in eligibility rules
create the probable need to reconsider benefits for each of the up to the 225 families

comprising a rural worker's caseload. Time becomes a precious corrrrrlodity in
meeting agency deadlines for submission of reports.

N/S. o'Fewer intemrptions."

"I

need more time," complained

She recalled the occasional frustration

of having

an

unscheduled client walk in while she was absorbed in a pile of reports on her desk.

Technology, however, ffifly relax the worker's time constraints. With the recent

installation of MAXIS (the new statewide automated eligibility system), workers could

find paperwork less burdensome. That was the optimistic view of H/C, who
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anticipated MAXIS would eliminate "the monotonous, menial filling out of forms
[when you know in advanceJ what they are going to be eligible for

. ." If the reality

for workers appears to be centered in processing data, it is necessarily encircled by the
human beings who are serued by the AFDC system.
'When

recipients transcend the two-dimensional universe of paper and become

flesh-and-blood beings with needs, worker reality reveals its own incompatibilities.

Gottlieb noted that a manifest function of agency ruIes "is to make cefiain that the
applicant can be granted the aid she needs in a fair way and as a matter of right" (42).
S/C might have been paraphrasing Gottlieb during her interview when she explained,
"'We have very sffict obligations . . . as far as not discriminating against people, as far
as looking out

for their rights, and when we notice social-type problems, we

referrals to social service . .

."

do

What S/C did not say was what Gottlieb discovered to

be the latent function of rules: to conffol the worker's possible propensity to act on
humane concerns

(43). Lerner suggested that most public sector workers enter their

work with a sincere desire to help people (343). Workers in this study each expressed
concern about the amount of help they were able to offer to certain of their clients.

When a worker intends to perform meaningful work and discovers, as Gottlieb did
(43), that fulfillment of agency objectives precludes fulfillment of the desire to help,
the worker may well cushion the unpleasant reality with coping mechanisms that

further separate worker and recipient perceptions of circumstances. Two of the
adaptive behaviors Gottlieb observed in her study of caseworkers also apply to this

study: "taking a businesslike approach to the work" and "treating all clients alike"
(31-35). S/orkers interviewed in this research appeared to exercise care in
characterizing their work in terms of applying rules rather than meeting human needs.
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Recipient-perceived emergencies are minimized. "Actually their emergency is no
more of a crisis than a porson who is standing right behind them" (S/C). Those who
spoke of self-sufficiency as a goal of AFDC, however, refered to affective qualities in

recipients. "They are not real happy on assistance . . . they are going to make it.
They want to do it"

f/S).

Workers sought to convey an even-handed approach in

making eligibility determinations and in their behavior toward all clients. "You can't

just higgledly-piggledy put someone on or keep them

off. You've got rules you have

to stick by . . ." (H/C;. Empathic dissonance appears to occut whenever the worker
ignores the recipient's differing resorrces in favor of conserving agency resources.

In a small rural corrrmunity, visibility of recipients not only works to their
disadvantage, but also to the workers' as

well. Workers ile

sometimes viewed by the

public and by county government as keepers of the weHare purse. Said S/C, "People

in the corrrrnunity don't care for us too much. Some people . . . think we're helping
people who don't deserve

it . . ." The STRIDE

caseworker spoke of what he saw

happening between workers and county government.

commissioner ever comes out and says,

"f don't know if the county

'It is your fault,' but there is a tendency [for

workers] to feel that.o' Consequently, some workers appeared to feel an obligation to
act upon their observations of recipients' behaviors outside the office.

FlV's

benefits

were ended immediately after she was seen in public with her ex-husband. The

sighting and inferences therefrom may well have stimulated a sense of duty in her
worker to acknowledge and take action on what others in the corrrrnunity at large also

sa\il. The worker appilently wished to demonstrate an alertness to public behaviors
and to act on behalf of the agency. In meeting her need to perform responsively and

responsibly, the worker's action caused terror and anguish in a recipient who had had
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an innocent encounter with the father of her son. When realities conflict between two

parties who are mandated by law to work together, the more powerful party's reality

will prevail. 'Whether devastating circumstances like FIV's continue depends upon
whether recipient and worker realities can be brought into closer harmony.

A clash in worker-recipient realities also occurred around the resource of
knowledge. Workers in this study exhibited strong confidence in their successful
coffImunication of useful and necessary information to recipients about supplementary
services and programs. Information and knowledge, they believed, were readily
accessible resources for recipients. In sharp contrast, recipients in focus groups and in

interviews reported that their workers did not make information about services and
benefits readily accessible to them. Some recipients displayed disuust toward their
workers, believing at worst that their workers withheld information at will, and at best
that they were evasive about what was available. Recipients' most frequently named
soluce of useful information was other AFDC recipients. "The only way we will find
out is from each other" (F2M). A possible key element in the corrrmunication
breakdown with workers were observations from
questions to ask." "How can you ask

bright, inquisitive, and ambitious.

If

AI0

and

P4. "You don't know what

if you don't know?"

These three women were

women who actively seek additional benefits to

help propel themselves back into self-sufficiency find

it difficult to learn whar those

are and how to access them, then how many others who are less asssrtive may be even

more isolated from useful knowledge? Another concern is that recipients attribute to
workers an expertise in conlmunity resources that may lie beyond their responsibitities.

A third

issue, which lies outside the scope of this research, is the occasional reluctance

of rural county agencies to cooperate with other human services agencies in their
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corrununities.

If a rural worker's reality is one of justifying

her actions, then a rural

recipient's reality is one of justifying her family's need for basic resources. For
recipients in this research, the obverse side of that reality was an urgency to shake off
dependence on the AFDC system. The means of acquiring basic rosources and

attaining self-sufficiency are the benefits programs, and the worker is the agent
through which both survival and independence are delivered. When eligibility for
benefits hinges on unbendable rules, the recipient may occasionally perceive the

worker as a deterrent to attaining either sunrival or independence. The STRIDE
caseworker in this srudy surTrmed up a recipient's view of her worker. "Clients see

that person as standing between them and help or money.
person to get to some

'I

have to get through that

help.' V/ith all the reporting . . . which is a requirement, they

just feel that person is more of a policeman [sic] than a helping individual."
Recipients in this study readily recognized that rules can prevent a worker from

providing the help requested and reinforce a power imbalance. "She has to go by the
rules and doesn't need to prove things.

I do" (FlS). "[The worker]

goes by the rules

to decide who gets what. She can terminate me" (FlV). Reality for a recipient who
perceives her immediate circumstances to constitute a crisis deserving of prompt

resolution, is decidedly out of harmony with that of a worker who, while attempting to
resolve her own crisis of unending paperwork, may encounter several such crises in a

workday. The gap-and the empathic dissonance it creates-prevails.
Internalized Stereotynes
Integral to this research was the exploration of the impact of stereotypes and
the attitudes that pe{petuate them upon the self-concepts of rural AFDC recipients and
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financial workers. As

it applies

here, internalized stereotypes is an unintentional

incorporation into one's self-concept of generalized, publicly articulated attitudes and
judgments, which are directed at a group with whom one identifies, either voluntarily

or involuntarily. Considerable reference was found in the research data and related
literature to confirm the hypothesis that this factor has significant impact on the

quality of the recipient-worker relationship.
Stereotyped thinking about the AFDC system and its principals, the recipients
and financial workers, is ingrained in American society (Bell 1987,

1). While this is

no more ffue in rural than in urban areas, it is the view of this writer that it is more
evident in ruraI

a^reas because

of the smaller populations. Buxton wrote of the values

conflict generated in rural corrurrunities by the presence of a public welfare agency

(32). If rural thinking places

greatest value on self-sufficiency, independence, thrift,

and family loyalty, then small towns are likely to disapprove of single mothers

declaring themselves destitute and requesting support from "the county."
Because they dispense benefits to a category of people whose lifestyles are in

conflict with rural values, financial workers, by implication, are swept up in the
stereotype of

"AFDC."

Stereotyped together as examples of "the welfare problem,"

workers and recipients in this study were acutely conscious of the corrurrunity's

disapproval. Workers interviewed for this study spoke wistfully and resignedly of
being judged by their townspeople as "giveaway" people (F/S). One recognized that

judgment occurred because they provide benefits to people the corrrmunity does not
deem "deserving" (S/C).
Based on their paraprofessional status, another form of stereotyping of workers
happens within the agency. Schubert studied the perceptions of financial workers held
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by themselves and by social workers and found that financial workers did not consider
themselves to be as valued by social workers in the agency as they actually were (58).

This apparent example of internalized stereotyping may be based on educational
classism. Social workers must have a minimum of a bachelor's degree, and financial
workers must have a minimum of a high school diploma and three years of experience

in an agency.
Workers in this research harbored their own stereotypes of other financial
workers as well as of recipients. An advocate for AFDC recipients in an urban agency
spoke of workers she had known who "approached an intake situation as though 'This

is my money, and this is what you have to do to get my money."' Countering

such

thinking was FVC, who said, "So many different types [of financial workers].

I guess

when you know people, you don't stereotype them." Regarding recipient stereotypes,
workers in the study spoke guardedly and essentially

it

a nonjudgmental way. The

only negative stereotype heard was verbalized during the state conference by a case
aide (who worked with a non-AFDC population). She repeated secondhand

information, apparently heard from AFDC workers, that AFDC people were "whiny
and difficult." A nearly unanimous nonverbal opinion was delivered by the financial
workers at the same conference. Recipients are social debtors. Strong approval and
sustained applause were given to a prominent writer and speaker who revealed that she
had repaid her county agency for AFDC benefits she had received. Other less

deprecatory stereotypes emerged from the interviews as casual comments or illustrative
statements. Recipients were secn in several ways, including in highly emotional
situations or crises. "Some can handle that and some can't. Some seem to go into a
depressed state" (F/S). Angry or resentful:

"It's a feeling the client

has, probably
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because . . . they feel they should have special ffeatment . .

." (S/C). "You know you

have a hard time pleasing some of them. They take offense . . . that we are the ones

that make the decisions" (F/S).

Timid: "They are afraid . . . to go out to work

and

don't have confidence" (F/S). Skeptical: "They have to trust that we are going to do

. . . the best we can; they are not trusting people" (N/S). "Sometimes they'Il hold
back information and you know . . . and you try to get them to tell because
actually be to their benefit to say whatever

it would

it is . . ." (FUC;. The tone of the

conversations about recipients was reminiscent of the confession of Sidel's worker-

turned-recipient who had not viewed her clients as real people (90). Perhaps it is the
nattue of the work that causes financial workers to speak in generalities about the
human lives they touch.

If

workers spoke in generalities, recipients were quite

specific in talking about stereotypes regarding themselves and about ones they held
about the people who determine their eligibility.
Recipients in this research displayed painful awareness of stereotypes that were
held by others, and the sting of disapproval implicit in the words and attitudes of
people they have encountered was apparently not easily forgotten or forgiven. A
college insffuctor had demoralized V12 and other AFDC classmates in a lecture during

which he issued wrathful indictments against welfare mothers. FlS remembered the
devastation she had felt years before when impatient shoppers behind her commented,
as she juggled groceries and two small children, that people with food stamps ought to

check out last because they were getting their groceries free.
Osgood's study of rural Pennsylvania found less support or sympathy for
recipients than in urban areas (44). A plausible cause for the difference is the higher

visibility that rural recipients have in their coilununities. Recipients in this study
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spoke of their experiences in tiving under society's microscope and of not being

permitted to have fun or to make mistakes.

FIV felt anxious when

she accompanied

her parents to a private club, afraid to be seen by welfare employees at a "nice place."
S13 wearily observed,

"I

have to live to a higher standard. . .

your business in a small town . .

."

.

Everybody knows

There was a pervasive note of frusration in the

voice of recipients interviewed as they acknowledged the judgments placed upon them
by their townspeople. They were aware that tax money supported them and that their
neighbors were those taxpayers. Bambery and Nelson reported that a male rural
recipient had stressed how he had resisted applying for weHare because he didn't want

to create further hardship for his taxpaying neighbors (2).
Recipients saw irony in the stereotypes directed toward the group with which
they were identified-welfare mothers-because the public ignored the challenges
posed by AFDC: stretching inadequate resources to meet basic family needs; sraining

to escape the system under the multiple handicaps of employment disincentives, rural
unemployment, and asset limitations; and daily bending to the corrlmunity's
disapproval of their status. Davis' studies of rural attifudes toward welfare mothers

found that raising children was not considered work but rather a barrier to work (1983,

48). Surviving society's unfair characterization of AFDC mothers as lazy

and

incompetent people seemed less troublesome to the recipients studied here, however,
than did overcoming the perceived judgmental attitudes of the agency and workers

who administered the very rules by which recipients were resrained.

While society may be ignorant of the challenges imposed upon recipients of
AFDC, workers are not. Some recipients in this study could name one or two workers

with whom they had had a rospectful, productive working relationship. Yet, most
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experiences related in intenriews seemed to have had damaging effects upon

recipients' self-concepts. Recipients reported that, at times, they felt stripped of their
individual identity. "f'm just a number" (P4). Or they felt deprived of adequate

information. "Your . . . worker won't tcll you what's all out thore for you" (R5). Or
they felt mistrusted. "She treats me fike

I am. trying

to cheat someone out of

something" (A10). Connection might reasonably be made between Fisher et al.'s
theory of "threat to self-esteem" and the relative success of the most resentful of the
recipients interviewed here. Their theory links high self-help behaviors to helpees
(such as recipients) who find offers of help and support desEuctive of their sense of

self-worth and competency (67-69). The attitude and performance of subjects in this
study somewhat correlated with Fisher et al.'s conclusions that the angriest were
apparently also the most motivated. However, there appear to be other socialpsychological factors that contribute to the steadfast resolve of those recipients who
successfully exit from AFDC, which factors cannot be inferred from this study.

It was in the frst

focus group that

FlK realized,'oI feel we are stereotyped

[by

workers], but we're doing the same thing to the worker. We're stereotyping them!"
During this research, recipients offered a consistent image of workers as being
powerful and arbitrary as well as economically and socially privileged. "High
class . .

." (R5). "Have a good office job" (S13).

Stereotyping of other recipients was also comrnon. Feelings of shame and guilt
permeated the research and seemed to compel recipients to distance themselves from

the stereotype. J14 sought to avoid other students he knew who were also on AFDC.

"I

was making stereotypes of my own . . . living in an area with a lot of AFDC

pi[ents. I was uncomfortable with that" CI1 said, "Most welfare people are in

the
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ba.rs." "A lot of people on [welfare] don't want to work" (A10). For P4, who called
herself a "proud person," a distancing technique was her fantasy of repaying the
benefits she and her family received. Stereotypes of AFDC recipients are deeply
etched into the minds of society and of recipients themselves. The effects of living in

highly visible rural poverty

appea.rs

to cause damage to the self-concepts of rural

recipients and, by association, to their financial workers as well.

Summarization of Analvsis
The dynamics of the worker-recipient relationship appear to be significantly
influenced by four factors existing in the institution and cornmunity in which they

meet. Until leadership is taken to bring flexibility to institutional rigidity, humanizing
changes to a dehumanizing environmen! harmonious understanding to incompatible

realities, and counter-images to the internalizing of stereotypes, the relationship
promises to continue to be desffuctive of the persons engaged in the serious work of
developing economic independence.
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CHAPTER VI

Researching the experiences of financial workers and recipients proved to be an

illuminating journey into the lives and reality of courageous, resilient individuals. OId
stereotypes receded under the light of fresh perspectives. And progress appears to
have been made toward identifying the salient factors that determine the quality of an

involuntary partnership into which a growing number of rural women ire entering.
This thesis set out to answer the cenffal question: What are the personal and
systemic factors that precipitate a relatively productive or nonproductive relationship
between a rural AFDC recipient and her financial worker? To that end, a set of four

working questions guided the research process. The immediate responses to these
questions, which are set out below, become the foundation blocks for the conceptual
analysis.

What are the stereotypes and attitudes that recipients and workers hold about
themselves and about each other? Recipients were painfully aware of stereotypes that

were held by people in their rural corrununities and their financial workers. This study

found that recipients intemalized those stereotypes, feeling shame and guilt for living
on taxpayers' money and anger and resentment for being forced to forego privacy and

self-determination. They also felt judgmental toward other people on welfare and
dehumanized by their financial workers as being just faceless numbers and crises.

Workers as well felt a certain discomfort about what community people and recipients
thought of them. They, too, internalized stereotJryes about themselves and about the
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welfare system. They felt misunderstood and undervalued for what they did,
dehumanized by their agency's expectations of them, unduly responsible for county

expenditure of welfare monies, and angry and afraid because of constant changes in

policy. Recipients believed they were cooperative. 'Workers believed they were fair
and scrupulously professional.

What goals did each of the parties strive to meet? The research showed that

a

worker's goal was to accurately determine eligibility for applicants and recipients
because her performance was measured

by quality conffol audits. The recipient's goal

was to meet basic needs for her family. When both worker's and recipient's primary
goals had been met, their secondary goal was self-sufficiency for the recipient.

What qualities did recipients and workers want in each other when their shared
goal was self-sufficiency for the recipient? Recipients wanted workers to be pleasant,
respectful, informative, and encouraging. Workers wanted recipients to be
cooperative, honest, ambitious, and prompL

What services that facilitate movement toward self-sufficiency were hardest to
obtain by recipients? In this study, recipients were very concerned about the transition
process from AFDC to employment. They listed benefits and subsidies+hild care,

housing and medical insurance-rather than seruices as being difficult to obtain.
The objectives of the research were to provide opportunity for rural AFDC
parents and financial workers to describe their views about the process of achieving

financial self-sufficiency, to analyze the data and discover what encoruages and what
impedes negotiation for independence between the two parties, and to make
recorrunendations for a better working environment.

As the study proceeded through these early questions, the researcher reviewed
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previous theory and new data that together challenged some of her initial assumptions
and upheld others. As discussed in the analysis, the research data established that four

factors exerted strong influence upon the relative productivity of the AFDC recipient-

financial worker relationship. These were:

1.

Institutional rigidity;

2.

Dehumanizing environment;

3.

Incompatible realities; and

4.

Internalized stereotypes.

The flust three could be characterized as systemic factors and the fourth, a personal
factor.

At least three initial assumptions were challenged by the research findings.
First, the finding that the financial workers' primary goal was to determine eligibility
was inconsistent with the assumption that workers took an active role

in self-

sufficiency efforts by recipients. That assumption was based on knowledge that
workers

EIre

many recipients' only contact with the county agency. The concern,

therefore, is raised as to whether anyone in the social services agency is directly

involved in guiding and encouraging AFDC recipients toward economic independence.
Second, the need for services is not nearly so critical for recipients as is

provision and extension of benefits during the transition period and into the early
stages

of employment. The assumption had been, as above, that workers took

an

active role in recipient efforts toward independence. The findings suggest, however,
that the system is not designed to help recipients attain self-sufficiency but rather to
retain them in a state of semi-voluntary enftapmenl A major concern arises,
therefore, that AFDC has become a welfare prison from which only the most assertive,
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persistent, and creative recipient/inmates can ever escape.

Third, the finding that workers lack discretionary powe'r in performing

eligibility determinations was inconsistent with the initial assumption that they possess
{

such power. The corollary to that disproven assumption was that in possessing

discretionary power, they apply it prejudicially, granting assistance to recipients they

wish to help. The assumption and its corollary were based on the stated belief of
many recipients that their workers were arbitrarily withholding information and forms

of emotional and financial support critical to the recipients' well-being. The finding
that workers were essentially powerless agents who must dispassionately implement
rules and regulations on behalf of state and federal governments suggests that there is

little room for basic human compassion in the welfare system. Denied the opportunity
to creatively,meet the real needs of recipients, workers must harden their sensibilities.
The AFDC system appears to have been deliberately contrived as a punitive response

to poverty that, in essence, holds impoverished persons responsible for their situations.
This raises the concern that in a dehumanizing system such as AFDC appears to

be-one in which workers are overworked and recipients are undersupported-the
possibitity of positive outcomes is severely limited to those extraordinary workerrecipient partnerships who risk "bending" the rules.
The Rgle of Lpadership
The role of leadership in this research was threefold. First, this thesis gave

voice to the socially disenfranchised. Aware that society had reduced them to

a

stereotype, the AFDC parents in this study displayed both courage and dignity as they
described their experiences as recipients of welfare. They accepted the invitation to

break the silence of rural poverty and provided unforgettable stories that vividly
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illustrated what it was like to be poor.

A

second aspect of leadership was giving dimension to a previously amorphous

population of goal-oriented, low-income recipients and their rules-bound financial

workers. A review of the literature revealed a dearth of published material about the
human side of financial workers and about the relationship betrreen workers and

recipients. Because the sample in this study was primarily composed of women who
were engaged in job-uaining programs, the viewpoint of how AFDC serves lowincome people in their quest to become self-sufficient was particularly relevant.

The major link between this research and leadership, however, lies in proposing
a framework of recorunended action out of which change can occur. Because the four

critical factors that influence the relationship under study vary between systemic and
personal, leadership needs to be taken at several levels to make consffuctive change in

how AFDC recipients and financial workers relate to each other.
ReqgElmendations
Since individual circumstances and needs vary, flexible ruIes are a critical

component of a humanizing approach to welfare.

At the national level, action must occru to reshape federal welfare policy into
a program that

will

destigmatize recipients of AFDC by involving them in the

development of their own seH-sufficiency plans. The Minnesota Family Investment
Plan (MFIP) could become a model for such a program. Federal legislation must also

provide direction in simplifying policy and granting authority for financial workers ro
have more discretion regarding eligibility determination. Furthermore, greater
assistance must be provided to recipients such as those

in this study who are diligently

working to gain economic independence. Specific fypes of help and leniency
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suggested by interview subjects include the following:

1.

Permitting two AFDC mothers to share a household and childcare;

2.

Allowing ownership of a higher-valued, better-operating vehicle;

3.

Providing supplemental assistance with rent, medical
food during the flrst year of employment;

4.

Assisting with costs of schooling and clothes;

5.

Establishing cooperative programs that link social services and careerEaining institutions; and

6.

Permitting recipients to work and save their earnings for a successful
exit from welfare.

ca^re, daycare, and

Additionally, a merit examination for the financial worker position must be developed
to test both technical and human relations skills.

Within the U.S. Deparrnent of Health and Human Services, the position of
income maintenance worker (also called financial worker) must be professionalized. A

uniform job description must be adopted-similar to the one proposed in 1979-with
the minimum educational requirement of a baccalaureate degree in social work (BSW).
Financial workers would consequently possess the human relations skills now found

lacking by recipients, case managers for other pro$ams, and the workers themselves.

To facilitate this evolution to professional status, currently employed workers without
a four-year degree must be offered: 1.) a reasonable means to convert previous work
experience and training into college credits, and 2.) a limited "window of opportunity"

to be grandparented in as a BSW-level employee.

In the National Association of Social Workers, the position of financial
worker/income maintenance worker must be categorized at the professional level, with
the credentialing process requiring a balance of technical and human relations courses.
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Recommended salary ranges would reflect the enhanced status of the position. Also,

curriculum guidance must be provided to schools of social work, to create a financial
worker concenffation for BSW students.

At the state level, the state legislatures must appropriate sufficient

monies for

use by counties to upgrade financial workers' salaries to those of professionals.
State departments of human services must resffuctrue their training programs

for financial workers into continuing education units and cooperate with counties in
evaluating attained education levels of crurent workers. Optional models for
dissemination of information to recipients must be offered to counties so that they can

provide the comprehensive and accurate information about resources, services, and
benefits that recipients say they need and do not now receive. Additionally, each state
must enforce consistent application of rules within all counties.

At the county level, in view of additional
government must develop budgets that

will

costs for upgraded salaries, county

adequately fund their human services

departments.

In county deparunents of human senrices, reorganization must take place

to

reflect the enhanced responsibilities of the workers. Better ways must be developed

for informing recipients about resources, services, and benefits for which they might
be eligible. As suggested by recipients in this study, some feasible means of
disseminating new or widely relevant information include:

1.

Periodic mailings;

?.

A central information

3.

A printed list on file with financial workers and provided to recipients;

4.

A published booklet disrributed among recipients;

telephone line;

and
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5.

A

supplement to the AFDC application booklet.

At the local level, colleges and universities offering a BSW degree must work
with the National Association of Social Workers to create an adapted BSW curriculum
with a financial worker concenffation. Delivery of the course work must be accessible
to rural areas, both for currently employed financial workers as well as for those
desiring to enter the career

field.

Schools of social work can accomplish this in

several ways, including: using interactive television (ITV) networks to link colleges of

social work with

ffv

classrooms in post-secondary educational institutions outside of

urban centers, scheduling and siting evening and weekend classes in rural-based
corrununity and technical colleges, and developing innovative delivery systems that

involve independent study and intensive, expanded leaming sessions.

At the personal level, this writer

has demonstrated intrinsic leadership by

virtue of undertaking this study. Gaining access to financial workers was difficult.
Exploring an essentially unexamined relationship demanded careful listening, analytical
thought and prodigious review of related literature.
Other applications to intrinsic leadership exist and are ongoing: exEapolating
the experiences and insights gained in this research into the writer's work with AFDC
mothers; influencing and challenging stereotypes which may be held by colleagues;
and informing the leadership network of the Augsburg's Master of Arts in Leadership
program.

Extrinsic leadership which has or will. derive from this study includes teambuilding and information sharing. For example, through membership on the regional
corrununity actions program (CAP) board of directors and the displaced homemaker
program advisory council; initiation of a multi-county diversity project intended to
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foster acceptance of gender and raciaVethnic differences; personal and professional
responsibility for change taken by initiating collaborative meetings with social
workers, financial workers and recipients; and actively seeking publication
opportunities for the findings of this research.

Ultimately, this research has sought to give voice to the recipient-worker

reality. Reflecting the isolation each experienced in her role, their words

echoed

poignantly from out of the research. A worker directed her enffeaty to recipients.
"They have to look at us, that we are here to manage the program . . . We are human

. . not to take things personally." A recipient directed hers to the whole of society.
"How do you get people to look at you for what you are, [and] not for where you get
your money?"

.
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Appendix A
WELFARE: A Reading
Although we are all tired of being on welfare, think where you would be if there were
no welfare. I think we must all give thanks that we at least have a roof over our
heads and food on the table. Even if your roof is a bit leaky, or yotu food doesn't
stretch as far as you would liks, remember that there are others who do not even have
that much. Please be thankful for what you do have. For those of you who are in
college or contemplating going to college, remember that it is welfare that made it
possible for you to take this opportunity to get ahead in life. Many say that it is their
goal to keep us on welfare but if that were so, there would be no opportunity for a
higher education, RIGHT? They simply have to go by the books, but they don't write
them. They are doing their jobs, just as we will be when we hit the work force. If
your boss says no, do you turn around and say yes to someone else? If you did, you
wouldn't have a job very long. So once again, please give thanks for all they do.
They help as much as they are permitted to. They have a tough job when it comes to
saying NO. I'm sure it is not an easy job. I remember my very fust social worker
who had to tell me I could not receive food stamps for 60 days because I had just quit
a job. It was a medical reason for quitting but that didn't change the rules any. I was
pregnant and they were telling me how to eat right to have a healthy baby. I cried
right in front of her because there was no way to eat right without money or food
stamps. I could see her sadness in her eyes. She told me to hang on as she went
through her file and came up with food shelves for me to go to. I had a:rangements
to receive food by the time I left her office. YES, GIVE MAI\ry THANKS. THEY
DESERVE IT!
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Appendix B
Questionnaire: Recipient of AFDC
1

Where do you seek financial help first when you or yow family need it?

)

What do you think of when Socia1 Services is mentioned?

J.

What happened in your life that required asking for help from Social Services
for the first time?

4.

What was it like the first time you contacted Social Services for help?

5.

How have you been ffeated as a welfare recipient by a financial worker?

6.

Can you describe the most productive experience with your worker you have
had?

7.

What is the least helpful thing that has happened to you as recipient?

8.

How might that have turned into a good experience?

9.

What causes any breakdowns in the relationship between you as recipient and
your worker?

10.

[Can you] describe the relationship between recipient and worker?

11.

How important is "attitude" on the relationship between a recipient and
financial worker?

l?.

How would you describe your attitude as an AFDC recipient?

13.

How would you describe your worker's attitude in your dealings with her/him?

14.

Stereotypes are labels put on people that do not allow for individual differences
of any kind. Do stereotypes have an influence on the attitudes held by you and
by your worker?

15.

YVhen

When
When

I say "AF'DC" what comes to your mind?
I say "AIIDC recipient," what comes to mind?
I say "AFDC worker," what comes to mind?

16. If you were an "ideal" recipient, how would you behave and think?
17

.

If you could have

an "ideal" worketr, how would she/he behave and tfuink?
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18.

How do you get yoru most useful information about services and benefits for
which you are eligible?

19.

Do you have any suggestions for better ways to share that information?

20

What would you like to change about social services and AFDC?

2t.

Is there anything more you want to talk about.
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Appendix C
Questionnaire: AFDC Financial Worker

1

What is the nature of your work as a financial worker?

2.

What do you most enjoy about your work?

3

What is the goal for a financial worker in working with a client?

4.

lVhat gets in the way of achieving that goal?

5.

What main occurrence in your life led you to your present work as a financial
worker?

6

What is the most productive experience with a client you have had, throughout
your history as a financial worker?

7

What is the most discouraging thing about your work?

I

How do you handle that?

I

What do you think causes a breakdown in the relationship between you,
worker, and your client?

as

10.

What is the effect of either person's attitude on the relationship between
recipient and a financial worker?

a

I

1.

What words best describe your attitude as a provider of AFDC Benefits?

12.

What words would you expect your most cooperative client to use to describe
your attinrde? Your least cooperative client?

13.

'What

14.

What words describe your most cooperative and least cooperative clients'
attitudes, in your professional dealings with them?

15.

How different would those clients' words be from yours, in describing their
attitudes in the relationship?

16.

What accounts for any differences?

accounts for any difference?
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17.

Stereotypes are labels put on people that do not allow for individual differences
of any kind. Do stereotypes have an influence on either the attitudes held by
you or by your clients?

18.

What comes to mind when
What comes to mind when
What comes to mind when

I
I
I

say "AFDC"?
say "AFDC recipient"?
say "AFDC worker"?

19. If you had an *'ideal" recipient, how would she/he behave and think?
20. If you were an "ideal" worker, how would you behave and think?
21.

What are some of the things that enter into a decision about what services and
benefits you steer a client toward?

22

Is there anything you would like for yourself that would make your work more
effective than it is now?

23.

Is there anything you want me to tell the women

I work

with?
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Appendix D
Questionnaires: Gatekeepers

I.

II.

Interview with rural STRIDE caseworker
A.

What is the nature of yoru work with STRIDE participants?

B.

What is the goal of STRIDE?

C.

What do you edoy about your work with AFDC recipients?

D.

What makes your work distinct from that of a county financial worker?

E.

Have your STRIDE clients ever corrrmented on their relationships with
financial workers?

F

lVhat changes would you like to make in your working relationship with
county social services and financial workers?

Interview with urban AFDC advocate

A.

How do recipients become aware of you and your services?

B.

Under what circumstances are they etigible to seek your advocacy?

C.

\Uhat services and resoruces can you provide AFDC recipients?

D.

What is the history of your position?

E.

What role do you play in the relationship betrveen financial workers and
AFDC recipients?
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Appendix E
Model Job Description for Income Maintenance Workers
Function
The income maintenance worker's primary responsibility is to correctly
determine an applicant's eligibility for financial assistance, to monitor continual
compliance with all program requirements, and to close the case when a client is no
longer eligible.

Activi

ob Tasks
The income maintenance worker will perform the following activities/job tasks:
Interviqwine. llients: Eliciting complete and accurate information from clients
through verbal inquiry; reviewing completed forms. (Flome, office, or
telephone.)

Explaining Pro ams to Clients: Giving details of specific agency requirements
and other programs; advising clients of their entitlements and obligations.

Verifvine InfotmaEon: Soliciting collateral verifications of client-supplied
information; requiring the clients themselves to provide specific identification
and proofs in accordance with agency policy.
Determinine Cateeorical Eli-sibilitv: Comparing case information with
eligibility standards and concluding whether or not the client is eligible for
assistance.

Calculating Grant Amounts: Compudng countable income, resoruces, and
expenses with the assistance of available office equipment; deriving the exact
dollar value of the grant.
Processine Case Materials: Maintairring complete and properly organized case
records; keeping case information current and accurate. (The paperwork.)

hocessine Clients to Reso,lve hoblems: Aiding clients to meet eligibility
requirements and obligations; interceding in emergencies; making referrals to
services and community resources.
Job Enrichment: Developing oneself personally and professionally by taking
advantage of training opportunities; attending workshops to improve job-related
skills, knowledge, and abilities; working together with peers and supervisors to
improve service to the community.
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Skills" Knowledse.

Abilities Required

In order to carry out the above activities/job tasks, the income maintenance
worker position requires the following skills:
Oral Communic4tion Skills: Needed during inter.riews (office, home, or
telephone contacts) to elicit information and to explain programs and policies;
used in the objective and factual exchange of information with clients,
coworkers, and others.

Writins Skil.ls: Needed for corresponding with clients, collateral sources, and
corilnunity members; documenting case activity for case records, appeals
hearings, and fraud investigations.
Reasg4i.qe

Skills: Needed to follow directions and procedures; arriving

at

logical conclusions; objective analysis of facts,
Computational Skills: Needed to calculate work expenses, asset cash values,
countable income, and grant amounts; arithmetic.
Judement

Skills: Used for interpreting policy and making decisions when

policy or procedure is not clearly stated; based on knowledge and
understanding of federal and state policies and procedures, and experience in
applying them.
Orga4i?atiqnal Skills: Needed to maintain organization in the workspace; the
worker's own systems for keeping up with the workload responsibilities;
appointment calendar; referral file; returning phone calls; dealing with mail,
forms and paperwork.

Coachipe.fkills: needed to help clients establish eligibility by assisting them
with their comprehension of regulations and responsibilities; advice and
guidance; informal counseling and assistance to clients in crisis; referrals to
available senrices and cornmunity resources.
Interper,soqal Skillg: Needed to facilitate working relationships with clients,
coworkers, and others, tactfulness, courteousness; assisting clients to feel
comfortable: setting up an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect.

Hirine Standards
hevious education and experience must include at least the following:
Educatipn: Graduation from high school with a C or higher average.
Exuerience: Two years in a job requiring contact with the public.
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Performance Standards
The performance of the income maintenance worker will be evaluated
regularly. Performance will be assessed relative to the following:

Accuracy: The income maintenance worker must determine eligibility
accruately, ensuring that appropriate information is collected, verified,
analyzed, and used to calculate the. gmnt amount.

Efficiencv: The income maintenance worker must work efficiently, carrying a
caseload of 150 cases. Backlogs of cases overdue for redetermination must be
kept to a minimum and applications must be processed within 45 days.
Oualitv Service: The income maintenance worker must provide quality
services to program applicants and recipients, act in their interests, and
represent the Department in a mattue and responsible manner.
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